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"Moral Equivalent of War." Hell. Thisiswar! The gas co. in Cleveland sent out 40,000 cut-off notices^
residents of one neighborhood mobilized and blocked attempts to shut off the gas on April 15. But on April 18, the
very day of Carter's first energy talks, squads of gun-wielding cops, escorted gas company trucks back, threatening
^d arresting people while the company forcibly shut off gas meters. People are enraged at these gestapo measures.
fSee article on p. 6.)

Another Call for "Equal" Sacrifice

Carter^Energy'Wir'
Aimed at the People

As we go to press for the May Revolution President
Jimmy {Chicken Little) Carter has just announced to
the American people that the sky is falling in. We are
running out of energy. Greedy Americans are gobbling
up all of their sources of fuel at a reckless rate, heed
less of the future. He warned that we face catastrophy.

^Like the Ghost of Christmas future he painted a horrible
picture of what confronts us if we, the masses of peo
ple, don't change our ways. Giant factories lying empty,
so many silent and hollow hulks: tens of millions
of people without work, shivering in their homes, chop
ping up their furniture for fuel. He painted the picture
of a once powerful nation lying in prostrate submis
sion before devious and evil Arab oil sheiks, with its
people blindly and irrationally destroying their en
vironment. But he has a promise of hope and salvation,
we can be saved but it will mean great sacrifice. "If
we fail to act soon we will face an economic, political
and social crisis that will threaten our free institutions."

A truly horrifying picture, one intended to strike
fear into the hearts of the masses of people. And an
absolutely false and upside down view of reality. As
the article "Gas Blackmail and What's Behind It," in
the March 1977 Revolution put it, "These doomsday
reports [are] just the despair of a historically obsolete
class trying to describe its own approaching doom as
the doom of the whole world. What they are admitting
with these types of scare stories is that their system

"Stands as an obstacle to developfng the productive
forces, to the further advance of society."

Carter's somber predictions of potential gloom ac
tually said this in so many words. He said that to un
derstand the crisis we supposedly face we have to look
back in history at the preceding periods when mankind
made changes in its energy use. The first was the
switch from wood to coal, which coincided with the
industrial revolution. The second was the switch from
coal as the primary source of fuel to oil and natural
gas. This actually coincided with the development of
capitalism into imperialism, its highest and final stage.
In fact both of these changes reflected great advances

in the development of the productive forces. But
while pre-monopoiy capitalism, especially during its
rise, helped promote the growth of the productive
forces, in its imperialist stage it stands as a barrier to
the further development of society. As if to prove this
fact. Carter said that now we must prepare for a third
change—for strict conservation and renewed use of
coal as our major energy source. In other words; we
have to go backwards to an earlier period of energy
sources and use less energy than the development of
society requires. We have to lower our standard of
living because capitalism actually blocks the road for
ward.

The Shortage $hud<

We are told that .we can't produce the energy we
r^eed from gas and oil because if consumption keeps
going up at the same rate "we-could use up,all the
proven reserves of oil in the entire world by the end of
the next decade"! What are these proven reserves?
They are the oil and gas reserves that the companies
have drilled into, measured and are "reasonably cer
tain" they can sell at a profit. And that gets at Oie
real nature of this crisis. It is a profits crisis for the
capitalists, not a shortage of energy sources. The fact
is that there are still huge reserves of oil and natural
gas in the ground but it is not prdfitaWe enough for the
capitalists to explore and drill them. That's why, de
spite their cries about d^endence on foreign oil, the
petroleum companies co/itinue to import oil from the
Middle East rather than develop the domestic supplies
that they know exist, li is still cheaper to produce
Middle East oil and more profitable to import it.

The OPEC oil group has sharply cut into this free
wheeling exploitation of their natural resources and
made it more expensive. Of course the oil companies
have passed the costs onto the consumers in higher
prices. But this has created great difficulties for the
capitalist class as a whole, and sharpened the competi-

Contlnued on page 6

Soviet
Backed
Mercenaries
invade
Zaire

The central African country or ^.aire is being invaded
by a mercenary army which has been used by one im
perialist power after another in Africa for over 15
years, an army which is now armed and backed up po
litically by the Soviet Union.

On the eve of Castro and Podgomy's African diplo
matic offensive, thousands of troops equipped with
Soviet weapons crossed from Angola into Zaire to over
throw the main pro-U.S. black government in Africa,
headed by Mobutu Sese Seko. Even as the Cuban-So
viet diplomatic safari shuttled from country to coun
try to conquer with soft-talking promises of aid, the
Zaire invasion going on at the same time showed off
the Soviet's big stick, making spoken threats unneces
sary.

These invaders, whose officers are former Katangese
policemen who were first formed into a mercenary
army by Belgium in an attempt to split off the rich
mining province of Katanga, are using the oppression
of the people under the Mobutu government and anti-
Mobutu feelings in Katanga (now called Shaba) to
draw some support from the masses there. Their stra
tegy is to surround the main mining areas in Shaba,
which are key to Zaire's economy, and "force Mobutu
to resign in favor of the liberation front," as a spokes
man put it.

But while Mobutu has been a servant of U.S. im
perialism and the people of Zaire will undoubtedly
overthrow their oppressors, in this case the Soviet-
backed forces are unscrupulously using the situation
in Zaire and especially in Shaba for a completely re
actionary purpose—to bring Zaire under Soviet coh-
trol. Nothing can come of such an invasion but more
oppression and exploitation for the people of Zaire.
Only the people of Zaire themselves can solve the .
country's problems. If such an armed invasion suc
ceeds in imposing a new regime, the conditions for
revolution will not be advanced, but set back.

The real nature of these imperialist mercenary
"liberators" was exposed by official denunciations of.
the invasion by the chairman and the secretary-general '
of the Organization of African Unity, made up of the
heads of all the independent African governments. The
People's Republic of China also harshly denounced the
Soviet-backed invasion, helping to bring before world
public opinion a situatiort which the superpowers are
trying to keep quiet. China has provided Zaire with
militar/ aid—with no strings attached—so that it could
fight the invaders without at the same time becoming
more dependent on the U.S. and other Western im
perialists. It is also the duty of revolutionary people
worldwide to condemn this Soviet-backed aggression.

U.S. Motives

The U.S. is also trying to shore up the Zaire govern
ment against the invaders, not out of any concern for
Zaire's independence but rather for the $1 billion in
U.S. investments and U.S. imperialism's more general
interests In Zaire. While the USSR is intervening in
Zaire by "remote control," using African troops to do

Continued on page 13
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To Hit imperialism in Africa

March onWhite House

African Liberation Day!
The tremendous upsurge of struggle in 2mbabwe,

Namibia and Azania makes African Liberation Day tiiis

year an event of the highest importance. Witfi the lib-
erction forces drawing nearer to victory and the rulers

of the two superpowers, the U.S. and tiie USSR, each
trying desperately to wind up as the top plunderer of

the peoples of southern Africa, the situation demands^
a powerful African Liberation Day. At the same time
there is fertile ground for building an ongoing move

ment of support for African liberation—the sentiments

of large numbers of Americans, especially but by no
means exclusively Blacks, lie increasingly in opposition

to the savagery of the system of white minority rule
and with the masses of people in southern Africa.

This year African Liberation Day, May 28, will cen

ter on a march on the White House, called by the Afri

can Liberation Day Coalition. The demonstration is
aimed at making ALD a battle against the ruling class,
a battle involving the broadest possible numbers of
people.

The central theme of the demonstration and the

campaign to build it is "Fight Imperialism and Nation
al Oppression from the USA (Union of South Africa)
to the USA (United States of America)." There are

also three specific slogans designed to serve as rallying
cries for the demonstration: "Victory to the People of
Southern Africal", "Down with White Minority Rule!"

and "U.S. Out of Southern Africa-Superpowers Hands

Off!"

The recently formed coalition already involves a
number of revolutionary and anti-imperialist groups

and individuals, many of whom have played an Impor
tant role in the Black struggle in this country. Among

them are the majority of active chapters of the African
Liberation Support Committee: Ethridge Knight, poet

and author; Abdul Alkalimat, Peoples College; Vicki
Garvin, former co-chairman of the National Negro
(jbor Council; and Bid Hampton, brother of martyred
Black Panther leader Fred Hampton. Tapson Mawere,

chief North American representative of ZANU, and a
representative of the Pan Africanlst Congress of Aza
nia have committed themselves to address the rally.

Even though time is short and there are many ques
tions to be resolved, African Liberation Day 1977 and
the campaign to build it are being taken up as a critical
part of a larger task, the building of a broad social
movemer^ in solidarity with the liberation strug
gles in southern Africa. The beginnings of such a move
ment have existed for several years as showff by the an
nual celebration of African Liberation Day since the be
ginning of the decade, the protests around Rhodesian
chrome imports and similar actions. Now, with the
growth of the struggle in southern Africa has come a
corresponding development in the spontaneous senti
ments of people here, manifested in demonstrations
at banks selling gold Krugerrands (a desperate attempt
by South Africa to bail out of its economic difficulties),
actions against corporations and colleges with interests
and investments in the apartheid system, protests at •,
sports and cultural events with South African partici
pation, meetings and conferences in schools and com
munities to learn about and pledge support to the
South African struggle.

There are three important and closely related as

pects to building a campaign and a movement in sup
port of African liberation. The first is educational'
work among the masses, the second is the collection
of material aid for the liberation forces and the third
is hitting imperialists with demonstrations and the
like. The last task also contributes substantially to the
first wo. Struggle drives home the points made in var
ious forms of educational work, and the best form of

material aid people in this country can offer the liber
ation forces in Africa is cutting away the freedom of

the capitalists and the government to maneuver in Afri
ca, intervene militarify and so on.

Expose U.S. Imperialism

To build a broad social movement and bring into

motion all progressive forces, it is necessary to carry
on agitation and propaganda, particularly in conjunc
tion with real struggle, in order to help the masses of
people develop a good understanding of what is really
happening in southern Africa. President Carter and
his UN ambassador and fellow mouthpiece for the
capitalists, Andrew Voung, are trying to stand reality
on its head by badmouthing apartheid and talking up
the U.S. as the potential saviour of the people of the
southern African countries. The seeming contrast with
previous administrations' more or less open support of
the white settler/egiiries in Rhodesia and South Africa

African Liberation Day has become an important part
of the campaign to expose the imperiaiists' role in Afri--
ca and build support among the people of the U.S. for
tl}e struggle fo drive the imperiaiists from the continent.

has spread confusion, causing many people to wonder

if the U.S. can feally play a progressive role there.
The fact is that U.S. corpomions have raked in bil

lions from their mines, factories^ plantations and other
investments in these countries and the U.S. government

has been the most important international backer of
the minority governments. Now when things look
shaky and their profits and other stakes are threatened,
they want to "bring stability to the situation "-prefer
ably through some "negotiated" compromise that
grants the African people a few more rights while keep
ing white minority rule intact. Failing that, they are
seeking and grooming potential puppets with black
skins to take the place of Vorster, Ian Smith and com
pany.

Basis for Common Struggle ''

Key to exposing the real nature and plans of Carter,
Young and the class they serve is bringing out the real
relationship that underlies and gives rise to feelings of

"■ solidarity between American Blacks and the freedom
fighters of southern Africa. Although historical roots
play a role, they are far from everything. And it is
definitely not the case, as some say, that there Is an in
nate spiritual bond.

The relationship is based on the fact that the strug
gle of Black people in the U.S. and of the southern Af
ri can people is against a common enemy—U.S. imper
ialism—and both suffer national oppression with cer
tain similar forms—segregation and discrimination.
But the situations are far from identical. There, the

overall struggle in its present stage is national in character
—for liberation—and the struggles of the overwhelmingly
African working class at tJiis point serve the national
liberation struggle. Here the overall struggle is a class
one—for proletarian revolution—and the national
movements are the closest allies of the multi-national
working class. And it is only through the victory of
this united struggle against capitalism and the establish
ment of socialism that the oppression of Blacks and all
oppression in the U.S. can be eradicated.

Despite these differences, the bonds of facing a com
mon enemy and national oppression are very real, and
are the basis for a deeper understanding of imperialism
and its role in southem Africa and in the U.S. For in
stance the life experience of the masses of Black peo
ple shows how the ruling class maintains and relies on
national oppression in this country to increase its pro
fits, divide the people and preserve its rule. It is not
difficult to demonstrate that this is exactly what the
rulingclass is doing in South Africa and tiiat it is no
more likely to abandon national oppression there than
it has been in the U.S.

Posing the question in terms of fighting imperialism
and national oppression makes it possible to mobilize -
more people and forge a stronger struggle, not only in
the Black community but in the ranks of all those who
have reason to hate-the ruling class and its crimes.

Hit Role of Both Superpowers

In exposing the U.S. imperialists and building the
struggle against them, it is crucial not to let the New
Czars of the USSR slip by. It is very dangerous to
overreact to the repulsive example of the October
League, the Workers Viewpoint Organization and
others who use the formula "opposing both superpow
ers" to cover their fundamental agreement with the
U.S. ruling class that the real enemy is the Soviet
Union. Both superpowers are targets for the fire of
those who want to support the struggle for African
liberation-although it is necessary for us in this coun
try to put particular emphasis on the U.S., both because
it is the currently dominant superpower in white-ruled
southern Africa and because this is the U.S., which
means that the working class and its allies have both
the obligation and the opportunity to do the maximum
possible damage to "our own" bourgeoisie.

All the same, the situation in southern Africa today
can't really be understood without understanding the
contention of the two superpowers to control the area.
While Europe remains the focus of superpower conten
tion, southern Africa is where it is sharpest at this
•point, as shown by the recent events in Angola where
U.S.-Soviet "detente" was thrown aside in favor of
open armed conflict, with South African and Cuban
troops used as proxies. Both superpowers are trying
to pose as "friends" of the African people in order to
gain influence in the liberation movements, ice out the
competition and continue to plunder the area in the
future. Powerful support movements in the U.S. and

^elsewhere are concrete aid to the liberation movements
in hewing to the difficult path of self-reliance in their
struggle, and raising slogans and doing propaganda
which exposes the role of the superpowers gives this
additional emphasis.

Unite All Who Can Be United

The point of the political line and slogans of the
African Liberation Day Coalition is precisely to unite
all who can be united in solidarity with ^e peoples of
southern Africa and in struggle against imperialism and
national oppression. The march on the White House will
be built among all sections of the people, with particular

Continued on page 13
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Building a National

Workers Prepare
Bold Step Forward
On February 19, 170 workers from cities around

the country gathered in Cleveland to take a bold step-
calling for the formation of a national workers organi
zation. The meeting was lively, full of discussion and
struggle over what the purpose and role of such an or
ganization will be. After the meeting the workers left
for their factories and hometowns armed with a deeper
understanding of why forming this national workers
organization will represent a real leap forward in the
struggle of the working class, and with a call directed
to workers all around the country urging them to take
up the task of forming the new organization and
gather in Chicago on Labor Day weekend for a founding
convention.

As the call points out, "This organization must be
firmly rooted in the struggles in the plants and indus
tries, against speedup, wage cuts and the other attacks
that come down there." But the workers in Cleveland
set their sights higher than simply an organization to
lead these fights. As the call goes on to point out,
"At all times we need a vehicle to rally the ranks of
our working class inside and outside the unions to
deal with the burning questions that face us—the threat
of war, unemployment, discrimination, and countless
other attacks on the Job and throughout society."

Running through the discussions in Cleveland, and-
something tiiat will continue to come up as the mo
mentum builds for the founding convention in Chica
go, are questions about what exactly the situation is
facing the workers today, where does the struggle of
the working class presently stand, and what must be
done to advance that struggle.

Over the last several years the main contradictions

in U.S. society, most importantly the fundamental
division in society between the working class and the
capitalist class, have been sharpening. Bourgeois myths
about the "great American middle class" are evapora
ting in the heat of the sharpening antagonism between
the working class and the capitalist class. As the cri
sis of capitalism has deepened, the capitalists have been
driven by the very workings of their system to further
attack the working class, trying to drive down wages,
force-through speedup, compulsory overtime and other
means to squeeze ever more profit out of the labor of

the workers. "Official" unemployment rates of 8%
and higher are no longer front page news but a "fact
of life" of bourgeois society, and even this steady
putrification Is punctuated by violent dislocations in
the economy, as goods pile up unsold and massive lay
offs hit the workers.

And, of course, the attacks on the masses of people
are not restricted to the plants and mills. As the decay
of the capitalist system deepens, the masses are forced
to foot the bill in a thousand ways, from the closing
of schools and hospitals to the deterioration of neigh
borhoods and whole cities, and hand-in-hand with this
come efforts by the ruling class to enforce it, through
mounting police terror, attacks on organizations of
the masses and in other ways.

The country is going to hell at a faster and faster .
rate, and people know it. The deterioration of society,
the increased exploitation and intensified attacks on

the masses of people give rise to resistance, and workers
seek the ways to,make that resistance more organized,
more powerful and more directed. The formation of

a national workers organization will serve as a magnet

Seize the Time in *77t

Call For a National

Workers Orgartization
The following call from the Organizing Committee

for a National Workers Organization has been sent to
workers' organizations in many industries and areas

and is being distributed in the tens of thousands to

workers across the country—Ed.

Fellow workers,

VUbrking people are catching hell on all sides. Millions
walk the streets unemployed, while those on the job
are driven harder and faster. The threat of war hangs
over our heads like a dark cloud. Our cities, schools-,

and neighborhoods are falling apart. Inequality and
discrimination are rampant on the job and throughout
society. We are caught in a vise between the crime

that stalks the streets and the terror of the police. Our •

very labor is stolen and twisted into a means to tighten
the chains of oppression on us. Everything is sacri
ficed to the god of profits. The result is continued
chaos and suffering for the great majority of people.

The class of profit seekers tells us that these are
separate problems, faced by small and isolated groups

of people. They try to divide us by industry, union,
nationality and other ways. But these problems all
come from one source—their class and their system.
We are one class, men and women of ail nationalities
with one common interest in fighting all this.

We have fought these attacks in a hundred different
ways, from filing a grievance to battles throughout in
dustries and in our unions, to nationwide strikes in the

coalfields, auto and rubber plants. We have battled
their attempts to cut our unemployment benefits,

stood up to their police terror, and raised our voices
against military aggression and threats of war in South
east Asia, Southern Africa, the Middle East and else
where. In the summer of '75 we marched over 3,000

strong in the streets of Philadelphia on July 4th, the
day the rulers of this country celebrated 200 years of
their rule. We rallied around our own banner declar

ing: "We've Carried the Rich for 200 Years—Let's Get
Them Off Our Backs!" And we have built organiza

tions to wage these battles.
In the advances we have made, we have come up

against the fact that the attacks we face and the battles
we must wage, still are bigger than the organization
owe havedeveloped. We need a national organization
of workers, that rallies and solidifies the active fighters
from our class to mobilize the millions of workers in

the plants of this country into a mighty force, fighting
every key battle, and rallying others behind them. We
need an organization that can unleash the potential

strength and power that exists in the plants, mines
and mills where millions of us are concentrated, turn

ing every factory into a fortress of struggle.
Now is the time to take a bold step. Now is the

time to unite our fighting ranks ali across the country.

Now is the time to build one national organization, an
organization of the v/orking class ofpeople to serve as
a united center of leadership in ali the battles we face,

that mobilizes the strength and power of the miiiions
in our class. Only the working class has the power,
only we have the strength, only we can forge the unity

' to stop the way things are going, to turn things in this
country around.

On February 19th, workers from around the coun
try gathered in Cleveland, Ohio to build this impor

tant organization. From the struggles in the coalfields
in West Virginia, the steel mills in Gary, the auto plants

in Detroit, the fields in California, out of the many
battles our class Is waging we came determined to take

this vital and necessary step. On February 19th, we
resolved to hold a convention on Labor Day, 1977 in

Chicago, Illinois to launch this organization, and we
laid the beginning plans for this.

The organization must be firmly rooted in the strug

gles in the plants and industries, against speedup, wage
cuts and the other attack/that come down there. This

is not a call for a new union, or an organization to re

place the unions. An important part of our fight is
to break the chains the union officials put on our

struggles, kick the traitors out, and fight to make the
unions into weapons in the hands of the rank and file.

But that is not all—we must have an organization that
is rooted in the plants and Industries, an organization
geared to mobilizing our ranks around campaigns of
our entire class. Think what it would have meant if
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in the midst of these developing struggles, drawing to
gether fighters from fre working class and enabling
them to build the various sparks of struggle constantly
arising into campaigns of th'e working class. By doing
this, this organization will be able to serve as a catalyst
helping to bring ever broader masses of people into
motion.

The workers who are coming forward to be a part
of this new.organization are precisely those who are
most actively involved in battle and in mobilizing their
fellow workers. In many industries and areas around
the country particularly sharp struggles have broken
out in the last period. The hard fought rubber strike
of 1976 saw tens of thousands of workers holding out
for several months in the face of extreme hardship and
winning significant gains. The struggle of the rank and
file auto workers around their 1978 contract forced a

nationwide strike of Ford Motor Company, and in the
course of this battle workers in auto for the first time
in decades were able to unite their ranks on a national
basis against the sellout plans of the top union leader
ship and were able to organize a big "no" vote on the
sellout contract, the largest ever "no" vote on a na- " ■
tiona) contract in that industry. More recently, the
steel industry has been the scene of a beginning up
surge of struggle which was focused in the recent elec

tion campaign where the rank and file put up a real
fight against the I.W. Abel union bureaucracy which
has been shackling their struggle for years; this struggle
is right now continuing in the protest against the Abel
machine's signing of a blatant sellout contract and in
the fight around local contracts.

In New York City resistance has mounted to attacks
on the working class and the masses of people spawned
by the "city crisis." In San Francisco workers have
helped beat back attempts to evict retired Filipino
and Chinese workers from the International Hotel in a
battle that has taken on major proportions throughout
the San Francisco Bay Area. In Milwaukee the long
and hard fought meatcutters' strike of a year ago galva
nized thousands of workers In the fight against the com
panies' union busting, taking on more of the character
istics of an overall fight between classes.

In the course of battles, large and small", workers
come .forward who see the need to fight for the
interests of the working class, not just in the im-

Continued on page 19

during the Civil Rights Movement, the Vietnam War,
or the recent strikes of auto, mining, and rubber
workers, we had an organization to mobilize the
strength of the working class on a national level in
these fights.

The question has been raised; how can we do some
thing this big; maybe we should clean up our own
backyards first?

Yes, we have to clean house wherever we can. But
how can Our backyard be kept clean when it's sitting
in the middle of a garbage dump? With millions laid
off, the threat of war, and our futures and children's
future pointing to more of the same and worse, we
have to deal with the entire garbage dump. If we don't,
who will?

There are some who ask, do we really need such an
organization now; maybe we should just concentrate
on changing our unions? It is true our unions have
been ripped off and we must fight to retake them.
But we cannot and will not wait to kick the rats off

our union ship before we stand up for ourselves. The
enemy we face is more than the traitors who have

seized our unions and the battles we must wage are
bigger than the fight to control our unions. At all
times we need a vehicle to rally the ranks of our work
ing class inside and outside the unions to deal with the

burning questions that face us—the threat of war, un
employment, discrimination, and countless other at

tacks on the job and throughout society. At any given
time we need to use this vehicle to concentrate the

forces of our class against the main forms of these at
tacks. We must take these battles head on, relying on
the strength that we have as a single united class with:
one common interest.

There are some who say that building a national
workers organization is a good idea, but ask is it really
possible?

The fact is that It is impossible to continue going
forward by fighting only in smaller groups and local
battles, isolated from each other. If we can fight so
hard in hundreds of smaller battles involving thousands
and even millions of people, why not make this step

that will allow us to move these' thousands and millions

in a more unified and co-ordinated way?

Yes, this is a bold step, but the times and conditions

call for, demand it. It can be done, but it is up to us
to do it. Area organizing committees are being set up
in every part of the country to rally our fellow workers
to this course.

We must get down to the business of getting our
class organized, taking all the necessary steps to pre

pare for theifounding convention in Chicago on Labor
Day. We must mobilize the largest numbers of our
class brothers and sisters around this cause.

Seize the Time in '77—

Build a National Workers Organization!

On to Chicago Labor Day Weekend I
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UWOC, Washington, D.C. demonstration, March 5, 1977.

Cuts BUI Goes Through, But...

Jobless Advance

Off of Campaign
After a three month campaign fought nationwide

by thousands of unemployed workers to defend a full
65 weeks of unemployment Insurance, Congress rushed
through a bill (P.L 95-19) that leaves one 13 week ex
tension (for a total of 52 weeks of unemployment com
pensation in eligible states), and which contains the

wage-cutting provision fought by the workers during
the later part of the campaign.

The final version of the bill says that any worker on
the federal extension (the last 13 weeks of benefits),

must accept any job offer. In any trade, so long as it
pays at least the minimum wage and 20% more, before
taxes, than what the worker is collecting on compensa
tion. The new program goes into effect on May 1 (I),
with the old program supposedly being carried over until
then. At present though, there is tremendous confu
sion at the unemptoyment centers, and the bourgeoi
sie is using even that to cut thousands of people off.

The program runs out on October 31 of this year,
after which there can be no new applicants for the re
maining federal extension, although they hope to put
this further attack over quietly and avoid mass discon

tent at the centers on that date by letting anyone al
ready on an extension finish It out. What the new

law means is that on October 31 unemployment bene
fits are to be cut back to 39 weeks.

The battle forced the ruling class to back off from
what they would like to have done—cut both exten

sions right away, and rip away as much more of unem

ployment insurance as they could get away with—pav

ing the way for outright wage cuts and other methods
of using the unemployed and the threat of unemploy

ment to generally lower the wage level. The broadly
based anger of unemployed workers at being without
work, and the beginnings of organized struggle of the
unemployed against the cuts made the political price

too high for the bourgeoisie to pay at this time.
They were forced to keep one federal extension for

now, and try to use the forced work provision to drive

more workere off unemployment. But this additional

attack which hits both employed and unemployed
workers is bound to, and In fact already has, begun to

arouse even greater opposition and struggle.

In great part, as a result of the battle waged, what
ever fanfare they would like to have made over "grant
ing 13 weeks extension" had to be put aside. As one
presidential aide said, "because of the controversial na
ture of the bill,, the President will sign It quietly, with

out much publicity." Carter was even forced to change
his position on the slave-wage provision. A month be

fore he signed the bill, his office said he supported the
provision in anticipation of jobs programs the admini

stration would be setting up openly below union wage.

By the time the bill was passed, they said Carter had no
position on the bill—a bill which came from him In the
first place!

Battle Not Over

But the battle is far from over. The bourgeoisie has
to continue its drive to remove one great bulwark that
stands as an obstacle to their relentless efforts to lower

wages and reap even greater profits from the backs of
the workers—unemployment Insurance. And they will
move to implement What they just passed, including
chopping back benefits again six months from now.
The lack of unemployment insurance In the early years
of the Great Depression made it easier for the capital
ists to cut wages in half between 1929 and 1932.

What they don't sum up directly from that period,
their class Interests and Instinct dictate to them now,
and their attacks can only be expected to begin to in
tensify.

A few examples of what's going down make this
clear: '

—In Washington State, which the bourgeoisie has
used as a testing ground for various proposals, there is
a bill before the legislature that would force unem

ployed workers, after collecting for 15 weeks, to work
in public works jobs In exchange for their compensa
tion check.

-In Michigan and a number of other states, they are
attempting to throw thousands off with "quit-fired"
and similar bills, which would deny unemployment
compensation to any worker who quits his job or is
fired. In Detroit, 1/3 of all workers collecting compen
sation would dirown off, and It would open those
still working to increased harassment and intimidation
by the companies.

—In New York State a bill is under consideration
that would force any "able-bodied" welfare recipient
to work three days a week for the price of the check.
In Milwaukee and other areas, welfare people are for
ced onto the Country Works Project where they are
forced to do the jobs of unionized county workers for
S2.00 an hour (an attack which has prompted a strike

vote among unionized public workers there). Project
officials there are talking about expanding the program
to make room for workers thrown off iTnemployment
benefits by the recent cuts.

Along with all of this, the bourgeoisie is stepping
up its efforts to create public opinion and win support
for these attacks. Editorials are appearing In major
newspapers in several cities around the country calling
for cutting back on unemployment insurance to get
rid of "cheats" and especially "finicky workers," who
refuse low-paying jobs. They call on "taxpayers" to
revolt against "carrying" these unemployed. Their
strategy Is to unite not only their own ranks, but the
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petty-bourgeoisie and what sections of the working
class they can around Carter's infamous line, "Why
pay a man $80 a week to do nothing when you can pay
him $100 a week to rebuild the railroads" (one of
Carter's few campaign pledges he Is actual ly imple
menting).

In light of these attacks the treachery and impotence
of the leadership of the AFL-CIO on the question of
the cuts in unemployment benefits stands out all the '
more starkly. Not only did they refuse to lift a finger
to fight for the full 65 weeks of benefits, but when the
slave labor provision came out, they openly "traded
off" the interests of the working class In opposing the
cuts and the slave labor provision in return for hopes
of getting through their "legislative program." (see
April 1977 Revolution) Now their whole package has
been shot down by Carter and Congress anyway, leaving
them to whine that they haven't been rewarded for
their faithful service to the bourgeoisie.

Scrambling like mad to maintain their position over
the working class, they fear more than anything its or
ganized struggle. They have sworn never to hold an
other rally like the April 26,1975 Jobs Rally for fear
of totally losing control of the rank-and-file. This
year organized unemployed, along with many em
ployed, put the heat on the top AFL-CIO leadership,
exposing the! r support for the bill and demanding
that the AFL-CIO reverse their stand. When unem
ployed workers and others went to a dinner honoring
George Meany to denounce the AFL-CIO bigwigs'
support of the bill, they were attacked by thugs,
and one worker was knocked unconscious by a pipe-
wielding goon.

Advances Made in Battle

The greater intensity of their attacks inevitably will
give rise to even greater struggle among the unemployed
and large sections of the working class. But also the
working class, especially the unemployed, is in a better
position now to fight the bill's implementation and
throw their forces into the next major battle by build
ing on the advartces made in the last one-more con
scious of the direction things are going In diis country
and who their enemies are, and better organized to
deal with them.

The working class was hit by a heavy press blackout
-the high priests of the media, also driven by their
fear of the organized struggle of the working class,
claimed that the struggle was insignificant and repre- "
sented the interests of only a small minority. Yet,
UWOC was able to make the benefit cuts and the slave
labor provision a big question at least in the unemploy
ment centers of nearly every major city. The press
itself became a battleground, and where the press black
out was broken through the cuts became a social
question among even broader numbers of people.
Through leaflets and timely actions, UWOC turned

the eyes of thousands of unemployed toward Washing
ton, D.C., to see the outcome of the struggle, and to
ward the future—toward the reality of greater attacks
and the necessity of even greater resistance. Places
outside unemployment centers where posters went up
every three weeks or so during the campaign became
centers for information, discussion and struggle among
the unemployed.

UWOC brought 1000 people to the streets of Wash
ington, D.C. and many more into local actions around
the country. These actions continued right up until
the-final passage of the bill. Two days after the Senate
had approved the cuts, unemployed dumped onto the
Senate floor thousands of ballots filled out by workers
from around the country opposing the bill. Two work
ers were arrested for "disrupting the work of the Senate."
That same day workers set up a "Carterville No. 1" In
the park across from the White House to dramatize that

Continued on page 20

Unemployed Assaulted
At Meany Dinner Protest

March 25 was a day of angry action for the unem

ployed. The delegation of the Unemployed Workers

Organizing Committee which had demonstrated in the
Senate and at the White House (see accompanying ar
ticle) took on some of the ruling class' other servants—

the top trade union traitors.

None other than George Meany, the AFL-CIO's.
top honcho, who had just spoken out in favor of Car

ter's wage and benefit cutting bill, was In Washington,
D.C. The reactionary, anti-^ommunlst Social Demo
crats, USA group was holding a dinner to give Meany
Its Eugene Debs Award for "service to the working
class." (This group Includjis some of the AFL-CIO's
top officers.) This was nc/thing but spitting on the
memory of Debs, a revolutionary fighter who would
not have stayed two single minutes in the same room

with a traitor like Meany, and spitting on the struggle

of the working clasS'today, the controlling and crushing
of which has been George Meany's life work.

When the members of the UWOC delegation showed
up at the hotel to denounce Meany's support of the

bill, the hacks and their fans In the Social Democrats,
USA, showed in practice what kind of "service" they
offer to the working class. As the UWOC members
entered, pipe-swinging goons attacked them. Their
hired thugs worked over one UWOC member they
had seized, dragging him to a side room where they
did their level best to stomp him to death. Having

learned something about this particular group, the
next time the workers go up on them they will be bet

ter prepared.

There Is no attack, be It a brutal assault, a sellout

contract or working to tie the workers to the system
of wage slavery, that these traitors won't make. The
more they front for the compariles and the whole capi

talist class, the more they make themselves part of the
target of the growing workers movement which all
their crimes have failed to crush. ■
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Workers Hit Union-
Busting Roadshow

The Coordinating Committee of the Organizing Com
mittee for a National Workers Organization (see article
on p. 3) has decided to make an important part of its
activity In the coming montfis organizing a counterat
tack on an outrageous series of top businessmen's semi
nars blatantly called "Strategies for Preserving Non
union Status." This will be an Important way to draw
the line in the fi^t against runaway shops and union
busting, and in organizing The unorganized. These three
day conferences, sponsored by an outfit called Advanc
ed Management Research, are being held In a number of
cities around the country. The fee is $550 a head and
leeches, vampires and parasites from across the coun
try are all welcome—that is, management and super-
wsory personnel.

Their own brochure, their pitch to prospective clients
for this seminar, puts it right out on front street—"The
name of the game bojis down to this: for you, more ef
fort for elusive profits. This seminar makes no pretense

of Impartiality. It has been created to provide manage
ment with information which will enable it to become

better educated about labor laws."

Their big drawing card is Dr. Oiarles Hughes, head of
the Hughes Corporation, who helped Texas Instruments

stay nonunion for ten years. Texas Instruments is a

mammoth electronics company located mainly in the

Southwest paying minimum wages to most of its work
ers.

This seminar has already been held in Cincinnati,

Ohio, and on April 13 the Organizing Committee for a
National Workers Organization, along widi other groups,
held a spirited demonstration cut front. In Cincinnati,

union busting has become a big question with three hard'

fought strikes over getting rid of unions going on in the

area at the time of the conference, in addition to several

very large plants that have never been organized.
With this in mind the demonstration was built by

statements of support in the plants and taking the ques
tion out in a big way to some of these nonunion plants
and strikes. At the unemployment centers UWOC con

nected the attacks on unionization tothirextension

cuts,showing how they both go hand-in-hand with the
capitalists' drive for profit.

The Coordinating Committee of the Organizing Com
mittees fpr a National Workers Organization and the"
Area Committees are planning to call demonstrations

around the country where this union busting seminar is
to be held. The seminar will be held in the following
cities at these dates; Detroit, May 11-13; Pittsburgh',
May 25-27; Chicago, June 1 -3; Rochester, NY, June 8-
10; New York City, June 15-17; Boston, June 22-24.

Tlie decision by the Coordinating Committee to take
up a national struggle against these bosses' seminars is a
big part of building momentum towards the found
ing convention of a national workers organization on
this coming Labor Day weekend. An important part of
building a national workers organization so far has
been building May Day, bringing out in the course of
this the importance for the working class to forge a

^ fighting workers organization that unites workers to
take the lead in the fight against all oppression. The
Coordinating Committee has decided that coming out
of May Day an important part of building a national
workers organization will be to walk on two legs: 1) to
take out the call broadly to other workers in the plants,
on the picket lines, etc., with buttons, posters, the na
tional newsletter and a planned national speaking tour,
and at the same time 2) to take up some particularly
sharp battles that are of immediate importance to the
working class now and in the course of building these
also turn the idea of building this national workers org'a-
nization into a material force, to show through practice
the tremendous potential this workers organization will
have once it is formed.

In addition to helping build a national workers or
ganization, building a focused struggle against this

businessmen's seminar is important in its own right—
a struggle which will be important-to continue to build

after a national workers organization has been formed.
Although the attack takes different forms—stopping
the unorganized from unionizing, busting unions and

runaway shops—they are all part of a common battle-

front the working class must fight on.

A Sharpening Battle

It is no mistake that the bourgeoisie is starting to get
organized through seminars like this exactly at a time-

when fights around union busting, runaway shops and

especially organizing the unorganized are becoming big
questions for the working class. They realize the grow

ing struggle around these questions stands as a barrier to

their vicious drive for profit and are preparing to try to
stomp out the sparks of struggle that do arise and to
channel those they can't stop down dead-end alleys.

For this reason it is possible to make this sharpening
battle into a real dividing line between the forces of the
working class and progress on the one side and the forces
of the bosses and reaction on the other. In fact the cli
entele that this Advanced Management Research serves
shows very clearly who It is that Is so Interested in bust

ing unions and stopping new organizing drives; included
are some of the biggest monopolies in the country—
AT&T, Anaconda, Atlantic Richfleld, Dupont, Eastman
Kodak, Ford Motor Company, General Motors, Mobil
Oil, Motorola, Singer, Teledyne, and Westinghouse—as
well as the U.S. Army, U.S. Navy and the Office of the
Minister of National Defense of Canada. For this reason
it Is possible to identify the enemy very clearly in this
battle.

But also thvse business seminars can serve as a divid
ing line within the unions. The union bosses understand

that organizing the unorganized and stopping union"
busting are major questions facing the Class and are put
ting a big emphasis on this as shown by the recent AFL-
CIO meeting (see last month's Revolution article).
Of course around this, like around other issues, the
hacks serve the capitalists in sabotaging, sidetracking, and
shackling the struggle of the rank and file, proposing
that workers rely on the AFL-CIO lobby in Congress
for a legislative program which includes repeal of sec
tion 14b of the Taft Hartley Act (open shop clause)
and a liberalization of existing labor laws. Repealing
14b and the "right to work"1aws would be a major
advance for the working class but George Meany and
Co. propose a course of action which would further en
slave the working class to the bosses' political system
and actually blunt real mass struggle against these
laws and all other attacks that come down on the job
and diroughout society.

So in building the struggle against these union bust
ing seminars the Coordinating Committee and the Area
Organizing Committees will be trying to draw a clear
line between the politics of the union officials and the
politics of the working class. They will be going
into the unions where their members work to raise hell
around this seminar and more generally around orga
nizing the unorganized, fighting runaways and union
busting. In the course of this they will be demanding
"Down with 14b," and show that the way to get rid of
these slave labor laws and build the movement of the

working class as a powerful force fighting in its own
interests is to build the struggle of the rank and file in
the unions, as well as building the struggle of the unor
ganized, not to beg Congress or depend on the whole
capitalist political system and Its spokesmen.

The bourgeoisie hopes through seminars like this one
to get better prepared to try to crush the working class.
But what they are going to discover is that the working
class Itself can use their conniving get-togethers to help

concentrate its hatred for their attacks and get better or
ganized to battle them in the future, including the build
ing of a national workers organization. ■

May 1st—International Workers Day
■Fight, Don't Starve!

-Fight the Rich,
Don't Fight their Wars!

'Workers Unite
to Lead the Fight
Against All Oppression!

■Down With the System
of Wage Slavery!
U. S. Out of Southern Africa—Superpowers Hands OffI

Jobs or Income Now!

Fight Wage Cuts and Speedup!

Down with Discrimination and the Oppression of

May Day, New York, 1975. As we go to press, the 1977 May Day events are being built in aver 20cities. Next Minorities!
month's Revolution will carry a report on these actions. No Cutbacks in Public Services!

I
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First

Battle

Vs. Carter^

Energy
War

Even as Jimmy Carter was putting the final touches
on his energy program, Cleveland cops were providing

a graphic example of exactly what the "tough approach"
and "strict measures" the President wants are ail about.

It started on April 1, the day the East Ohio Gas Co.
sent off 40,000 gas cutoff notices to customers in the
Cleveland area. These threats, and the company's rpoves

to back them up, sparked sharp struggle in Cleveland's
Sowinski Park neighborhood.

The combination of low,-wage jobs, unemployment
and sky high gas bills has put hot water and cooking gas
out of the reach of thousands of working class people.

As soon as the cutoff notices were shipped out the

Cleveland chapter of the Unemployed Workers Organiz

ing Committee (UWGC) put out a leaflet calling on peo
ple to resist "by any means necessary." The majority
of people facing the cutoffs are laidoff, on welfare or
disability, or work in penny-pinching sweatshops, and
the leaflet was greeted with real enthusiasm. A number

of Sowinski Park residents were interested in taking up
the fight and got in toudi with UWGC, so UWGC decid
ed to concentrate their work there, hoping to set an ex
ample for the rest of the city to follow.

For three days straight, groups of 20 to 40 people
spread out to four homes facing cutoffs. Telephone
trees were organized, patrols of bicyclers were deployed
and even a small pack of dogs was mobilized to catch
the gas company by surprise and run them out of the

neighborhood. These activities were backed up by door-
to-door leafletting, a neighborhood meeting and a small
march, to inform and involve as many people as possi
ble.

the same time UWGC feafletted gas company
workers, explaining the position of the unemployed who
cannot pay East Ohio's monster bills. They called on
the workers to resist being used against their fellow
workers. UWGC also led a demonstration inside the

gas company's offices, where a number of customers

joined in putting the heat on East Ohio Gas officials..

For the first few days of organizing East Ohio didn't
show up, but when they did the organizing paid off. On
Friday, April 15, gas men accompanied by police tried
to cut a Sowinski Park woman's gas off. She locked her
basement and refused to open it for them. She called

the UWGC "Cutoff Hotline" and then told the gas men

-and cops to take off. They did but moved on to cut off

several people who weren't at home at the time.
. By the time they got to the home of Emily Campbell,

15 people were waiting for them. Emily and several
friends and neighbors sat down aroiind her gas valve,
which is out by the sidewalk, and told the cops they

wouldn't budge. As the cops and gas company supervi-.

I

They blame the Arabs, they blame nature, they blame the
always remain the same: the masses have to pay, pay, pay.
during '73 shortage.

Energy.
Continued from page 1

tion for profits among them. There is nothing they
would like better than to break up OPEC, and they are

doing everything they can, politically and economi
cally to accomplish this end. Part of Carter's "conser
vation of energy" is in fact designed to lower oil im
ports and put gr-tter pressure on the oil producing coun
tries.

The other side of the energy coin is that the capi
talists are not going to develop alternative and even
better sources of energy than oil and gas unless they
can insure that it will be the most profitable invest

ment for their capital. And there are plenty of barriers
to this under imperialism. Capitalists in the U.S. today
aren't even investing the capital necessary to replace
and modernize their plants and equipment, despite
government stimuli like investment tax credits.

When all the wool is sheared away from Carter's

seemingly reasonable proposals, the real thrust of what
the capitalists are planning stands out naked and ugly.
The masses of American people have to sacrifice still

yet more. People are going to be hit by big price in
creases for many of the basic necessities of life. Fami
lies that are struggling to keep their heads above water
economically, and in forty percent of them bot>i the
husband and wife have to work just to make ends meet,
are going to have to dig deeper to pay for the gasoline
they need to get to work and the fuel they need to heat
their homes. Carter's proposals will make certain that
the only altemative they face will be to go without.

He talks about only one person riding in a car while
the public transportation systems deteriorate as if that
was the doing of self-serving and luMjry seeking work
ing people. For decades the ca^iitalist class has con
sciously worked to block the development of adequate
public transit. The few recehtly developed rapid tran
sit systems, such as the much heralded San Francisco
Bay Area BART, are geared to serve the needs of the
financial interests and are in no way adequate to ful
fill the transportation needs of the masses. In a great
many cities it is absolutely impossible to get to work
without an automobile.

And who is responsible for the shoddy homes that

'greedy" consumer. The verses change but the chorus
People line up for 99 cents a gallon gas in Brooklyn

are built witiiout decent insulation, and deteriorating
apartment buildings and flat^ in all the major cities
where people frequently have to stuff newspapers in
the windows to keep out the frigid winter air? It's the
capitalist builders and slumlords who scrimp and cut
costs in pursuit of higher profits. Now the cost of all
this, which is always thrown squarely on the shoulders

of the masses of people, will be even higher.

"The Moral Equivalent of War"

If there is doubt whose interests these conservation

measures will be in, Carter revealed it with one of his -

'  pious phrases intended to line the American people up
behind his scheme. "This difficult effort will be the

moral Equivalent of war." The people in the Cleveland
neighborhood who were subjected to gun-waving cops
rampaging through their neighborhood^ behind gas
company trucks, jacking people up at gunpoint while
the utility company turned off their gas for non-pay
ment of outrageously high bills on the very day Carter
gave his fireside chat on "conservation" know what
this "moral equivalent of war" means.

Just like the bioody wars that the capitalists have
wagpd time and again as the natural outgrowth of their
worldwide cut-throat competition, sacrificing the lives
of millions of working people on the altar of their
drive for control of markets and resources and profit,

this new war is an attempt to make the American peo
ple make still more sacrifices in their standard of
living in order to save the capitalists' "free institutions."
The slaves are once again called on to defend the
slavemasters and their system. Today we are told we
have to wage the moral equivalent of war to save this
system. How long before we are told that we have to
send our sons and brothers to fight and die on yet
another battlefield to save it?

Various aspects of Carter's energy proposals are
going to run into trouble ftom different sections of the
capitalist class. He even p/edicted that from the be
ginning. Each capitalist is forced to defend his own in
terests against the rest. C^al bosses are happy to hear
that more coal use will be promoted, but they don t
want any price ceilings put on what they charge, while
those who purchase fuel for their factories demand low
prices. Every one of them is united behind a program
that insures that the masses of working people will have
to pay and pay dearly to try to get them out of their
crisis, but they will fight like the band of thieves they

sors argued with her, members of UWGC trooped up and
down the street calfing people out to join the fights

In almost no time a big crowd gathered. The police
tried to remove Mrs. Campbell, but only succeeded in
tearing half her clothing off. This act enraged the crowd
and the police wisely backed off. By now there were i
over 60 people shouting, waving signs and chanting, "No
gas cutoff, roll back the ratesi" A dozen cops formed
ranks and pushed forward, clubbing men, women and
even five year old boys. Fitially, the police and gas com

pany gave up trying to cut off Emily Campbell's gas and —
beat a hasty retreat out of the area. There were no more
cutoffs that day.

The struggle in Sowinski Park was all over the news,

and people throughout the city were talking about it ex

citedly. The whole thing was a big blow not only to
East Ghio Gas, but to the profit system itself. The ruling
class was not slow to react.

On the morning of Monday, April 18, East Ghio Gas
came back to the Campbells, accompanied by tfie police
department's "tac squad"! While the sidewalk was dug
up so the company could cut the gas off in such a way

that it couldn't be put back on, the pigs arrested Emily
Campbell for "inciting to violence," held her children at
gunpoint and threatened to shoot passersby. As soon
as the cutoff was finished, the "tac squad" retreated,

leaving the area under the nervous eyes of large num

bers of police.

That same night, as Carter spoke to the nation about
energy and the need for sacrifices, a demonstration at
the city council ripped the.mad dog attack on the Camp
bells by Ghio Gas' hired guns in uniform, and raised the
demands of the people against the cutoffs and for low

er gas rates and the cancellation of the winter bilis.

This battle, which is far from over, not only shows

with razor sharpness the real essence of the capitalists' s

new "energy programs" but foreshadows the kind of re
sistance it must meet from the American people. ■

are to make sure that their profits are not impinged

upon. In the process they will throw dirt on one
another, as they have done in pointing the finger at
the oil companies for increased oil prices, and as they

do the whole stinking mess will become a lot more
exposed.

Carter Demands Sacrifice

Carter says that these will be equitable sacrifices.
"Equal sacrifices from every region, every class of (
people, every interest group." But when in the whole

history of capitalism, or any other system based on
die exploitation of man by man, have the wealthy
ruling classes sacrificed equally with the masses of
working people? It's the same old phony song we

heard from Nixoti with his wage and price controls,
the same promise we get everytime they are preparing
to stick it to us even harder. What they call equal is
die fat cat making $200,000 a year paying the same
$1 a gallon for gas as the worker trying to raise a fam
ily on $600 a month.
.  Carter has made a big grandstand play about his
"great faith in the American people," and how his
adminstration will be responsible to the wishes of the
•people. But Carter's soft-sell approach (complete with
casual sweaters) went over like a lead balloon when he
told people to turn down their thermostats during
last winters' cold snap. Now the cardigan sweater has
come off, and his announcement that some muscle
will be used to back up his "appeal" to the people, was
made, appropriately,.in a business suit.

Carter's plan is nothing more than an attack on the
working class and the masses of people. While the
details aren't all in as we go to press, it's already clear
that this energy plan must be fought. The prices are
already too high and the working people cannot and
will not allow themselves to be further ground down
by outrageous increases in the prices of energy! ■

The
'Energy Crisis''

and the

REAL Cri$i$
Behind It!
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Written at the time of the 1973 gasoline shortage.
It contains an update on the natural gas shortage
of the winter of '77 and Carter's conservation of
energy proposals. Order from Banner Press, PC
Box 41722. Chicago, IL 60641.
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The local capitalists and their loudmouth mayor Rizzo leveled their big guns to break the transit strike, by redbaiting,
stonewalling and a hysterical media campaign. But the rank and file have battled to keep control of the strike, unit
ing many groups, exposing the class interests of city bigwigs and building rank and file organization.

Philly TVansit Strike Hits Hacks, City

Thumbs Down On
Attempted Sellout

On March 24, 5000 members of the Transport
Workers Urvion (TWU) in Philadelphia went out on
strike against the South Eastern Pennsylvania Trans
portation Authority (SEPTA). With SEPTA, Mayor
Rizzo, Governor 9iapp and even their own union of
ficials trying to shove a rotten contract down their
throats, they had taken matters into their own hands
and broken through. As one worker put it, "We've
been kicked around by the state, the city, the SEPTA
Board and our own union. Today we kicked back!"

SEPTA'S pre-strike contract offer tried to get over
with cuts in pay and benefits and eliminating the no
layoff clause in the existing contract. Philadelphia,
like New York and other older cities, has been hard
-hit by the crisis of capitalism. Older less profitable
plants have closed down or moved out with the result
that there is less income, property and sales tax, to
maintain the city. The only way out for the bourgeoi
sie wa^to pass their crisis onto the backs of the workers.

In May, 1976, SEPTA laid off 345 workers, speed
ing up the remaining workers by cutting schedule time
and rest periods, and began cutting services to the com
munity. Drivers have been forced to run dangerously
unsafe vehicles since layoffs in the shop have left them
too shorthanded to make necessary repairs. Firings
and harassment stepped up as the company tried to
crush workers' growing resistance to these attacks.
The union leaders' reluctance to make any kind of
fight against layoffs and their efforts to stifle rank and
file initiative gave the company a green light to fur
ther increase harassment and attacks on working con
ditions.

For months before the strike deadline, SEPTA tried -
to scare the rank and file into accepting their rotten
contract by threatening talk of "hard times," and
"Don't expect any money." The union hacks were
busy in their role of spreading defeatism, saying, "We'll
be lucky to get out of this with our union intact."
With this preparation and the knowledge that the first
offer wasn't going to get through, they ran in-an hour
and a half before strike time, March 15, with an offer
that wffi supposed to look good by comparison to the
first-32 cents the first year, 28 cents the second year,
no cost of living clause for the first year, and nothing
about the 180 workers still on layoff, a major demand
of the workers. The company and the union sang the
same tune, "It's the final offer-there's no more
money." To further cool any struggle against the con
tract, they delayed ratification of it for ten days.

Anger at SEPTA's attacks, the hacks' misleadership
and the determination to make the contract a fight
was concentrated and given organized form by a rank
.and file Committee for a Decent Contract (CDC).
CDC was formed several months before the strike by
union members from seven different depots at the
call of Driving Force, a fighting organization of SEPTA
workers. Driving Force has been active in the strug
gles against layoffs, unsafe equipment and lack of pro
tection from criminal attacks. CDC set itself the task
of organizing the rank and file depot by depot to vote
down any sellout contract brought back by the uniop
leadership, to force the union to build the strike and

to carry the strike through if the union leaders woufdri't.
The questions facing the CDC and the rank and file
were: could diey win a strike if they had to take on
both the company and their own union leaders? Could -
the workers who were down for waging this contract
battle win over the majority? And would the ten days
to ratification serve to cool everyone off, or could it be
used to mount a campaign to vote the contract down?

Many workers were demoralized when -they heard
the second offer from SEPTA. They knew it was
lousy, but what could be done to fight it? But led by
CDC, which was rapidly expanding with roots in all
the depots, others said—we can vote it dowri and fight
SEPTA. Calling for a NO vote, they showed that
the strength and organization existed to build a real
fight, with or without the union leaders.

Depots Shut Down

The first evening of die cool off period, 200 SEPTA
workers gathered at Southern depot, just from a call
passed by word of mouth. They called for a demon
stration at the union hall and the CDC spread the "
word through a leaflet. The next day 350 uniformed
workers with raised fists turned thumbs down on the
contract, chanting, "No Contract, No Work" and "We
Want Le Donne" (TWU president). TTien more than a
hundred took off for Luzerne depot and shut it down
for an hour and a half. That night over 500 workers
gathered at Southern. When the promised appearance .
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by union leaders didn't materialize, the anger boiled
over and 350 workers took off for Frankford depot
and shut it down for over five hours.

The company responded by firing 15 men, but both
the company and the union officials were running
scared. Sporadic shutdowns occurred at Southern
throughout the next day .and SEPTA offered to rehire
the men with 30 day suspensions. The 16 accepted
the suspensions under protest, because it allowed them
to return to the depots and organize the vote NO cam
paign. On the day of the vote, workers who had been
organized to vote it down, clustered around the .voting
booths in every location. Many wore yellow armbands
saying "Vote Nol Committee for a Decent Contract." -
Whole maintenance crews marched In together in some
locations and publicly marked big Xs in the No box,
while the other workers cheered them on. When the
vote was announced, the contract voted down, the
depots exploded. Workers danced and hugged each
other. They had done It!

From this beginning, the strike has so far remained
in the hands of the rank and file. The night before the
strike began, 50 workers attended a CDC meeting to
plan out how to mobilize the strength of the workers.
They knew that if the battle was to be won, they woulc
have to rely on their own initiative to mobilize their
numbers and struggle" to keep control of .the strike in
their own hands.

City officials lashed out at the strikers. Mayor Riz-
zo's right hand man flailed his arms around before the
TV cameras and wailed: "It's anarchyl Can't these
union officials control their men? What if everyone
did this?" Rizzo swore he'd let the strike go on for
20 years before he'd put another cent on the table and
then had the nerve to call the strikers "irresponsible."
To set the community against the strike and isolate
the workers, the capitalists linked the strike to a fare
hike.

CDC responded to these attacks and laid out why
the interests of the community lay with supporting
the strike. "What is irresponsible? Fighting for the
things we need to give our families a decent life? . .. '
What is irresponsible is not fighting to put a little meat
on the table, but pouring $300 million into a tunnel
[a proposed commuter tunnel to downtown] to bene
fit a handful of Rizzo's banker buddies downtown.
Not fighting to get the laid off workers back and put
more service on the street like we're doing, but spend
ing SEPTA money on new railroads to build up center
city while they cut service in the neighborhoods and
try to force us to subsidize SEPTA."

The media, stunned by this independent stand by
the rank and file, thrashed around for an explanation
for the strike and red baited CDC. "It's caused by in
ternal union politics. .. by dissidents in the union who
are trying to take over the current leadership." Union
leaders reacted in the same way blaming it on a "hand
ful of dissidents." They looked for anything but the
real reason-that the contract stunk. SEPTA for the
first time in anybody's memory decided not to go to.,
court to get an injunction, "because it wouldn't do
any good anyway." The rank and file would stay out
regardless and-the TWU leadership would either go to

■jail or side with the injunction. Either way, hopes of
union leaders regaining control of the strike would be
shot to pieces.

After seven days, the union leaders announced a
new set of demands that included all those put forward
by the rank and file except the return of the 180
workers still laid off. But they have still been dragging
their feet when it comes to building the strike or main
taining the picket lines. Despite this attempt by the
officials to regain the leadership of the strike on the

Continued on page 21
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The struggle which has jumped off in the last year over attempts by the ruling class in Philadelphia to cut services,
raise fares and attack the jobs and conditions of drivers and other workers has laid the basis for the unity and sup
port built for the current transit strike.
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Plan Laid for a Young Communist Org.

MHitant Ybuth Meet,
Map Road Ahead

"And we'lf be back on October 8, 9 and 10 witli

many hundred, hopefully a thousand more of us, stand
ing together saying no to the future the rulers of this

country got laid out for us. We'll be mapping out plans
how we're going to fight around the key issues of youth
and ail the American people, openly stating our stand of
marching shoulder O) shoulder with the working class

towards revolution and socialism, and letting it be
known loud and clear—the future is ours, and we do

dare to take it."

The cheers, slapped hands and chants that followed

this closing statement were a clear indicator of the enthu
siasm, political unity and consciousness developed at a'
March 26 meeting in Cincinnati called together by the
Revolutionary Communist Party to discuss die building

of a ycHJng communist organization.
125young revolutionary fighters, mainly Black, Lat

in and white working class youth, came together from
over a dozen cities to take up the questions and tasks

around building such an organization. Throughout the

day lively discussion, arguments and struggle went on
over questions like: youth's role in making revolution;
multinational unity and the role of people of the differ

ent nationalities in working class revolution; what orga

nizational form will lead the youth to best fulfill their
revolutionary role; why this youth organization should
have two sections, based in the neighborhoods of our
cities and on the college campuses; and what are the
key battles and struggles it must be rooted in during

the coming period.
A founding convention was set for launching a young

communist organization on October 8, 1977^ A steering
committee was elected to lead already existing groups

building revolutionary struggles among working class
youth, and the Revolutionary Student Brigade, a nation
wide communist student organization, towards building

it. Plans were also developed for taking up battles

right now among youth in cities across the country, in

cluding building towards a youth contingent for the
march on the White House on African Liberation Day,

May 28.
The future young communist organization being

discussed at this meeting will have many important

tasks. Over the years youth and students iiave made
many important contributions to the struggle for social
change and revolution in this country, and in countries
all around the world. It was only five to ten years ago
tens of thousands of youth and students marched, ral
lied and revolted in the front ranks of the Black people's
struggle and in opposition to the U.S. war of aggression
in Vietnam.

While the overall struggles of youth and students are
certainly not at the level they were five or ten years ago,
the launching of a communist youth organization, and
its development and strengthening in the years to come,
that's linked and tied to the political leadership and
work of the Revolutionary Communist Party and the

struggles of the working class, will make great contribu
tions to building a powerful mass movement in this
country against the capitalists and all their crimes. It
will unite with and develop the struggles of youth and

•"-L

students in a revolutionary direction and build them as"

part of a powerful united front led by the working class
against the capitalist rulers of the U.S. It will develop
and strengtiien the ties of the Party to millions of young

people in this country—as well as broader sections of

the population, and provide a training ground for thou
sands of youth to develop into class conscious fighters

for the working class. The RCP pointed to the necessity
for such an organization in its Party Programme and has

been working towards building and launching such an

organization since its founding.

Worsening Conditions for Youth

And it is coming at a crucial time. The conditions,
the whole world, youth are growing up under are rapid

ly worsening. Mlflions of young people growing up in '
this country are entering into a maddening situation.
Growing up with big hopes, dreams and ideas of the

world they'd like to live in, with decent lives for them
selves, they're finding these dreanis and hopes run smack

up against life today under capitalism in the United

States, 1977.

This is especially sharp for working class youth, see

ing their parents work their whole lives and having a
harder time than ever keeping their families' heads above
water. The sons and dau^ters of the working class find
themselves in asiluafion where 30% of them can't find-

any place to work at all—with the percentages going up

to 50 and 60% for Black and minority youth. The
neighborhoods and cities they live in are rotting and col
lapsing. Friends, brothers and sisters get caught up in
drugs and crime. Military recruiters hang around their
neighborhoods and schools like vultures preying on their
dead-end situations, drawing them in with phony promis
es and then shipping them overseas to protect the rich
man's profits.

Right now, in the face of all this, most youth are
somehow trying to pick up a skill, get a job and squeeze
through a decent life. The community colleges, skill
centers and nursing schools are completely overcrowded

with youth trying to escape a life'of long years in the
. working class slaving away for some boss. The military
enlistments are high. For large numbers of youth, espe
cially those from welfare or long-term unemployed fam
ilies who have found no chance of working at all/a life

of somehow "hustling" your way through to survive has
been taken up—that by being cool, fending for yourself
and coming up with money any way you can, including
ripping people off, you'll be able to keep surviving and"
keep yourself going (with the bourgeoisie particularly
promoting this hustle or pimp culture among Black
youth).

But increasingly, many youth, and surely many more
wiil do so in thg" future, are seeing how ail these different
roads of attempts to eke out a decent life are coming up
against a brick wall. The youth struggling to pick up
skills at the community colleges or skill centers are find
ing that not only is it harder than ever to get a job to
get out of the working class-it's harder than ever to just
get one that will get you into the working class, with the

fm
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July 4th focused and unleashed the anger and rrustration of youth against me capitalists. As a speaker at the rally
put if "We're standing up, we're not going to let them put us out there to fight their wars...put us out th^re on
the streets to make any kind of hustle we can. We're saying we're not going to take their dope'andput it into oi
heads...We are going to get out there and fight...and when we oo we're going to be millions strong.

our

capitalists unable to profitably hire the millions of
young people entering.into the labor force. Military
dropouts are at an all-time high for "peacetime" as the

• youth see and leam how they were duped with phony
promises, and what the rich man really has them In the
army for. And the "hustle" culture, while still strong,
is starting to be seen as a dead end as a means.of trying
to make it, with many starting to see that it's a quick
way to die-and even if not, it's no way the people want
to spend the rest of their lives.

Youth Angcr-Social Dynamite

While the level of struggle and organization
among youth is still pretty low. ail of this is leading to
greater frustration and anger among millions of young
people in this country. Anger that the labor depart
ment's report on youth worriedly calls "social dyna
mite." Anger that will be important for the young com
munist organization to tap, direct and focus into ham

mer blows at the bourgeoisie in the years to come.
The nine million students living in the U.S. are also

finding.themseives coming up against the capitalist sys

tem as they seek to gain an education or skill that will
enable them to get decent jobs and work, make contri-'
butions to society, and live in a world free from all the

social problems around us. (Presently just over 50% of
youth in the U.S. spend at least one semester in college,

coming from different class backgrounds, principally
the petty bourgeoisie.)

Those working class youth going to community and
city colleges to gain skills in hopes of a job are finding
their schools getting cut back and closed down one year

after another. The students on the major universities of
{he country, while facing cutbacks, are mainly seeing

their education more and more geared to the big busi
ness needs of the country, white the social sciences are
mere apologists, props and supporters of the status quo.

Students see all this going on in a world where social
conflict and problems are growing, not decreasing. ^
Where unemployment is becoming a bigger problem,
not less. The steps toward war by the U.S. and Soviets
are increasing, not decreasing. And where it's becoming

increasingly apparent that this system will not, and can
not, meet the needs of the people.

Students, at this time are mainly responding to the
increasing crisis by buckling down, studying and hoping

to get throu^ the mess one way or another. But in
creasingly this is also hitting up against a brick wall.
And recent struggles on campuses against cutbacks, sup

port for the African freedom fighters and tremendous in

terest in major social and politicaj questions, such
inte'rnational situation, war and socialism, bring out that

students will continue their revolutionary tradition in

this country. And those struggles that are developing on
the campuses now, a small tip of a future wave of strug

gle to come, are characterized by greater understanding
of the capitalist eriemy, more organization, developing
communist leadership and a desire to unite and stand
with all the people struggling in the United States.

In the face of all this, the youth at theTVIarch 26th
meeting were talking about what type of organization
would best serve the needs and struggles of youth and

would best develop tlie youth into a fighting social and
political force that would develop into a powerful ally

of the working class, they talked about building an or
ganization that leads all the struggles of youth in this
country and which is rooted in the two key sections
where the youth of the U.S. are concentrated, in the
neighborhoods and on the college campuses, leading
youth and students to stand up and fight around the is-
sues and attacks coming down on them and all the Amer
ican people. This would range from going into the
streets and neighborhoods to rally youth in battling for
jobs, against rotting city conditions and police terror and
to support African freedom fighters. And on campuses
throughout the country it would mean taking up ^
battles against cutbacks, military ties, bourgeois social
sciences and theories, as well as broader political is
sues concerning all the American people. This will

mean developing all these battles and struggles so that
the youth and students will hammer at the rulers of
the country, weakening and exposing them, will in
creasingly see the necessity and inevitability of revolu
tion, and will more and more see how their interests •
lie in standing with the working class.

In addition to building an organization that goes out
and leads youth and students to fight the rulers of this
country, the youth were talking about the need for an
organization that openly offers another road and future
to the youtii of America. A road other than trying to
scramble through the thousand dead ends the rulers of
this country offer and have in store for young people-
wage slavery, unemployment, war, collapsing cities. A
road put out to youth by the young communist organi
zation where the youth are called on to use their skills,
desire for change and productive lives to fight for what
people need, daring to chan^ this whole world—getting
rid of this system and going on to build socialism where
the working class runs and rules and constantly trans
forms what goes on.

The youth talked about building an organization
that the youth themselves would take up and build as
their own. An organization that, in addition to having
its own organizational structure, leaders, etc., would be

Continued on page 21
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"Defend the Alliance 9!" "Defend Our Local!" rang out as workers from Local 3059, their farniiies workers frnm
other plants and members of Dist. 27-28 Steelworkers OrganUing Committee marched through Alliance, OH on Apr. 16.

Steel Local 3059

Workers Wildcat,
B&W Counterattacks

Within the United Steelworkers Union, Local 3059
has become a symbol of the resistance to die treacherous

policies of the International. Local 3059 is at the Bab-
cock and Wilcos (B&W) plant in Alliance, Ohio. Last fall
it waged a valiant struggle against the receivership It was
placed in by the International. Throughout, steel work
ers in USWA rallied to its support, passing resolutions
and sending telegrams, and built a major demon
stration at the International headquarters in Pitts
burgh demanding an end to the Intemational's

tyrannical grip on the local. A short time later the In
ternational returned control to the elected local officials.

So it really came as no surprise to fellow steel work
ers to learn that Local 3059 has been once again engaged
in a fierce struggle, this time against harassment, un
safe working conditions and job elimination in the
plant. A backlog of grievances had piled up, some
men had gotten hurt on the job and the foremen were

acting lilje little Hitlers. A walkout was planned. But
following a previous walkout, 27 workers had been
threatened with firing if they ever participated in ano
ther one. So the District 27-28 Steelworkers Organi
zing Committee was invited by union members to set
up pickets. The committee,, vrfiich includes workers
from Babcocic and Wilcpx in its membership, is a rank
and file organization in Northern Ohio set up last winter.
The picket lines were honored and there was a lot of elec

tricity in the air. The plant was shut tight and B&W
was getting a taste of righteous anger.

There were some real problems. The strike was solid
and spirited the first day, but the threatening cfoud of
firing riung heavy over people's heads. After some ini

tial difficulties mass pickets were set up, but could not

be sustained consistently. The strike lasted about a

week, at which point the company agreed to act on

some of the major grie^vances and negotiate the rest. It
was further agreed that there would be no reprisals.

Victory seemed within grasp. But only a week after
people returned to work nine men were fired; including
the president of the local and eight other militants.

A new dynamic set in. In the plant a reign of terror
was imposed. It became a disciplinary violation for

some to talk on the job. The police were frequently

outside the plant following two attempts, one by

wives and one by the fired workers, to pull the plant

out again. Pictures were taken of employees congrega
ting outside the plant. Clearly, it would not be possi

ble to immediately shut it down after tiie firing.

Yet ways had to be found to reach the people in the
plant and carry the struggle forward. There was a tre

mendous amount of support for the fired men in the

plant and in Alliance the firings were viewed as an out
rage. .

It was with all this in mind that a demonstration on

April 16 was called for the express purpose of letting

Babcock and Wilcox know that they couldn't get away
with these firings and to make the riefense of Local
3059 a question for all workers to take up. Tiie slo

gans of the march were "Defend the Alliance 9" and
"Defend Our Unions From Attack." Leaflets went

out to shops in town. The fired workers went to city
council meetings demanding that a resolution be passed

condemning the company. The local power structure
was shaken by the planned march. The local news

paper and radio station refused to'carry announcements
of the march. People were hounded by police and se
curity guards at the B&W plant when'they leafletted.

Militant March

The march drew some 50 people, it was the first
time in the recent history of Alliance that a militant

working class demonstration had taken place. Several
workers from shops in Alliance turned out to show sol
idarity along with members of the District 27-28 Steel
workers Organizing Committee. At the head of the
procession were the fired workers and their families.

But the march failed to mobilize more than a few

B&W workers. In this, it did not live up to its promise.
Yet despite this disappointment it definitely put_the
company on notice that the fight was far from over.

And for workers in Alliance, both those working at
B&W and at other shops, it was a great source of en
couragement, judging from the good response it got
and phone calls to the fired workers afterwards. Work

ers from other Alliance locals are intent on passing
resolutions of support in their unions.

At this point the question facing the advanced is
how to unite with the people in the plant and break
through the obstacles thrown in their path. There
exists a considerable fear for tiieir jobs among those
still working and among the fired there is some pessi
mism because of the difficult circumstances. But the

fired men are still looked to for ieadership.-The com
pany is no kinder today because it ousted some of the

most active organizers. People want to hit back at the
continuing ̂ ttacks and get these men back on the job.
How to exercise such leadership from outside and pro
mote new leadership in the plant under these new con

ditions while preparing the way for a new offensive is
what's being debated out.

The demonstration was a small but important step.
It was the first organized response to the firings. Along
with other tactics, the upcoming contract negotiations
present a great opportunity to link these firings with
the continuing abuses in the shop, and there is talk of

another strike. The union meetings—still presided over
by the fired president—are a vehicle for assessing the

developing situation and organizing the fight. And the
great support that Local 3059 enjoys among steel vvork-
ers across the country will add strength to the struggle.

The challenges facing Local 3059 are great. But so
is the resolve of the workers. There will be a contin

gent of Local 3059 workers at May Day this year. It

is being taken up by somffof the fired men who have
come to see the common/cause they have with all work
ers. As the fired presider^t pointed out in his speech at
the rally in Alliance, "We've been through it before
and we'll be through it again. But so long as the work
ing class of people stick together we'll come out on
top."

Letters and telegrams of support can be sent to:

Al Stanford, c/o Richard Zink, 960 West Broadway,
Alliance, Ohio 44601. ■

Steel

Contract
Has

Feathers,
Gotibies

The new contract in basic steel stinks-that's what
workers in the mills are saying about it and that's the
truth.

This contract was "negotiated"-if you can call it that
-under the so-called Experimental Negotiating Agree
ment (ENA) forbidding national strikes-and it extends
the ENA three more years. United Steelworkers Presi
dent I. W. Abel, in the swan song of his career before he
is replaced by his handpicked successor, rammed the
new contract through under the threat that, unless the
union agreed to take what it could get, the whole thing
would go to arbitration and an even worse deal.

Angry steel workers held demonstrations against die
sellout everyone smelled long in advance. On April 8,
the last day of negotiations, they demonstrated outside
the hotel in Washington, D.C. where they were taking
place, and at U.S. Steel's Midwest Division headquarters
in Chicago. The next day, the local presidents to whom
the contract was presented voted it down 148-143.

Abel threw a fit, called this defeat "a bitter disappoint
ment," and, warning that the consequences would be
heavy, forced a roll call vote with each local president
going on record. Through this, he finally got them to
approve it about two to one.

Just as Abel's promises that the ENA would bring
about "stability" in the industry and protect steel work
ers'jobs has proved to be a recipe for seeing jobs slip
away while the steel companies step up speedup, job
combinations and ail kinds of harassment, so also this
new contract being publicly portrayed as "a step
towards lifetime Job security" is actually a step towards
more insecurity-another step backwards for steel work
ers.

The contract doesn't do a thing about the abuses
that have given rise to demands shared by .a growing
number of workers in the mills. When contract talks
opened up in February, The Steelworker national news
letter organized a demonstration in Washington on the
opening day arid summarized a series of demands for
the new contract. Refering to this, a steel worker told
a District^l Organizing Committee dinner held on
April 18 in Indiana to make the contract a battle: "Dpes

. the contract get rid of the ENA? Does it stop the job
combinations that have caused 200,000 jobs to be lost in
20 years? Does it do anything to stop the senseless maim
ing and killing of steel workers-the fact that about 10
have been killed in this area so far this year? Does it
take on the fight against discrimination tiiat goes on ev
ery day against minority workers? That's what makes
the contract a sellout, and the rest is just icing."

It's true that the new contract makes some very small
concessions to workers with over 20 years seniority-
guaranteeing them SUB pay (Supplemental Unemploy
ment Benefits) for two years instead of the one year
that other steel workers get. But even this is somewhat
fraudulent, since the contract requires these older work
ers to accept any job the company offers them after the
first year or lose their SUB pay altogether, even if the
job is in another part of the country-and just how far
away is yet to be announced.

The rest of the contract is a joke-a 3%. wage hikei
(a total of 80 cents over three years), a cutback in the
Blue Cross coverage of probationary employees and
life insurance coverage for workers over 65. On the very
Important issue of contracting out—which means weak
ening The steel union as outside contractors are used
for construction, electrical and other jobs in the mills-
the contract calls for a task force to issue a report in two

years. As one worker put it when someone tried to sell
it on the basis that it provides free eye care in the last
year of the contract, "I even have to wgit two years be
fore I can go blind under this damn thing."

But the worst feature of the new contract is that in

return for the so-called "lifetime job security" it pro
vides, further concessions to the company by the union
are still to be negotiated. The possibility of steel work
ers losing even more to these trade-offs is a real threat.

Most of the local presidents whp voted the contract
down the. first time did so out of fear of what would

happen when they tried to present this package to the
rank and file (who don't have the right to vote on ft),
but when push came to shove they were even more
afraid of the Abel machine. Nevertheless, at the April
8 Washington. D.C. rally organized mainly by workers

Continued on page 20
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Fraser Breaks Indy Strike

U AW Local Wages
11 Day Wildcat

An extremely powerful wildcat strike at the Indianap
olis Chrysler electrical plant was recently crushed by the

open cooperation between UAW Vice-President Douglas
Fraser, handpicked successor to Leonard Woodcock, and
the Chn/sler Corporation. This strike was significant in

two respects. First, as the longest wildcat in Chrysler
history (11 days), with the rank and file and

local officials taking on the company, the local news
media and to varying degrees their own International

union, it is an indication of tlie widespread and deepen

ing militancy of auto workers in the face of the compa
nies' drive for profit. On the other hand, the blatant and

very open cooperation between Chrysler and the UAW
International—with Fraser's full support ChrysleriLred
aft 23 local officers and reps, along with suspending 44

other workers—shows the fear the International union

has of these spontaneous struggles and the extent they
are willing to go in cooperation with the companies in

an attempt to isolate and squash them.
The strike started three days after a foreman, Marvin

'The Crusher" Crutcher, pushed a chief steward, Ed
Reyner, over a d«k, injuring him and forcing him to be
hospitalized. Oirysler cultivates this kind of arrogant

harassment and overseer mentality in its cutthroat
competition to get a bigger piece of the auto market.

The company claimed Reyner and Crutcher were fight
ing. and suspended both.

Three days later, March 18, they let the foreman
come back into the plant, with the steward still suspend
ed. Foreman Crutcher walked into work at 4:00 PM; at

4:30 PM 1,000 second shift workers walked out. During

the days that followed production was shut down and
not 3 truck crossed tiie picket line. 300 to 500 workers
were actively picketing, knowing'that the company was
watching every move. Many workers stayed up all night
for days on end, planning the strike and manning the
picket lines. They published strike information leaflets,
signing them "Chrysler Workers for Justice," countering
company lies and threats.
The company countered by getting an injunction

limiting pickets to four per gate. On Friday, March 25,
they took out a full-page ad in the Indianapolis Star, a
reprint of a letter plant manager L. S. Wisman sent to
ail workers, telling people to come back to work.

The Local took on this company attack. The same

day they went to the Star with an ad telling their side of
the story, only the Star, simwing it knew where its bread
was buttered, told the workers the ad couldn't go into
the paper uptil the following Wednesday. Up went a
picket line of 25 workers, forcing the Star to back down
and printing the Local's ad on Sunday. The letter from
the plant manager, Chrysler's newspaper ads, and all of
the company's threats couldn't break the strike.

Militant Local History

Local 1226 members have learned a lot through strug
gles they have waged in the past. Last September they
staged a seven day wildcat demanding and eventually
winning production jobs for many of the cafeteria work
ers who had been permanently laid off. Last January
the Local went out for 17 days to win a lot of imnrnve-
ments in their local contract. Through struggles like this
they had a fairly high level of unity going into this battle
and a beginning understanding of the need to rely on the
strength of their own ranks. Nor were the local officers
die usual "yes men" flunkies the UAW International
likes to see. As one plcketersald, "I guess we're known
as the bad boys around town."
A local like this presented a lot of trouble, not just to

Chrysler but to-the UAW International. Even spontane
ously a bright spark of struggle like this threatens to
spread to other plants, especially in the wake of the sell
out of the national contract last fall. This danger is even '
more real with the growing rank and file organization na
tionwide in the industry.

In this latest wildcat, the International and especially
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the UAW Vice-president Doug Fraser, saw their chance'
to bust up this militant local. Fraser came to Indianap
olis expressly for this purpose. After meeting with
Chrysler, he took the following agreement back to the

local: 1) Foreman Crutcher would not be at work Mon

day or Tuesday (but nothing was said about Wednesday
or afterwards) to give the Local time to present its case
against him; 2) Chief steward Reyner would not be dis
ciplined; 3) No discipline of any union official.'but
4) No guarantee against reprisals against the picketers.

In other words, the proposed agreement made no guar
antee that Crutcher wouldn't be back on the job in a

few days and opened the way for the company to harass
and fire any number of the hundreds vvho had walked
the picket line. The local officials turned this down,
calling it blackmail. At a membership meeting Sunday
afternoon the fltinky that Fraser sent (he was scared to
appear himself) was booed out of the union hall.

Earlier in the day, the International had tried another

way to break the strike. Working with tlie|ocal ex-presi
dent, they tried to organize a few workers to invade the
local halt, throw out the present local leadership, and
take it over for the International. But word got out

ahead of time, and hundreds of workers, including
scouts with CBs, showed up to defend the hall. Any

body trying to take it over could have had their brains
blown out.

Fraser's first attempts to sabotage the strike had end
ed in failure too. Clearly he and the company were go- '
ing to have to resort to even heavier repression and more
trickery if they were to get this aroused group of work
ers back into the plant.

The next day, Monday, the company notified the 23 .
officials that they were all fired, and let it be known that
44 others were to be suspended for picketing. But faced
with fliese firings the workers were even madder, the
sentiment ran strong that they absolutely couldn't go
back to work now, until everyone had their job back

and Foreman Crutcher was fired.

It took Doug Fraser a second try to finally stick the
knife in the workers' backs. 2,000 people attended a
special meeting on Tuesday, March 29 in downtown In

dianapolis. Workers held up signs that read, "Immunity
for everyone—if not. International, go home!" and "Is
Fraser union or company?" When local president Larry
Schick and the other fired officials walked in, they got a

standing ovation. When Doug Fraser was introduced, he
was booed by about half the crowd.

For about 45 minutes Fraser pleaded with arguments
that by now should be familiar to most workers. At
one point a worker in the crowd yelled out, "What do
we do with our dignity?" Fraser answered that "We

have our dignity" because foreman Crutcher wouldn't
be at work when they went back in. Another worker
jumped up and shouted, "You mean we're supposed to
w back in with no representation?" Fraser replied,
'lYes, I'm telling you to go back without representation."
And one more time he stated that there were no guaran

tees from the company about further reprisals.

,  Following Fraser, local president Larry Schick spoke.
He said that although he himselfwould never go back as

long as one member was still fired, he "didn't know
what to tell people." The whole thing is "out of con
trol." He didn't want to see bloodshed on the picket

line and he didn't want to see the Local in receivership.

District 3 director Sells then called for a straw vote,

which was very close, perhaps 55-60% in favor of going

back. Sells declared that it was 80% in favor of return

ing to work and adjourned the meeting. At this point
ail hell broke loose. Workers yelled at Fraser, "Why
don't you just take Wisman's (the plant manager's)
job!" One worker held up his UAW jacket.and yelled
at Fraser, "I'm proud of this. Are you?" Others threw

their jackets out on the hockey rink in disgust. About
200 workers pushed down to the front and surrounded

Fraser, arguing with him, demanding that the micro
phone be turned on and the meeting continued. Fraser
snuck out under the stands, and when 600-700 workers

stayed in the halls, they finally turned the microphone
back on.

Now a second meeting began. The big question was
how to proceed, to put up the pickets or not? But the
lnternational.fcompany had done their dirty work. Tlie
struggle had gone a long way but had run up against
limits posed by its spontaneous character and lack of
rank,and file organization. By afternoon second shift
people reluctantly returned to work.

The workers of Local 1226 had been successful for

'11 days. They had taken on Chrysler, the news media.
Continued on page 20

One More

Outrage
In Fred

Hampton

Murder
The facts of the case are clear and uncontestable.

In 1969, the federal government and the FBI were
carrying out "Cointel," described by official FBI
memos as a program to "disrupt and neutralize the
Panthers, prevent the rise of a messiah who could uni
fy the militant black nationalist movement or prevent
black nationalist groups from gaining respectability.**

On the night of December 4, 1969, dien Illinois
State's Attorney Edward Hanrahan and his.aides dir
ected a raid on the home of Chicago Panther leader
Fred Hampton. Hampton had been given a sleeping
pill by someone who later turned out to be a police
agent reporting to Hanrahan's office. Police surrounded
the apartment, knocked and opened fire. Over a hun
dred bullet holes were found going into the apartment
.—at most there vi/as one shot fired in return. Hamp
ton was shot and killed as he lay asleep in bed. One of
the other people in the apartment at that time later
testified that when the cops entered.Hampton's bed
room, one was heard to sa^that he had moved his toe
and must still be alive-and they fired again. Another
Panther leader. Mark Clark!, was also killed and four
other people were wounded.

These ate facts that have been estaolished In a court
of law, all nice and legal, according to the way the bour
geoisie does things. But what is the outcome of the
affair? On April 15, after a year and a half long trial
in a damage suit brought against Hanrahan and his

1
aides by the survivors of the raid and the families of
the murdered men, Hanrahan walked out of the court
room legally exonerated—free to run for mayor four
days later.
A few years ago, he was cleared of criminal charges

arising out of his attempts to cover up the raid. Now
the U.S. District Court judge hearing the civil suit or
dered the case against him dropped, on his lawyer's
motion, before the completion of the trial, without
even writing an opinion explaining his decision.

The courts, the people are told, are where one is
supposed to go to "redress grievances." But after
Hanrahan was acquitted, the courts ordered the
family and survivors to pay the court costs of Han
rahan and his aides—$500,000, in addition to the
enormous amount of money the case had already

cost them. Their lawyers, who were threatened-by-
the judge all through the trial with one of them ev
en briefly jailed, have now been threatened with
disbarment. This is the punishment for "seeking
redress" when the authorities wanted a cover-up.

After the judge cleared him, Hanrahan gave a press
-conference and arrogantly told reporters that Hampton
was a'"criminal" and deserved what he got.

This is supposed to be a "democracy," we're told,
where the law provides "equal pujtection for all."
But there was never any question in court about Han
rahan's responsibilitv for these cold-blooded murders. .
The only question was whether or not Hanrahan was
doing his job, and doing it "properly." Putting a stop
to the Black Panther Party was Hanrahan's job, the
court decided, and shooting this Black revolutionary
in his sleep was, to the court, entirely "proper."

From start to finish, this case has shown without a
doubt the vicious content of the "democracy" of the
bourgeoisie. The law protected the interests of the
capitalists and their faithful flunkies against the threat
that the Black Panther Party would stir up the masses
of oppressed people against them. And, after Hampton
and Clark were murdered in the name of the law, the
law protected his murderers against those who dared
accuse them.

An awful lot of people will never forget or forgive
Hampton's murder. An outrage like this trial has only
revealed to even more people the despicable nature of
the bourgeoisie's "democratic" dictatorship.

No judge nor court can ever clear Hanraiian's name
nor change what he did. This latest courtroom farce
just makes it even clearer that the ruling class that hir
ed this killer still stands behind him and his cowardly
crime, fl
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Dr. and Mrs. Du Bois meet with Mao Tsetung, Oct. 1, 1962. They were lifelong friends of China.

Anti-Imperialist Fighter

Shirley Graham DuBois
1907-1977

Mrs. Shirley Graham Du Bois, widow of the interna
tionally renowned freedom ficfiter and Black scholar Dr.
W. E. B. Du Bois, died on March 27 in Peking, China.
Like her husband, Mrs. Du Bois dedicated her life to ad

vance tile fight against national oppression of Blacks in
the U.S., actively supported the unity and liberation of
the African people, and fought to strengthen the links
between Blacks and the worldwide struggle of the work
ing class and oppressed peoples.

Mrs. Du Bois was also a true and longtime friend of_
the Chinese people. She had returned to China in Feb

ruary of 1976 for tiie fifth and final time to undergo

treatment for an advanced case of breast cancer. While

there she persisted in working and was preparing a book
on women in China.

, After her death a memorial meeting was held at the

auditorium of the Papaoshan Cemetery for Revolution
aries on April 2, 1977. It was attended by officials of

the Chinese government, diplomatic officials and envoys
of Tanzania, Zambia, Ghana and Guinea, representatives

from othgr circles, as well as Chinese and foreign friends
and family of the late Mrs. Du Bois.

In a-memorici speech, the president of the Chinese

People's Association for Friendship with Foreign Coun
tries, Wang Ping-nan, noted that Mrs. Du Bois "visited
China five times and each time she warmly praised and

widely propagated the achievements and progress the
Chinese people had made, and did a lot of work in en

hancing the friendship arid understanding between the
Chinese people and tfie people of the United States and
the Third World. What particularly moved us is, even

'when she was gravely ill this time, Mrs. Du Bois never
forgot for one moment to collect material for a book
on New China. Such friendship for the Chinese people

and her staunchness will be engraved in our hearts.

"Mrs. Du Bois has left us forever. The Chinese people
have lost a close friend, and the people of the United

States, Africa and the Third World have lost a heroic
fighter. We are fully confident that the cause of eman
cipation of the oppressed people and the oppressed na

tions for which she fought ail her life will eventually
triumph."

Two Fighters for Liberation

Shirley Graham was born in Indianapolis on Novem

ber 11, 1907, the daughter of a Black minister and his
wife. Educated in the U.S. and Europe, she was award
ed many honors for her research and writing. Long be
fore she became the wife and colleague of Dr. Du Bois,

she achieved recognition in the fine arts in her own
right, with creative contributions in music, drama and

literature. She authored books for children and young
adults, including biographies on Phyllis Wheatley, Paul
Robeson and Frederick Douglass, Black cultural figures
and leaders; and wrote His Day Is Marching On, a book
about W. E. B. Du Bois.

She composed several operas and plays, including
Coai Dust and Dust to Earth. From 1936-38, she served

in Chicago as supervisor of the Federal Theater Project
under the Works Progress Administration. She co-found
ed the civil rights magazine Freedom Ways in 1963, and
was a contributing editor for Black Scholar magazine.
She was also a teacher of music and creative writing.

Mrs. Du Bois' husband, W. E. B. Du Bois, born in

1868, was a consistent anti-imperialist fighter. Although
his analysis often fell short of providing a full Marxist-
Leninist revolutionary view, he was a pioneer in the
field df history and social conditions of Black people
in the U.S. He was one of the early organizers of a num
ber of civil rights and Pan-African organizations in the
early 1900s, and these groups played a very progressive
historical role. He represented the second Pan-African
Conference in bringing the case against colonialism be
fore the Versailles Peace Conference after World War 1.

Through his involvement in the struggles of Blacks in
the U.S. and Africa, he observed that peoples in Asia,
Africa and throughout the world were being exploited
and oppressed by the same system of imperialism. He
became a staunch friend of the Chinese people and their
fight for liberation, and publicized the achievements of
their revolution. He (eft the U.S. for Africa for the

fast time in 1961 and joined the Communist Party,
USA. Though the CP was then a revisionist party,
there was no true communist party at that time. And,

for Du Bois, tiiis was more an act of protest against U.S.
imperialism than out of agreement with the CP's line.
Du Bois was an example of wholeheartedly putting his
intellectual skills in the service of the struggle against
exploitation and oppression. Moreover, Du Bois stands
out as one of the most important leaders in the struggle
of Black people for liberation and aoainst the colonial'

and imperialist system.

Shirley Graham married W. E. B. Du Bois, who was a
I longtime friend of the family, in 1951—during the Ko
rean War and a period of intense anti-communist repres
sion. The U.S. government launched a vigorous persecu
tion of Du Bois for his firm stand against U.S. aggression
in Korea and the use of Black troops there, as Du Bois
put it, "to,murder colored folk who suffer from the

same race prejudice that Negroes in the United States
have long suffered and still suffer; at being almost forc
ed to be the dumb tools of business corporations seek
ing to dominate China and Asia."

Persecuted by U.S. Government

Along with the other officials of the Peace Informa
tion Center, Du Bois was indicted for treason by tiie U.S.

government. Mrs. Du Bois joined her husband in making
two cross-country speaking tours to gain the support of

the American people injhe upcoming trial. Students on
white and Black campuses were among those who re

sponded and formed defense committees rll over the

country. Alarmed, the bourgeoisie made si^e its press
and media maintained a news blackout on the case. Still,

mass indignation kept growing, and the government was
forced to acquit Du Bois, while continuing to hound and

blacklist him and his wife. But Dr. and Mrs. Du Bois

would not bend and give ̂ anks to the bourgeoisie, end
tirelessly attacked and exposed the government's harass

ment and imprisonment hf communists. In 1952 Dr. Du
Bois with the help of his^wife published In Battle far
Peace, a book on the indictment and trial, and openly

thanked communists throughout the world for their un
swerving support.

The U.S. bourgeoisie stepped up their surveillance of
the Du Boises, and sought to destroy their reputation

and influence among the American people. Their manu-
sfcripts were rejected by most publishing houses; their
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lectures refused by colleges and universities; their mail
tampered with and sometimes withheld; their neighbor
hood in Brooklyn was bombarded with government
agents questioning neighbors about their visitors and

activities. Black publications were warned not to carry
any more writings by W. E. B. or Shirley Du Bois, or to
even mention their names. The central office of the
NAACP, of which Dr. and Mrs. Du Bois were once lead
ing mehibers, denied permission to local branches to
sponsor their speaking engagements.

Refused to Be Silenced

Despite their dwindling Income and increasing hard
ship, Dr. and Mrs. Du Bois refused to be silenced or sway
ed from their beliefs. Their travel restricted by the gov
ernment, they spc ke out and wrote whenever and where-
ever possible. After enormous pressure from many
Americans and foreign countries, the ban on travel of
Dr. and Mrs. Du Bois (and of their fellow anti-imperial
ist fi^'^r and good friend, Paul Robeson) was tempor
arily lifted in 1958.

Mrs. Du Bois and her husband took advantage of this
period to travel extensively. They especially looked for
ward to visiting Africa and witnessing firsthand the prog
ress made under socialism in China and the Soviet Union.'
Du Bois was the only non-African invited to make a
speech at the All-African Conference' in Accra, Ghana,
but Soviet physicians advised him against making the
journey because of his failing health. So he entrusted
his message to his wife, who went to the conference her

self and delivered it, reading in part:
"Africa, ancient Africa has been called by the world

and has lifted up her hands! Which way shall Africa go?
First, I would emphasize the fact that today Africa has
no choice between private Capitalism and Socialism. The
whole world, including Capitalist countries, is moving
toward Socialism, inevitably, inexorably. You can
choose between.blocs of military alliance, you can
choose between groups of political union, you cannot
choose between Socialism and Private Capitalism, be
cause Private ownership of capital Is doomed....A body
of local private capitalists, even if they are black, can
never free Africa; they will simply sell it into new slavery
to old masters overseas."

Du Bois adds in his autobiography: "The address was
greeted with applause. Later Shirley and Mrs. [Paul]
Robeson with the help of Tom Mboya, the chairman,
secured the removal,of Chiang Kai-shek's Formosa flag
from the assembly hail." (p. 404)

Friends of China

Afterwards, Mrs. Du Bois and her husband traveled to

China as guests of the Chinese government. Dr. Du Bois
was honored in Peking orrhis 91 st birthday, and later he
and his wife met and talked with Mao Tsetung and Chou
En-lai. In the eight weeks they spent together in China
during this visit, the couple made radio broadcasts and
spoke to the Chinese people about the oppressive condi

tions in the U.S. Upon their return to the U.S., the

State Department again demanded back their passports,

and government persecution of them intensified.
In 1961 Dr. and Mrs. Du Bois left the U.S. without

official permission. Upon the invitation of President
Kwame Nkrumah, they went to live and work in Accra,
Ghana, where Du Bois died In August 1963. His death
was announced at the historic March on Washington,

D.C., and a moment of silent tribute followed from the

hundreds of thousands who had been inspired by his

leadership in the civil rights movement.
Mrs. Du Bois remained in Ghana and revisited China

as the representative of Ghana at the Association of
Afro-Asian Journalists. She also spent ten years in Cairo,

Egypt, and later became a Tanzanian citizen, in 1970
she was denied reentrance to the U.S: by then Attorney

General John Mitchell and the Justice Department. In
the same year she was asked to lecture at FIsk University
in Nashville but the State Department refused her visa on

the grounds of her political activities. There was a
public uproar against this, and she was finally readmitted
to the U.S.

In 1975 in one of her last public talks, Mrs. Du Bois

addressed a gathering of Black scholars, old and young,
expressing her confidence in the bright future ahead:

"Imperialisrh, with its exploitation, oppression and '
aggression is a badly wounded Beast—while Humanity
is rising in strength throughout the world....Lift up your
heads and look beyond narrow confines! We, the peo
ple, have much cause to rejoice. Black people have

cause to celebrate; the Third World, the World of Color,
no longer slumbers. Everywhere there is movement, ev
erywhere is the sound of marching feet-coming on

coming onl"
In a private conversation with Mao Tsetung in Wuhan,

China, Dr. and Mrs. Du Bois discussed their work in the
fight for Black liberation in America. When her husband
mentioned mistakes he felt he had made, Mrs. Du Bois

remembered well Chairman Mao's reply: "The only de
plorable mistake a man makes is when he Ires down and
lets the enemy walk over him....Tlie Communist Party of
China has made all the mistakes there are to make!...But

we never give up!" This too sums up the never ceasing
spirit of struggle left us by Dr. and Mrs. Du Bois. Tlie
peoples of the world will surely make real their dream of
a world free from all exploitation and oppression. ■
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Actions like the takeover of the Soldiers and Sailors monument in Cleveland helped acquit A^by Leach of 13
counts of kidnapping, although he was convicted of lesser charges.

Leach Trial

Victory:
Major
Charges
Beaten

On Tuesday, April 5, the trial of Ashby Leach came

to a close. It was a bad day for the Chessie Railroad
System (C & OJ. Ashby Leach, the Vietnam vet who
had seized their offices eight months earlier demanding

tfiat Chessie honor the Gl Bill, was found innocent on

13 counts of kidnapping and convicted on three lesser

charges. He was sentenced to 3-15 years and is now free
pending appeaf.

This is a great victory considering that Leach was
tried in the media as a cold-blooded terrorist. His name

was linked widi murderers like the Nazi sniper in New'
■York State. His bold act was said to have opened the
fl oodgates of "lawlessness." It can honestly be said that
had mass support not been built for his case he probably
would be languishing in some hellhole for the "criminal
ly insane." That a jury would acquit him of the most
serious charge, kidnapping, which carried with it a life
sentence, says something about the ability of a mass
movement to raise the real issues of the case. That the
judge was forced to release him says that Ashby was not
simply tried in the sensationalistic atmosphere created
by the bourgeoisie, butwas being tried amidst growing
support for his cause.

Ashby's supporters crowded the courtroom and the
corridors that Tuesday. After the verdict was read peo
ple cheered the victory. Chanting "Free Ashby Leach,
Make Chessie Pay!" people marched out of the court
house vowing to continue the fight until all the charges
are dropped and until Chessie is forced to honor die G,l
Bill and compensate veterans denied it In the past.

The courts presented the case as the "People of Ohio
vs. Ashby Leach." Through the months of building the
defense movement the tables were turned. It became
"Ashby Leach and the People vs. Chessie and the Fat-
cats." The Ashby Leach Defense Committee in Cleve
land and West Virginia and Vietnam Veterans Against
the War (VVAW) chapters throughout the country took
the case on aggressively.

In the plants, in neighborhoods, on the campuses,
people organized to expose the true facts of the case.
As the campaign and trial progressed the issues were
sharpened up; Ashby and tens of thousands of other
vets were used as cannon fodder in an imperialist war in
Vietnam; all the while companies like Chessie were
making millions off that war; then the guys who made
it home alive can't even get the 61 Bill. Do you have to
be 3 lunatic to hate and fight this outrageous situation?

"Kiss of Death" for Chessie

Chessie was clearly on the ciefensfve. They sent spies
to trail Ashby and VVAW members at meetings and ral
lies. During the trial, in an internal memorandum, Ches
sie said that if the truth of their treatment of vets got out
it would be the "kiss of death" to their image. In fact,
the company tried to coach witnesses and offered tliem
special legal assistance.

Ashby had said that he would be vindicated by "ordi
nary folks." And this was the direction things went in.
One juror explained to the press following deliberations.

"We felt he got the shaft. I support him 100%. I think
his cause is just. I almost feel some official from Cliessie
should be put on the stand and go on trial."

The trial began in mid-March and the courts took
over where Chessie left off. They were out to get Ash
by and stop tlie support movement. They tried to stop
Ashby from being one of his own lawyers. But Ashby
and his supporters beat that. The courts trled to stop
people from demonstrating, or being anywhere near the
court (except for a tiny handful who could squeeze into
the small courtroom). They tried to cover up Chessie's
crimes by conducting the fastest trial in town. But peo
ple beat them on all of this.

Of course, behind every one of their maneuvers, from
refusing to allow key defense witnesses to testify about
how Chessie treated veterans to denying the right of the
defense to call Cyrus Eaton (owner of Chessie) to the
stand, lay the desire to keep the real issues from surfac-" ,
ing. But It was precisely the ability of the campaign to
get the real issues out and build mass support that made
the difference.

Support Rallied Broadly

Veterans took up the call to "close ranks around one
of our own." The VVAW organized a nationwide speak
ing tour for Ashby. ThoiTsands of people around the
country heard him speak. In Kent, Ohio, for example,
200 students came out. When the evening was over al
most all of them gave Ashby a standing ovation.

Workers saw Ashby as one of their own, too. It
wasn't just because he was a railroad worker and vet—
and many people had gone through just what he had—
but because he took a stand against oppression. He was
saying in a concentrated way what people in all their
daily battles and skirmishes with this system are saying:
we won't let this system walk over and crush us. His
name came to be associated with a spirit of resistance.

Chessie, needless to say, spenrthousands of dollars
to advertise how happy its workers are. This coming
from 3 company that couldn't carry through with a
merger a few years back because the unions wouldn't
buckle under to accompanying changes in work rules
and from a company which has hundreds of letters from
other vets buried in its files demanding their Gl benefits.
But a truer picture was seen at the C & 0 yards in Hunt-
ington. West Virginia where workers lined up to sign the'
support petition. A banner signed from Chessie workers
was carried at the march before the trial started. And
Ashby was visited and written to by other West Virginia
railroad men who backed him.

Petitions were signed in shops and plants in Cleveland
and all around the country. In the steel mills in Cleve
land, a lot of workers wore stickers on their hard hats
saying, "Free Ashby Leach." A workers' dinner was at-
tenued by 80 people, most from basic industry.

All kinds of people-doctors, lawyers, professionals-
stood behind Ashby Leach. The support work culminat
ed in a large demonstration of 350 veterans, workers,
students and youth from Cleveland and other cities who
marched proudly and milftantly through the streets of
Cleveland. The old Soldiers and Sailors monument was
seized and the chant "Free Ashby Leach!" filled the
downtown Public Square. The demonstration was one
of the largest to be held in Cleveland in years.

The campaign sent reverberations through the city.
Ashby's case was hotly discussed and debated. Workers
began to speak of the organized support Ashby had.
And this could not escape the attention of the bourgeoi
sie. Now it was no longer Ashby Leach, the lone desper
ado, but Ashby Leach and "his,misguided follower."
And just as Ashby becam^a symbol of resistance, Ches
sie became a symbol of oppression. This was a far cry
from the corporation's cal-efully cultivated image of it
self as a benign and progressive enterprise.

The Chessie offices in Cleveland and elsewhere be
came the scenes of militant demonstrations. As final
arguments were nearing in the trial, the company was
hit where it hurts when one of its trains was stopped
dead on the tracks. It was 100 cars long, carrying coal
from Newcastle, Pennsylvania, on its way to the steel
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mills. Supporters blocked and boarded the train, hold
ing it for over an hour. It was plastered with stickers
and signs, and members of VVAW who organized the
action announced to the press that there'll be no busi
ness as usual for Chessie because their business as usual
is messing overVietnam vets and railroading Ashby
Leach.

The only political line around which people could be
mobilized was that Ashby Leach went up in that tower
fighting for the rights of all veterans and all people. He
shouldn't go to jail. The fatcats who run this country
are the real criminals. And it is fight to fight back
againstJhem. It was neither a case of sheepishly apolo
gizing for what he did nor simply saying that all we had
to do was go out and do what he did and ever'ything
would be settled.

Fundamentally it was a question of showing how
Ashby's action was a spark of resistance—which drew
clear and unmistakable lines—that could advance our
struggle if we.built off of its militancy and righteous
ness. An interesting footnote to this was the utter refus
al of the Trotskyites and revisionists to even poke their
noses into the case. They ran for cover, scared by Ash
by's just stand. ("Guns, hostages, a burning hatred for
the system? This guy must be some sort of nut.")

Controversy

But, there was a lot of controversy stirred up by the
case, and among many people there were searching ques
tions raised as to how do you fight back. In two steel
workers locals, supporters attempted to raise resolutions
backing Ashby. They failed to pass. "I agree he had a
case," some people would say,_"but he went about it the
wrong way." Over time, however, as people began to
hear the facts of the case and relate them to their own
experience, opinions began to change. For years Ashby
had written letters and requested meetings with Chessie
officials and gotten nowhere. The "right way" accord
ing to tlie ruling class is to grit your teeth and bear with
injustice or go through their dead-end channels.

Did his action and the support built have a positive
effect?- Did it more sharply expose the abuses of the sys
tem? Are the problems and just demands of veterans
better understood as a result? Are more people involved
in-the fight for veterans rights? Have we struck a blow .
against the system? By going deeply into these questions
important advances were made. For many workers the
case became an important point of reference, exactly be
cause It boldly raised issues of right and wrong and ques
tions of tactics and mass struggle.

People saw how the trial was conducted, in a kanga
roo court fashion. People saw that the prosecution
could not rest its case on some argument that the U.S.
war in Vietnam was right or that Chessie had the ri ght to
deny benefits to vets. It could only assert that Ashby
broke the law. And the question immediately arises,
just who is served by these laws, then? In discussions
people would talk about injunctions during strikes and
defying them. Or the fact that laws had to be broken
during the civil rights movement to fight discrimination,
and that laws explicitly uphold oppression. Is it not
right to use force in the pursuit of what's right?

"But what if you or someone in your family was held
hostage?" was another question often raised. Ashby was
not declaring that the employees of Chessie were the
problem. He wasn't saying that they must pay for the
company's abuses. His actions and demands were aimed
at the people that own and run Chessie. Of course, no
one likes to be caught in the middle, like the office peo
ple taken hostage. But in any fierce struggle there can
be no guarantees that innocent people will not be incon
venienced, or even caught in the cross fire. The point is
that the majority of people In society suffer at the hands
of the system and are fighting back, in smaller or larger
numbers, in more or less organized ways against the
minority of exploiters who rule over us. The cause of
actions Ilka Ashby's is the system which oppresses peo
ple for profit, and they won't end until the system is
ended. - .

One of the most powerful moments in the trial came
when Ashby took the stand. He was grilled mercilessly
by the prosecutor. "You took hostages, you intended
to hurt them!" Ashby retorfed that while he was com
pletely serious about taking the hostages, he hurt no
one. But more importantly, he yelled back, "Don't talk
to me about innocent people and hostages, and about
people getting hurt. 1 took 13 people hostage. The U.S.
government took half a million U.S.-servicemen hostage
and murdered 50,000 of them. I'm in possession of
criminal tools when I tap someone on the head, but a
B-52 dropping bombs on women and children is not a
criminal tool. I'm forced to risk my life in Vietnam for
the rich, why can't I risk it for a good cause?"

The fi^t continues. Ashby is out on appeal and will
probably be retried in 6 to 9 months. VVAW intends to
intensify the struggle to make Chessie honor the Gl Bill;
a new chapter has been built In Cleveland and others have
been strengthened. Ashby's courage and determination
won the respect of many people. But it was the mass
support, the mass outrage over the charges leveled at
him and the'abuses he fought, that resulted in this trial
victory. "Free Ashby Leach!" became a militant rally
ing cry for thousands and a victory—by no means a com
plete one. but a victory nonetheless-was won. And it
has inspired people to carry the struggle forward. B
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Continued from page 1
its actual dirty work, so too the U.S. is trying to work
through various African and European countries as
well as by -direct intervention.

U.S. shipments to Zaire during the invasion has so'
far only amounted to S15 million, according to the
Carter administration. But these figures should be jud
ged in the light of recent revelations that U.S. military
hardware funneled through Zaire to the U.S.-tracked
factions during the Angolan civil war amount to many
times the few million that was officially announced,
since it included such tricks as listing the value of
automatic pistols supplied to the Mobutu government
at $5 each, and so on. Certainly Morocco's offer to
send troops to aid Mobutu was American-inspired, to
say the least, even without speculating on what the
U.S. government might have promised Morocco in
return. And once again, there have been ads in the pa
pers-such as the Fresno Bee (Calif.)-for American
mercenaries to fight in Zaire.

Both superpowers have tried to maintain a low pro
file in this conflict and to basically hide what's going
on. The U.S. government haJ UN Ambassador Andrew
Young running around telling the public that "we
shouldn't get uptight" about "a few communists" in
Africa, whiie of course the U.S. government was up
tight as hell and scrambling like mad to find ways to
intervene in Zaire without letting it show.

This current Soviet-backed invasion is almost an
exact rerun of previous Western imperialist maneuvers
there, showing that these latecomers to the imperialist
scene have learned their lessons well.

Zaire is one of the biggest and richest countries in
black Africa and Its location in the middle of the con

tinent is quite strategic. Until only 17 years ago, it
was owned outright by Belgium, which; looted its cop
per, diamonds and cobalt, using the virtual slave labor
of Africans. This oppression fed to one of the most
powerful revolutionary upsurges in Africa up to that
time. The Belgiums were forced to grant formal inde
pendence to the country they'd once arrogantly called
"the Belgian Congo."

A new government born in this struggle, led by
Patrice Lumumba, moved to take back the country
from the Belgium imperialists and nationalize its mines
so that the labor of the people could go to build up
their country and not to make European exploiters
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imperialist Splitting and Subverting

This situation was more than the imperialists could
stand. The Belgian big capitalists hired the police
force of the province of Katanga, where the mines are
located, and with European officers threw together a
mercenary army to break off the province from the
rest of the country and keep it for Belgium. The U.S.
ruling class, which wanted to replace Belgium, backed

-  . a so-called "United Nations" force to put a stop to the
Katanga breakaway and at the same time put down
the revolution led by Lumumba and bring the whole
country under U.S. control. In the UN, the Soviet
Union went along with tiie U.S. ^

Lumumba had emercjed as one of the main repre
sentatives of the African peoples in their fight for in
dependence and liberation. But faced with the imme
diate necessity of putting down the powerful Belgian-
backed force in Katanga in order to keep his country
from being torn apart, he underestimated the imperial
ist nature of the U.S., which at that time was trying
to use the fact that it had no outright colonial posses
sions in Africa, to pose as a "friend" of the African
people In their struggle to win independence from the
European colonialists.
A bitter lesson was learned in the Congo. Although

the Katanga secession was defeated, Lumumba was
murdered-wlth the complicity of the CIA, according
to recent revelations in the bourgeois press—and U.S.
imperialism took up where the Belgians had left off,
with Belgium as its junior partner in the loot.

Since then, Zaire (as it was named under Mobutu)
has become the most important black pro-U.S. govern
ment In Africa, with the most U.S. Investment, the
most U.S. "aid" and the biggest CIA station in black
Africa. From all this it's plain to see why the U.S.
government doesn't want to call attention to what
it's.up to in Zaire-and it's for sure that the U.S. im
perialists are trying to use the Soviet-backed invasion
to make Zaire even more dependent on the U.S.

How these former Katanga mercenaries ended up
In the pay of the USSR is a real exposure of the na
ture and hypocrisy of the Soviet social-imperialists
and their flunkies.

Looking for New Sponsors

After their defeat, the Katanga mercenaries fled
across-the border into neighboring Angola, at that
time ruled by Portugal.-where they found employment
fighting for the Portuguese against the Angolan libera
tion rhovement. Then, in the fall of 1975, after the
Portuguese were defeated, and on the eve of the date
set for the country's independence, these mercenaries
were hired on by the pro-Soviet forces within the
MPLA to attack the other liberation groups. Shortly
after, the Katangese forces were joined by Cuban troops
in driving to bring Angola under the Soviet heel.
" Now, as the Katanga mercenaries have once again

crossed back into Zaire and are engaged in an all-out
war with the Mobutu government, the Soviets and
their friends in the world are hailing these forces—

- which call themselves the "Congo National Liberation
Front"—as "liberators," when in fact they have always

-served reaction and of course still do.

To explain away the history of these forces, the
pro-Soviet press and some less openly pro-Soviet (but
very loudly pro-Cuban) types are claiming that the
Katanga mercenaries have changed in character. The

weekly Guardian, which often uses the Cuban press
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service Prensa Latina, claimed one week that these
mercenaries had been "politicized" (by which it can
be guessed that they mean won over) by their "exper
iences ' in Angola; then the next week turned around,
and, forgetting this claim, made the contradictory as
sertion that most of the original Katanga mercenaries
had died and that "the majority of the current front
fighters are young men" —presumably pure of the past
history of the Katanga mercenary army.

The tactics of splitting and subverting have been
used again and again by the imperialists. The Selgain
imperialists tried to exploit the question of Katanga
for their own ends in the early sixties to oppose the real
liberation of the people. In the late sixties in Nigeria,
the imperialists tried to exploit the question of the prov
ince of Biafra to split it way under imperialist control.

The most outstanding example is Bangladesh, where
in the early 1970s the Soviet Union backed India in
wresting away the eastern portion of Pakistan and set
ting up a new country there under Indian control. At
that time, many people were confused about the sit
uation, because the masses of people in East Pakistan
had been rising in revolt against the Pakistani govern
ment and righteously so. But the main aspect of the
establishment of Bangladesh was that it was born out
of Indian aggression and the power grab of social-lm-
periaiism in that region. The nature of the Bangladesh
government which emerged from this aggression, and
the exploitation and oppression of the rhasses there,
can leave little doubt in retrospect about the reaction
ary nature of this so-called act of "liberation." Al

though the Bangladesh government which emerged as
a satellite of India and the USSR has since been over

thrown, recent developments in the region don't
change the nature of those original events.

Does it Hurt or Help Imperialism?

The lesson of all this reaffirms the Marxist position
summed up by Stalin in appraising the maneuvers of
the Imperialists in the oppressed countries half a cen
tury ago. These situations, he said, have to be seen
"from the point of view of the actual results, as shown
by the general balance sheet of the struggle against
imperialism, that is to say, 'not in isi^ation, but on a
world scale.'" -

The Soviets are on the move in Africa, trying to use
the armed liberation struggles as an opening fortheir
own intervention, and as Angola proved, the meddling
of the USSR, like the meddling of the U.S., brings
only setbacks for the revolutionary struggle. In the
context of the situation in Africa as a whole and the

imperjalfsts' aims there, the invasion of Zaire is a dan

gerous threat to the overall struggle and a dangerous
precedent for more of the same. The trampling on
the independence of countries which have long been
victimized by imperialism is a foul crime no matter wha;
banner it is cloaked In.

From the point of view of tiie situation within
Zaire itself, if the current reactionary regime is re
placed by another pro-imperialist regime whose power
is established through force of Invasion, this too would
be a setback in the conditions for the revolutionary
struggle in Zaire, a struggle which is sure to end in the

overthrow of all of imperialism's servants, including
the present regime.

From this point of view—from the question of
whether it actually advances or goes against the strug
gle of the people of Zaire, Africa and the whole world

against the imperialist system and the two superpowers
who head it up, this invasion of Zaire is completely .
reactionary and must be opposed. •

ALD...
Continued from page 2

phasis on groups like youth and students who have al
ready been in some motion around tiie question, it is
natural that Blacks will tend to be most responsive to

the campaign, but a ciearly multi-national demonstra
tion will nqj only make for tiie most powerful blow at
the bourgeoisie, but also show in practice the possibili

ty and desirability of multi-national unity.

The question of uniting all who can be united is par

ticularly sharp because there are other forces with their

own plans for African Liberation Day.
One such is a motley array of dogmatist forces clus

tered around the Workers Viewpoint Organization,
which has been doing its utmost to split and wreck the

African Liberation Support Committee for some time

now. WVO's ambition openly stated in its press is to
turn ALSC into a "propaganda organization of the ad
vanced" where WVO can "discover and train" "ad

vanced elements" and drag them out of the struggle to
swell its scanty ranks.

It is in this spirit that WVO has addressed the ques
tion of African Liberation Day this year. First, they

oppose the very Idea of a broad coalition (and the sec
tarian practices they have promoted in ALSC have ob

jectively hurt-ALSC's reputation with othffr forces with
whom unity might be possible). The main activity they
propose for ALD is not struggle against imperialism.

but a two day conference to discuss why the Soviet
Union is the main danger to the people of southern Af

rica and the whole world! WVO's aim is to establish

this theory—which arnounts to nothing but social chau
vinism in the U.S.—as an ALSC principle and to use it
as a lever to drive out of ALSC any forces which are

not subordinate to them. The best answer to this at

tempted sabotage of ALSC and African Liberation Day

will be a large and powerful demonstration which, as a

byproduct, will further expose and discredit WVO's
poisonous brand of "Marxism-Leninism."

Far more significant in this year's ALD are various
Pan-Africanist forces, chief among them the All Afri
can Peoples Revolutionary Party (AAPRP) headed by
Stokely Carmichael. Pan Africanism is a bourgeois

theory which holds that there is some common spiri

tual bond of "Africanness" among all people of African

descent which is stronger and more real than bonds of
nationality and class. To the extent to wjiich it draws
young Blacks into anti-imperialirt struggle, there is cer
tainly a basis for uniting with Pan-Africanist forces,

while struggling for and developing the correct line,

without which the movement will Invariably wind up
in a dead end. /

The AAPRP has als6 called a demonstration for

Washington on May 2^tii. Carmichael has thus far tried
to keep ALD entirely In the grip of AAPRP and has
not sought to unit^with any of the other forces active
or potentially octive~~Bround African Liberation Day.
The AAPRP wants one of the major themes of ALD to
be that only with Africa "united under a socialist gov
ernment" can bfacks(throughout the world, including
especially the U.S., have a "national home." This

nationalist appeal not only will tend to alienate many
from other nationalities and by obscuring the actual
relationship between the situation and struggle in sou
thern Africa and the U.S., fail to mobilize the Black

masses to the fullest, but it also does not concentrate

the fire of ALD on the target of U.S. imperialism.

Carmichaei's proclamation that the march is in sup
port, among other things, of the "socialist countries,"
including the USSR, Cuba and so on, is a big obstacle
to a united action. It is not only sectarian-it would
be incorrect to make support even for the genuine
socialist countries in any way a condition for taking
part in ALD-but worse still it holds up as a friend one

of the two main enemies of the African people.
Unity with the forces around AAPRP would contri

bute to a strong African Liberation Day, but it is by
no means a precondition for a powerful demonstration.
The campaign building up to May 28 is already well
underway and will be escalating In coming ̂ eeks with
stepped-up organizing, actions to turn the spotlight
on the role of U.S. banks, corporations and schools in

plundering southern Africa and supporting the white

settler governments there. Hundreds of thousands of

people will become aware of African Liberation Day,
and deepen their understanding of the struggle in .
southern Africa. This will strengthen the base for

building a broad social movement in solidarity with
tiie liberation struggle there, while the core of such a

movement is forged stronger in the actual ALD demon

stration as thousands march to the White House, turn
ing their anger and understanding inm ••--•'on, fighting
a battle against imperialism and i.jl in
Durban and D.C. alike. ■
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Repression.
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Mount in

Ethiopia
Confronted with deepening and growing popular rev

olutionary struggle, the military junta which has ruled
Ethiopia for the last tfiree years has launched a barbaric
"liquidation campaign" against the masses. Massive re
pression has been growing in Ethiopia since September
of last year, but it took a quaiitiative leap following a
February 3 coup within the junta in which a hatchet
man named Colonel Mengistu wiped out his rivals. This
has accompanied intensified repression and military ac

tion against the Erttrean people, who live along the Red
Sea and who have long been ruled and oppressed by,
and have long resisted, Ethiopia's rulers.

Over the last several weeks alone many hundreds of

militant workers, peasants, teachers and students have
been cold-bloodedly executed. Stories come out of the
country of wanton killings in urban and rural areas. For
example near Addis Ababa, the capital city, the bodies
of one hundred students between the ages of 13 and 20
were foupd by local inhabitants thrown in a ditch and
half eateri by hyenas. Hie small village of Jarri became
the scene of another mass execution—57 bodies were

found, all shot with their faces burned beyond recogni
tion (the butchers of the Ethiopian junta pour hot tar
on live faces so that dead bodies won't be identified).

In Addis Ababa itself, all residents were ordered to stay
indoors for 72 hours recently while the "Flame Brigade"
-Zionist trained security forces following in the foot
steps of Hitler's storm troops—carried out a house-to- -
house search for arms and suspected revolutionaries.

Many of those arrested were executed or brutally tor
tured.

In an effort to cover up its class nature and counter

revolutionary terror the junta has proclaimed itself "rev

olutionary," even "Marxist-Leninist," and trying to
build socialism in Ethiopia. But these wild claims have
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nothing to do with reality.
The present day Ethiopian state is a continuation

of the semi-feudal, semi-colonial, comprador bourgeois
rule that existed under Halle Selassie. That antique
dictator and these class relations were.propped up by
U.S. imperialism \Miich had built Ethiopia up as the
main U.S. ally in the area. Important military and
CIA facilities were built in the country.

Revolutionary Upsurge

But in February, 1973, the proletariat, peasantry,
soldiers, students and teachers rose up in revolution
following a three-year famine which caused the death

of more than 500,000 peasants (Ethiopia is mainly a
peasant country). A key factor contributing to this
uprising was the growing armed struggle of the Eri-
trean people against national oppression which increas
ingly undermined Haile Selassie and made it impossible"
for the ruling class to rule in the same old way.
A massive general strike, factory occupations and

street fighting swept Ethiopia's cities. The peasants
started armed seizures of their land, seized the grain
and property of the landlords, chasing them out of the
countryside. Rank and file soldiers mutinied every- ..

where. Students, teachers, urban poor, people from
oppressed nationalities staged massive well-coordinated

demonstrations. The masses raised revolutionary and
democratic slogans, including some directed against
U.S. imperialism.

However, without the guidance of a proletarian
party the movement fell under the leadership of petty
bourgeois opportunists, mainly within the military.
Mouthing revolutionary slogans these military men
gained some popularity, pushing Haile Selassie out of

the way and instituting a phony land reform program.
But the new junta did nothing more than replace old
oppressors with new ones and put cosmetics on the semi-

colonial, semi-feudal Ethiopia that had existed under

the old dictatorship. Basically internal class relations

remained the same and U.S. imperialism scurried to

maintain its hegemony, stepping up its "aid" to the
new junta.

But since February, 1974, the military dictators

have known no peace as the massive internal and ex

ternal contradictions thafpropelled their ride to power

have continued to give rise to struggle, threatening to
topple their shaky rule. As the revolutionary rhetoric

of the junta has become exposed, the mass struggle
has once again surged forward more deeply and

thoroughly revolutionary than before, despite fierce
repression.

For example on May Day, 1976, massive demon

strations were held in all the major Ethiopian cities

denouncing the junta's continued rule. On September
19, 1976, a strike opposing the junta's labor laws and •

for higher wages, by employees of banks, water, elec-
..trical and telecommunications, insurance, newspapers

and supermarkets paralyzed the capital city. At the
same time the peasants' struggle has grown with land
takeovers on the rise and the peasants beginning to
arm themselves again to deal their own justice to feu
dal reactionaries. Leading much of this struggle has
been the Ethiopian Peoples Revolutionary Party
(EPRP) and Its military arm, the Ethiopian Peoples

Revolutionary Army (EPRA)—and consequently much
of the recent terror has been directed especially against
them.

One of the struggles that th reatens the junta the
most Is the 12 year armed struggle of the Eritrean peo
ple. Militarily this struggle has continued to win vic
tories. Despite the fact that the bulk of the Ethiopian
army is stationed in Eritrea, there are several areas
where the junta's military dare not set foot. Politically
the Eritrean struggle has helped expose the junta as
they talked about "Marxism-Leninism" and "social
ism," on the one hand, but waged a vicious campaign
of repression against an oppressed people on the other.
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Demonstrators in Addis Abba march against the repressive military rulers of Ethiopia.
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This struggle, which has gained tremendous strength
over the years, threatens two of the three main ports
used for Ethiopian trade. (The other port is located
in the former French colony of Afars and Issas, due to
become independent in July, 1977 and an object of
intense superpower contention because of its strategic
location.)

In a wild attempt to crush this struggle the military
junta recently tried to mobilize poor and landless
EthTopian peasants to invade Eritrea, offering them
free land in return for helping to crush the revolution
ary struggle there. But this plan was ill-starred and

collapsed before ever getting off the ground. For one
thing, with the Eritrean people armed and mobilized
this invasion would have been met with fierce resis
tance and untold thousands would have been killed.

For another, it was clearly a trick by the junta to turn
the spearhead of struggle of the Ethiopian people away
from them and towards the Eritreans. Clearly what
was needed was for the Shiopian peasants and soldiers
to refuse to fight their Eritrean brothers and to turn
their fight instead against the junta. To a large degree
this is what happened with the wiiole fiasco tuming
into a further exposure of the junta. For example,
when the administrator of the city of Gondar tried to
address the May Day rally last year and call upon the
demonstrators to march on Eritrea, the microphone
was wrenched from his hands and he was stoned. He

escaped with his life only due to soldiers who opened
fire and shot dead 13 demonstrators.

These intensifying internal contradictions accen
tuated the factional divisions within the junta itself.
One of the key differences that developed between
the military dictators was over how best to qurb the

forward march of the revolution. It was these contra

dictions that led to the coup within the junta by
Colonel Mengistu on February 3 this year and the un
leashing of the white terror directed against the
struggling masses.

U.S.-Soviet Contention
%

Fishing in these'troubled waters have been the two
superpowers. Ethiopia and the entire "horn of Africa"
have become a center of sharp contention between

the U.S. and the USSR given tfieir strategic location
at the mouth of the Red Sea and importance to com

munications and transportation (especially oil) be
tween Europe, Asia and Africa (see accompanying

article on the Castro, Podgomy trip, p. 15).
For its part the U.S. has been trying to further

strengthen its foothold in Ethiopia even following
the recent coup. Besides increasing its foreign aid, a
number of top CIA operatives have been sent into the

country. G. McMurtrle Godley, a notorious U.S. but

cher known for his role in aiding the Phalangist forces
in Lebanon in 1974-76, the U.S. puppets in Laos in

1969-73 and the anti-Lumumba forces in the Congo in
the early 1960s, was recently appointed U.S. ambassa
dor to Ethiopia.

But given the growing hatred and struggle of the
Ethiopian people against U.S. imperialism, a govern

ment too closely associated with this superpower is
like having an albatross around its neck. The Soviet
rulers have tried to take advantage of this situation
to further their owri imperialist aims in the area. Even

before the recent coup when the Soviet position was
advanced they had tried to buy influence, building, for
example, a technical school in Assab and getting a lot of
students to go to the Soviet Union for technical training.

They have also tried to win influence within some strug
gles against the junta. Revisionists around the world,
who had praised the junta's attempt to build "socialism"
in Ethiopia, gave a standing ovation when Colonel Men
gistu came to power in the recent coup and began
slaughtering the Ethiopian revolutionary masses. Radio
Havana, for example, heaped lavish praise on Mengistu's
extermination campaign, calling it the suppression of
"anarchists" and "counterrevolutionaries." Castro visit

ed the country on his recent trip through Africa and
held intimate talks with Colonel Mengistu as the latter
was ordering the most gruesome and blood-chilling erf
his atrocities.

Given these shifting alliances the U.S. has started to
hedge its bets as they did in Angola. At the same time
they are continuing to support the Ethiopian junta they
are increasing the support they have given all along to
the so-called Ethiopian Democratic Union (EDU), a
group of reactionary big landlords and aristocrats, who
lost power when Haile Selassie was overthrown but still
control local armies in parts of Ethiopia and dream of
making a comeback. They are also vying to win Afars
and Issas and Somalia to their camp and trying to gain In
fluence in the struggle of the Eritrean people, thus giv
ing them the possibility of locking Ethiopia out of any
seaports if it should fall into Soviet hands.

Overall the situation in Ethiopia at this time is very •
complex with the Mengistu dictatorship trying to prop
up its rule on the blood of the people and the two super
powers scrambling to outdo each other for control of the
entire area. But despite heavy repression, the masses are
on the move and the colonial, semi-feudal ruling class is
becoming further exposed and isolated. The situation
provides an excellent possiblity for this struggle to ad
vance towards liberation against all oppressors, both in
ternal and external. ■
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Would-Be"Bwanas" On the Hunt

Castro/Podgorny
Take African Safari

Cuba's Fidel Castro and Soviet President Podgorny
circled tiie African continent like two buzzards last

month, with Castro flying from capital to capital try
ing to line up victims and Podgorny swooping down to
try to drag off the meat.

Castro visited eight different Arab and bl ack Afri
can countries, traveling with a retinue of top central

committee members and generals. At each stop he re
peated the message, "Without the strength and might
of the Soviet Union, the imperialists would have divided
up the world again." In other words, the very existence

of independent Africa is possible only because of the
USSR.

Castro put forward this prescription for Africa in
his speech in Somalia: "The revolutionary peoples
must struggle together, the revolutionary peoples, who

for centuries were subjected to colonial oppression,
must strengthen our alliance with the world revolu

tionary movement, the socialist countries and espe

cially the Soviet Union ... The Soviet people is the
firmest and most loyal ally of all of us who struggle

for independence and revolution."

Flying in just behind Castro to three of the coun-"
tries he visited was Podgorny, traveling with a 120-mari
delegation, ready to sign up any takers Castro lined up.

When this gruesome twosome finished their work,
Podgorny flew back to Moscow on April 4 and hung
around the airport for a few hours to be on hand for a

full-scale welcome for Castro, whose plane was also

greeted by the big boss Brezhnev himself. Foreign Mini
ster Gromyko and many otherhead honchos.. After
a banquet in v\rfiich Castro toasted'his hosts with the

declaration that "Humanity will ever be thankful to
the Soviet Union for what it has done," Castro and the

Soviet top leadership closeted themselves for a few

days of intense talks.
Castro had visited Algeria, Libya, Somalia, the Peo

ple's Democratic Republic of Yemen, Ethiopia, Tan

zania, Mozambique and Angola. Podgorny had follow
ed up in Tanzania, Mozambique and Somalia and visited

Zambia as well. The choice of countries involved and

some of what's been made public about their expedi-

tiorf makes it clear what the Soviets are focusing on in
Africa.

I

Horning in on the "Horn of Africa"

One of t^ese focal points of Soviet attention is the
countries bordering on the Red Sea, in Northeast Af

rica and the Mideast. With a number of severe set

backs for the USSR in North Africa, including Egypt's
break with the Soviet Union and Sudanese Presiaent

Numeiry's successful smashing .of several Soviet-backed
attempts to overtlirow him, the USSR has been trying
to rig up a pro-Soviet regional grouping of Somalia,

Ethiopia, the People's Democratic Republic of Yemen
(PDRY) and,the French territory of Afars and Issas,

due to become independent June 27.

Control of the area involved means controlling a

choke point for the Suez Canal, the Red Sea and the
Gulf of Aden, which together form a strategic water

way for links between Europe, Asia and Africa. This
waterway has long been a point of contention between
the imperialist powers. Recognizing its importance,
the U.S. is trying to maintain the upper hand by trying

to form a pro-U.S. grouping of countries in the region,

working especially through Saudi Arabia.
That's why Castro and the Cuban press gave so much

importance to his visits to Somalia and Ethiopia, which
are real problems for the USSR in carrying out their
plans. The Soviet Union has long flooded Somalia

with Soviet arms, including a comparatively large num
ber of tanks, encouraging Somalian claims to territory

now in Ethiopia. In return the Soviets have gained an
important naval base in Somalia—giving the lie to Pod-
gomy's often-repeated claim during his trip that the
USSR "seeks no military bases in Africa."

Now, since the recent coup within a coup in Ethio
pia (see article page 14), the USSR and other Soviet
bloc countries are courting the Ethiopian govemment
like mad. But the Soviets are running into the prob

lems inherent in their unprincipled juggling act. In
Ethiopia, where until just recently the USSR tried to
gain influence in the Eritrean struggle against the
Ethiopian govemment, they have now suddenly switch
ed, seeing an opportunity to use the pressures of the
Eritrean rebellion and the general revolutionary upsurge

against the government to try to convince the Mengistu
government that Soviet "support" is the only way out.
But this, in turn, has led to new problems with Soma
lia against Ethiopia. Adding fuel to the fire is the

fact that Somalia has claims on Afars and Issas which

could be swallowed up after its independence, while

Ethiopia depends for much of its commerce on the
port of Dijibouti in that territory/.

To deal with this situation, Castro visited first Soma

lia, the PDRY and Afars and Issas. Castro disappeared
from public view for 24 hours-reportedly returning to

Somalia to press for its agreement to the plan—and Pod
gorny followed up by an unscheduled stop in Somalia

at the close of his African tour. After his negotiations

with the Ethiopian government Castro sent 100 Cuban
military advisors to train Ethiopian troops in counter-
guerilla methods to put down the struggle in Eritrea.

Of course, the Soviets' attempt to carve out a "sphere
of influence" in the Red Sea is no more "anti-imperial
ist" than the U.S.'s attempts to do the same. Both are
efforts to impose the superpowers' interests on the coun
tries of the region—and both are trying to subvert the re
sistance to imperialist interference. For example, the
cause of cooperation against superpower meddling was
advanced at several recent conferences of government
leaders in the area.

Southern Africa

In southern Africa, Castro and Podgorny wheeled and

dealed in the same way, selling Soviet "aid" as the only
way that the struggle in southern Africa against the rac
ist regimes of Rhodesia and South Africa could be suc

cessful. They concentrated on the so-called "frontline"
states, those bordering the two white-controlled coun

tries. In Zambia, Podgorny journeyed to a town near

the border with South Africa and, looking but from the
heights across to the south, pledging himself to the "lib
eration" of Rhodesia and South Africa.

The words might have sounded fine, but the content

of that pledge boiled down to meetings between Podgor
ny, Joseph Nkomo, a leader of Zimbabwe forces,

who has long been favored by the USSR (and the U.S.
as well), and Oliver Tambo, a leader of the South African

National Congress, which the Soviet Union has worked
to control for years. Whatever arms and so on that Pod-,
gomy might have pledged these two well-known "mod

erates" are certainly not to advance the cause of libera

tion, but to advance social-imperialist interests and hold

back the mass revolutionary struggle.

In Mozambique, where the Rhodesian government
has conducted hundreds of border raids in the last year

against Zimbabwean liberation forces there, Podgorny

solemnly declared to Mozambique President Samora
Machel, "Brother of mine, you will not be alone in the
struggle." Mozambique and the USSR signed a 20-year
friendship treaty which provides for an unspecified

amount of Soviet economic "assistance" and trade, So

viet political "aid" such as "assistance" in training Mo-
zambican cadres and some clauses which opened the

possibility of direct Soviet military intervention in the
area.

Although the Soviets obviously have designs on using
the struggle against the UiS.-backed white racist regimes
to get its own snout into soutiiern Africa, hegemonic
dreams aren't the same thing as achieving hegemony.
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"Good boy, Fidel." Front man for social-imperialists
gets embrace from the boss upon arrival in Moscow,
fresh from the Castro/Podgomy road show in Africa.

Nowfiere in these frontline states has the USSR fulfilled

its intentions entirely. In Tanzania, for instance, Pod

gorny was given a cool reception, with no public appear

ances, and Tanzanian President Julius Nyerere used the .

occasion to point out that the USSR had supplied very
little military hardware to the armed struggle in Rhode
sia and South Africa. (In fact, until very recently the
USSR and its favored forces opposed armed struggle in
Rhodesia.)

Nyerere has urged that if the Soviets want to give aid

they should do it through the Organization of African
Unity rather than picking and choosing whom they sup

port according to their own interests—a request that tht

USSR has so far turned down. This shows very well

how Soviet "aid" is for purposes of gaining influence -
and control and has nothing to do with supporting the

liberation struggle.

Angola Example

In fact, Castro's stopover in Angola; billed as the

highlight of his shuttle diplomacy, Cuban/Soviet style, ..
provided a grim example of what it means to rely on
the USSR an J its junior partners.

Since consolidating themselves in power last year,
the Soviet-favored forces who've come to govern Angola
have signed treaties tying Angola's coffee and other ex
port crops to the USSR, while leaving untouched Gulf
Oil Corporation's huge oil operation which continues to
be a main pillar of Angola's economy. Economically,
the country hasn't moved an inch towards becoming
more independent.

According to most reports, the number of Cubans—

about 15,000 troops during the civil war—has grown by
thousands more, including not only military men but
administrators and all sorts of "advisors." Even the bus

system is run by Cubans-over a thousand Cubans have
been brought over to drive buses.

"It is logical," Castro announced in a speech in Lu
anda, "that now that the. war has ended, the number of

Cuban fighters in Angola is diminishing and the number

of civilian workers for the reconstruction of the country
is increasing." "Logical" indeed—according to the logic
of imperialism, which leaves the country more depend

ent than ever on its new masters.

Castro's journeys around the country to review his

troops in various places is a disgusting example of vvhat
kind of "aid"the Soviets and their partners have in

mind—because no matter how you might try to excuse
it or explain it away, the fact is that a year later Cuban
troops still dominate the country and they're acting ,
like they always will.

In the last two decades nearly every country in Africa
has won its formal independence, the national liberation

struggles have surged forward and won many victories.

In white-ruled southern Africa the people are rising up

stronger and more determined than ever. While the
U.S., which once posed as the "friend" of the African •

people in their struggle against old-style colonialism has
now been generally exposed, suffering heavy setbacks
and defeats, the USSR is trying to use the fact that at

least recently it had no colonies in Africa, along with
its "socialist" cover, as a way to pose as a backer of
African independence.

To sneak its snout in all over the continent, the USSR
is attempting to take advantage of bourgeois and petty
bourgeois African forces, offering the "bait" of provid-
inga "shortcut" to liberation and the economic develop
ment of countries left poor and weak by imperialism. In
fact, though, the struggle to free each country from im
perialism's political and economic grip must be based
above all on the efforts of the masses of people them
selves or the only "shortcut" will be to domination by
yet another imperialist power—as the bitter lesson of

Angola shows.
But it is still very clear that the superpowers haven't

been able to determine the course of events in Africa,
despite all their maneuvers. Try as the superpowers do
to smother it, the flames of revolution have grown into
a raging fire shaking imperialism in Africa and the whole
world. This is what makes the superpowers' scheming
here so desperate. ■
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Push for Tariff War

Garment Hacks Go

lb Bat for Bosses
Picket signs could be seen spreading for blocks in

many cities on April 13 as the Amalgamated Clothing
and Textile Workers Union (ACTWU) and the Interna
tional Ladies Garment Workers Union (ILGWU) turned
out thousands of union members for rallies and demon

strations. But it wasn't a mobilization against the gar
ment bosses to demand decent wages and an end to
sweatshop conditions. In fact many garment companies
cooperated in organizing the rallies. It was what the
union leadership billed as a one day nationwide work
stoppage to dramatize their demands that the Carter

adminstration take action to protect the garment and
apparel market from foreign imports. "American Jobs'
Must Be Saved: Don't Buy ImporC," "300,000 Ap
parel Job Opportunities Lost Due to Low Wage Im-
portsl" "Carter—SOS—Save our Shops, Curb Imports,"
read the signs passed out for the workers to carry.

It's not uncommon to see the union hacks, the
companies and the politicians line up arm in arm. But
when they do so while spouting their concern for jobs
and the livelihood of the workers It's a sure tip that
there is something phony going on. Here were the
same garment bosses, who scarcely let people leave their
machines or cutting tables for a bathroom break, lining
people up to leave work for several hours to go to these
rallies.

The ACTWU and the ILGWU ran nationwide news

paper ads that were virtually Identical with one run
by Burlington Industries, one of the nation's largest
and least unionized apparel manufacturers, which the
Amalgamated has allegedly targeted for a major union
ization campaign. Both cried out their concern for the
jobs of workers in the industry. Both ads described

textile workers as an "endangered" and "imperiled"
species. Both call for drastic changes in the Muitifiber
Textile Arrangement, the iniernationa! trade agreement
between the U.S. and other countries governing the
import of textiles and garments that would limit the

amount of foreign goods that can be imported.
This unity is not really surprising, since the essence

of their position boils down to "what's good for the

company is good for the workers." The leaders of the
garment unions say that these protectionist measures

will save American jobs, and on the surface it seems

like they might be right. If American garment and tex

tile manufacturers are doing well, won't they produce

more and thus hire more workers? This is the same

logic run out behind campaigns like that pushed in the

auto industry recently: "Buy an American Car, Save an
American Job."

But it doesn't work that way. Import restrictions

do sometimes temporarily prevent the loss of jobs in

a few industries, but more fundamentally they sharpen
the competition between the capitalists and intensify
the economic crisis.

The garment and textile industry are not some little

island"that can be secured from the chaos and constant

economic dislocation that results from the workings

of capitalism. Even if imports were kept out and U.S.
manufacturers could grab 100% of the domestic mar

ket, the intense competition between domestic produ

cers would continue, with the larger, more modem and
capital intensive plants driving under the smaller, more

marginally profitable shops and throwing workers out
of jobs. If U.S. auto makers, for example, were able

to eliminate foreign competition what would you hear
then—"Buy a Gremlin add Save Your Job," or "Buy a
Ford and Save a Real American's Job."

But more broadly, the erection of tariff and quota
walls to protect the U.S. market from imports invites
retaliatory moves from other capitalists that block the
export of U.S. goods, cutting into U.S. production,
intensifying the international capitalist crisis, and
throwing people out of jobs here.

No Boundaries in Profit Search

This competition between the capitalists inevitably
forces them to try to wring greater profits from the
labor of the working class, whether by making fewer
workers produce more through speedup and mechanlza-

• tion or by moving their plants and investment to areas
where they can pay lower wages.

Electronics companies like Zenith and RCA who are

calling for quotas on the import of Japanese color TVs
have been pushing the Buy American line big. For the
last couple of years Zenith has been running television
commercials that proclaim the patriotic fact that all
their color TVs are manufactured in the United States
and the great pride the company takes in the quality
work done by their employees. However, these patriots

fail to mention the fact that virtually all of their black
and white TVs are made In Taiwan or that 60% of the

Japanese Sony color TVs marketed in the U.S. are
manufactured in this country. Similarly, many of the
components for these American made color TVs are

actually manufactured abroad and sent here for assem

bly.

RCA graphically demonstrated its concem for Amer
ican jobs a few years ago. They used to have two big
TV plants in Cincinnati, Ohio and Memphis, Tennessee.
The Memphis plant employed 4000 workers, mostly
Black women. RCA had built it hoping to take advan
tage of the South's low wages and weak unions. But

they got a jolt when the Memphis workers, supported
by their fellow workers In Ohio, brought in a union
and ted an 11 week strike. In response, RCA closed
down both plants in 1971 and moved their entire black

and white production to Taiwan-where wages are 14
cents an hour and strikes are illegal.

Maybe if RCA's workers had been as patriotic as
d^eir bosses and had agreed to work for 14 cents an

hour the company wouldn't have been "forced" to

move away.

The fact is that the export of capital is as integral

to the imperialist system as those made-in-Taiwan
components are to the "American made" color TVs.

The working class as a whole does poorly whether
the capitalists are making high profits or not. The real,
source of the capitalists' profits is the labor of the
working class, which creates new value in the process
of production. The less the capitalists have to return ''

to the workers in die form of wages, the greater their
profits. That's why they set up shop in nonunion areas
or in places like Haiti, South Korea, Thailand and Tai

wan, where the miserable wages of the workers are guar

anteed by reactionary regimes backed up by the military
might of the U.S. imperialists' government.

The competition between the capitalisB also drives

them to force more labor out of each individual worker,.

while churning out a greater number of products with
fewer workers through the use of more^modern ma
chinery and greater mechanization. Marx pointed out

that the battles of the capitalists for profits are won less

by recruiting than by discharging the army of labor.

American Motors, for example, is in bad shape in its
competition with the other American auto makers, not

to mention their Japanese and European competitiors.
They tell their workers, "If we don't do better, you'll
lose your job." And they use that argument against
the auto workers' demands for wage Increases. But

caving in to this will still result in jobs lost." If AMC
were able to increase their profits and come up with
Increased capital for investment, it wouldn't mean

more jobs for auto workers in the long run. They

would have to use that capital for what they most desper
ately need: massive retooling and increased mechan
ization and modernization of their assembly lines to

make them more competitive with the Big Thee. Arid
the fact that all these auto giants are pursuing the same
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wild course at once means no results are guaranteed-
except anarchy, fiercer competition, more dislocations
and jobs io.st.

This Is the same thing that is behind the investment
tax credits proposed by Nixon, Ford and now Carter
to "stimulate economic recovery and geherate jobs."
They hand over to business a big tax break for any
new investment they make in plant and machinery,
machinery that will, in the hands of the capitalists,
only eliminate more jobs in the long run.

And to the extent that the capitalists are able to
elfmina^.their competitors and more thoroughly mono
polize their markets, they will take advantage of it to
raise prices. Increasing the burden on the already strap
ped worker.

Carter vs. Union Leaders

' While they have no concem for the jobs of the
working class, even from their own limited perspective
the majority of U.S. capitalists perceive that the insti
gation of a tariff war is not in their interests at this
time. The refusal of the Carter adminstration to go
along with those capitalists and union leaders that are
demanding Import quota reflects this opposition of the
capitalists to protectionist policies now. They do like
the political climate-the national chauvinism and the

"we're all In the same boat" attitude that these pro-
-tectionlst demands attempt to whip up among the
working class. In general, however, lovv tariffs and
minima! quota barriers to trade have worked to the

advantage of the U.S. capitalists. And the most pow
erful of them have huge direct investments in the
"foreign" companies that are exporting goods to the
U.S.

They are also worried about the growing economic
and political crisis In other capitalist countries, parti
cularly in countries like Britain, France and Italy. They
talk about protectionist measures retarding the world
wide "economic recovery," but they are also concerned
about the political implications of increased economic
pressure-conflicts with their NATO allies and the

struggle and revolutionary development of the working
class in these capitalist nations.

But the fact that the majority of U.S. capitalists are
against protectionist rpeasures now does not mean they
will not go for them In the future as their economic

crisis intensifies. They did it in die 1930s and most
of them supported the 10% surcharge Nixon levied
against imports in 1971. It merely means that at the
moment they feel they are In a strong enough position
in their international competition with other capital
ists that the situation does not warrant increased pro
tectionist policies and their inevitable repercussions.

So they continue to extol the glories of "free trade."
They want the freedom to operate in any country

they choose, but they also want to protect their own
markets at the same time. The fact is that the trade

wars that have plagued the capitalists in the past and
are being urged by some now are a natural outgrowth
of the capitalist system itself and its vicious cutthroat
competition for profits.

Protectionism Weakens Workers

Politically these jarotectionist tariffs and quotas and
the "common interest between capitalist and worlrer"
campaigns th3t are used to promote them are an ef
fort to gut the ability of the working class to stand up
and fight for its own interests. If there is anything
that is certain in this world, it is diat the working class

has nothing in common with the capitalists and that
includes their trade war;.

>  Continued on page 18

m

RMENT WORKERS UNION

Sen. Daniel Moynihan (D., NY), better known for his chauvinist attacks and slurs on the people of the Third World
while UN Ambassador, gesticulates from platform crowded with garment union hacks at NY rally calling for pro
tectionism. They preached the common interests between workers and capitalists and demanded quotas to insure
the bosses'profits, claiming that this will save American jobs.
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tndi^ people rejoice at news of Indira Gandhi's defeat. The popular sentiment against her repressive measures was
partially responsible for her ouster. But it has not resolved the contradictions in Indian society nor ended the exploi
tation and repression the masses suffer at the hands of the Indian ruling class and the imperialists.

Indian Masses Still Face Poverty, Oppression

Indira Gandhi

Booted Out of Office
On March 16-20, tens of millions of people in India

went to the polls in an election that turned Indira Gan

dhi and the Congress Party out of the government.
Among the Indian masses there was a great sense of re
lief and joy at deposing Gandhi, who for the past 22

months had imposed an open dictatorial rule-r"tiie
Emergency"—which she used to clamp down even harder
on the Indian people and attack the bourgeois opposi
tion forces as well.

The Western press was ecstatic at Gandhi's defeat.

Typical was an editorial in the Christian Science Mom'-
forwhich wrote: "Speaking of human rights, India has
just given the world an extraordinarily moving demon
stration of a nation's love of freedom. Through peace
ful balloting tens of millions of Indians, many of them

impoverished and illiterate, have repudiated the authori

tarian rule of lndira"Gandhl. The system of parliamen
tary democracy in this dominant nation of South Asia is

vibrantly alive, a fact that should buoy the forces otfree
dom everywhere."

Naturally, all the talk about the "restoration of dem

ocracy" has nothing to do with concern for the Indian

people, lodged, many of the measures taken by Gandhi
especially during the last year of the Emergency (aimed -

at maintaining India as one of the most lucrative areas of
investment in the world) had won favorable reviews from

such prestigious "forces of freedom" as the New York

T-nnes and the U.S. State Department. What really made

rire U.S. ruling class and their European partners in plun
der joyful is their hope that the change in government

will enable them to edge out their arch-competitors in
the Soviet Union, to whom the Gandhi regime mortgaged
India, and once again exercise hegemony over the -

world's second largest country.

Reactionary Rule

A short five years ago Indira Gandhi was at the peak

of her authority. India, financed and armed by the
USSR, successfully dismembered Pakistan, ripping off

tfie eastern portion of that country and forming Bangla

desh, Through savage repression, the regime was able to

temporarily subdue powerful peasant rebellions through
out India, particularly in the province of West Bengal,
which were under the leadership of Marxist-Leninist
forces.

With this as the bee '.Jrop, Gandhi's Congress Party,
together with its faithful supporters in the revisionist

pro-Soviet Communist Party of India, won a sweeping
victory in the 1972 elections under the slogan "Abolish
Poverty."

It was a promise to the masses that the Indian bour

geoisie will never be able to fulfill.

Since achieving independence from Britain in 1947,
India has been governed by the Congress Party, for much
of that time headed by Indira Gandhi's father and India's
first Prime Minister, Jawaharlal f^ehru. During the three
decades of Congress Party rule the Indian people had
been fed promises of socialism, of peace and nonalign-

ment, of an end to foreign plunder—they have been fed
many promises but little else. India remains an impover
ished, backward country with one of the lowest stan
dards of living in the world.

Under Congress Party rule, the Indian masses were as
sured that the country would escape the conditions re
sulting from centuries of colonial and imperialist plun

der by following the policy of nonalignment and build
ing up a large "public sector" (state owned) in the econ
omy. But this policy has only led to India becoming a
land fed upon by both of the superpowers and where
their contention for control has been particularly sharp.

Since the 1960s the New Czars of Moscow have pump

ed billions of rubles to the Indian government for the
purchase of Soviet exports, to build various types of
heavy industry and in military aid. As a result of this,

the majority of India's heavy industry—for example,
steel, rjatrochemicais, etc.-is owned by the state, run

by Russian technicians, and heavily mortgaged to the
USSR. This growth in the public sector has in no way
increased India's independence, made it a bit "more so

cialist," and certainly has not benefited the masses of

people, in fact, a good chunk of the steel forged in

Soviet "aided" mills is exported to the USSR itself,

despite the fact that India has one of the smallest per

capita consumptions of steel in the world.

While the Soviet Union has concentrated on allying
with big sections of the bureaucra^capitalists at the
head of the Indian regime, the U.S. and other Western

imperialist powers have continued the more "traditional

forms of imperialist exploitation, by direct investment

. by tne monopolies and by acting through large sections

of India's big private capitalists and feudalists.
Both superpowers have used their huge investments

in India not only as a source of great profits, but as a
lever to try to utilize the Indian regime in pursuing their

global politfcal, economic and military goals. For exam
ple the U.S., in these instances backed fay the then only

just emerging social-imperialists, was instrumental in
turning the Indian army against China as part of the ef
fort to encircle China, provoking a series of border inci
dents in 1959 and 1962. Similarly, the U.S. tried to use

the reputation of India as a nonaligned and self-proclaim-
.ed anti-imperialist country as a cover for U.S. aggression

in Vietnam. For many years, Indira Gandhi refused to
take a stand in opposition to that imperialist war.

But with the heavy Soviet penetration into India

through the public sector, it has been the New Czars

who have been the main winners in the battle to use In

dia as a pawn in their superpower contention. The 1971
aggression against Pakistan was initiated only days after
the Gandhi government signed a twenty-five year "friend-
snip treaty" with the Soviet Union, which pledged each

country to come to the military aid of the other in the
event of "attack." This treaty made a mockery_of any
remaining pretensions of nonalignment on the part of
the Congress Party regime, and was a formal recognition
of the fact that the USSR had gotten the upper hand In
the Indian regime. , ,

Resistance Mounts

Unfortunately for the Indian bourgeoisie and their su

perpower masters, it is a scientific truth that, as Mao put
it, "Wherever there is oppresion there is resistance."

No people will suffer silently and "nonviolentiy" while
being held in the kind of cofiditions of poverty and ex
ploitation that face the Indian masses.

The flames of revolution that swept through great

portions of India's countryside in the late '60s were on
ly the sharpest focus of the Indian people's struggle.

Throughout Indian society, resistance has mounted as
the attacks on the masses of people have intensi'ied.

As discontent seethed among the masses, and as the
rivalry between the two superpowers was becoming in
creasingly desperate—not only in India but throughout
the world—deep fissures developed within the Indian
ruling circles. Indira Gandhi's replacement as Prime
Minister, Morarji Desai, led one of many breakaways
from the ruling Congress Party in 1969.

During the 1970s opposition to the Gandhi regime
mounted, not only among the people, but diso from the
oppoation parties and leading sections of the bourgeoi
sie and feudal landlords. Indira Gandhi retaliated by
nationalizing the banks, a move hailed by her backers
in the Kremlin as a "step toward socialism," but which
in fact was nothing but an attempt to strengthen the
section of the Indian ruling class she represented at the
expense^of her rivals.

Finally, in 1974, Indira Gandhi declared the infa-
_ mous Emergency, after she was ordered to vacate of
fice by an Indian judge, pointing to Watergate- type
election abuses in her 1972 campaign. Under the Emer
gency the leading figures of the opposition political
parties were thrown in jail. Rigid censorship was placed
on the press. Public assemblies were outlawed. And, of
course, even greater repression was leveled at the masses.

Among the first victims of the Emergency were tens of
thousands of railroad workers in 1974 who were waging
a strike against the government owned railroads, only to
be met with massive repression at the hands of the army.
The Gandhi government found itself increasingly iso

lated. Indeed, the only major organized political force
that remained supportive of the government and operat
ing legally was the revisionist Communist Party of India.

Adding to the oppression of the masses of the Indian
people was the "birth control" campaign initiated by
Gandhi and led by her spoiled brat son Sanjay, vvho In
dira hoped would follow In her footsteps as India's ruler,
just as she had taken over from her father, Nehru. With
a huge percentage of the Indian people living on the
verge of starvation, tfie only way the reactionary regime
could try to solve this problem was to eliminate the "sur
plus" population. The main thrust of the campaign was
the sterilization of men. Not only were pressures of all
sorts used to try to force men to have vasectomies, in
many instances all pretenses were dropped and men-
even unmarried boys-were forcibly rounded up and giv
en vasectomie's against their will. In some instances this
led to rioting which was brutally put down by gunfire.
"Too many people" has been sighted by the U.S. .

bourgeoisie as well as the Gandhi regime as the source
of India's food problem. But India's most precious re
source is her peopie, as is the case in all countries. The
whole attempt to forcibly cut down on the population
is vicious exposure of the havoc-wrecked upon India
by the semi-feudal and semi-colonial system. Tne fight
against the forced sterilization became an important rea
son for Indira Gandhi's downfall.

With her regime becoming increasingly isolated and
under attack, Indira Gandhi made a desperate, and los

ing, gamble in calling for general elections, releasing
many of the bourgeois opposition leaders and loosening
controls on the press.

The election campaign brought about a coalition
among ail of the bourgeois opposition parties. Four of
the parties, including Desai's Socialist Party, joined to
gether to form the Janata Party and ran on the slogan
"Democracy or Dictatorship." Gandhi's troubles were
further compounded when a member of her inner circle,

Jaglivan Ram (the self-proclaimed "leader" of India's
"untouchables") saw an opportunity to increase his own
power by jumping the Congress ship at the critical mo
ment and joining with the opposition. The (Dommunist
Party of India (Marxist), which, while opposing the
USSR and the CP!, is itself a revisionist party making
its main task winning seats in Parliament, also joined
with the opposition,

The election results were a stunning defeat for Indira
Gandhi. Both she and her son Sanjay (who was seeking
his first seat in Parliament) were defeated in their own

districts. The revisionist CPI, allied with the Congress
Party, lost two thirds of its Parliament seats, despite

desperate last-ditch attempts to try to put some distance

between itself and the Congress Party.

After considerable haggling within their own ranks, a
new cabinet was formed with Desai as Prime Minister

and with Ram, the Congress defector, being made De

fense Minister. Among the first proclamations of the '
new government was a statement by Desai that "if the
indo-Soviet friendship treaty involves any want of friend
ship with others then it will have to change" and other

statements that warmed the hearts of the rulers of the

U.S. Desai also promised to work toward "socialism"
and, echoing the words of his Congress Party predeces
sors, promised to "abolish destitution within ten years."

Although the Emergency has been lifted and all of the
bourgeois politicians released from jail, as many as
150,000 revolutionaries languish in India's prisons, usual
ly shackled in chains. Of course, repression against the

masses of people and revolutionaries will remain, show
ing the deception of the new leaders' election slogan of
"democracy or dictatorship."

Indira Gandhi's defeat reflects the-growing opposi

tion among the Indian people to being preyed upon by
vultures both domestic and foreign. The new govern
ment will not be able to fulfill the aspirations of the In
dian people and will no doubt be met by further. Inten
sified, resistance. ■
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Has Two Aspects

OL's Draft 'Program':
Trite- And Wrong

The October League, going under the alias of the
Organizing Committee for the Marxist-Leninist Party
or DC for short, has after, io, these many months pro
duced its draft "program." [Call, April 4, 1977) It
must be quite a disappointment to members and sym
pathizers of the October League who've had to wait
for it so long. Some of it is downright foolish, more
of it is confusing and the whole thing is, for want of
a better word, trite. And beneath it all is the erroneous
ideological and political line of the O.L, no less rancid
than it has ever been.

Considering the extensive study and reprinting of
various historical and foreign contemporary programmes
that has gone on in this country over the last few years,
not to mention the RCP's Programme (from which a
number of "borrowings" are evident in this new ef
fort), the O.L.'s lengthy labor has produced a real
molehill of a program. "

To ease the reader into the document, the first
three paragraphs of this travesty are devoted to dump
ing on the "Gus Hall clique" of the "revisionist social-
foscist" CPUSA, the long-extinct P.O.C., C.L., P.L.,
the Revolutionary Communist Party, Trotskyites, un
named "centrist groupings" and finally that "right-
opportunist anti-party bloc," the Revolutionary Wing.

After this burst of invective, it settles down and
the reader faces several pages of the most rhetorical
and superficial examination of a number of the im

portant points anyone billing himself as a communist
must address—the party, crisis, the woman question,
etc. To cite just one example, the present.day-to-day
struggle of the workers over the terms of the sale of
their labor power to the capitalists, discrimination,
the right to organize and so on is shuffled into a sec-

|! tion on why, as the first paragraph puts it, "it is the
I task of our Party to win the trade unions to socialist
revolution and communist leadership."

This typifies the O.L.'s static and narrow approach
to the class struggle—not to mention their obvious ap
petite for union office. The development of the en
tire class struggle is pictured as depending on driving
the labor lieutenants of capital out of the trade unions,
when the real relation is the opposite-it is in the
course of developing the overall struggle of the workers
that the struggle to reconquer the trade unions from
control by agents of the bourgeoisie must take place.

Nowhere in the- program does one find any sense
of the working class becoming conscious of itself as a
class and transforming itself in the course of struggle.
Not even in the section on the united front is there any
thing on how taking part in struggle alongside of other

classes and strata Is necessary for the proletariat to
"develop consciousness of its own historical role as capi-

.talism's gravedigger" [Programme of the POP, p. 103).

Still Pandering

Another point which bears singling out Is the pro-
' gram's continuation of the O.L's record of pander
ing to and promoting narrow nationalism. One such
appeal is the obligatory advocacy of the "Black Belt

_ nation" as central to Black people's struggle, although
what it is and what it really means are left vague, to
say the least. This is just more of O.L's old trick of
playing up to emotionalism around the correct, though
hot central to the Black struggle, right of self-deter
mination and giving this emotionalism a pseudo-Marxist
cover. The veneer of heavy sounding phrases covers
the real situation-no real scientific analysis of the con-
•dition and the struggle of Black people is given, no real
explanation is offered.

Likewise, the document renews the O.L.'s call for
a "Black united front"—without, of course, dealing
vvith the objective contradiction between this and the
United Front Against Imperialism strategy or, for that
matter, the utterly wrong "main blow" approach the
O.L. has been pushing lately, which includes a wrong ap
proach toward middle forces in society.

10 whom could such a programme possibly be of
value? It's hard to say. The lack of analysis on the
particulars and tasks of the U.S. revolution means it
has little utility as a guide to revolutionary practice for

.  communists—and what direction it provides is wrong.
On the other hand itcarv't be of much use to ad

vanced workers fnterestedjn communism. Important "
scientific concepts crop up once or twice without a
word of explanation: surplus value, productive forces,
subjectivism. Worse still, some are used in a highly
colloquial and misleading manner for such an impor
tant document as a programme—women "without a
job are exploited as a cheap reserve army of labor."
(Perhaps the O.L. would be so kind as to take one of
the articles in their "commentaries bn the Draft Pro
gram" series in The Call to explain how someone with
out a job can be exploited.) In short, the prograrh
assumes a knowledge of'Marxist-Leninist terms but
doesn't explain or apply, and often wrverts. Marxist-
Leninist principles.

The Last Straw

For those in and around the O.L. who are serious
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about making proletarian revolution in the U.S., this
travesty of a programme may be the last straw. They
have been whipped around outrageously by a totally
careerist leadership. Who can forget the O.L. in the
role of the little Dutch boy, plugging its finger in the
dike to hold back the "fascist tide" of one section of

Vthe bourgeoisie, while calling for help from the "anti
fascist section" of the bourgeoisie to "stem" this tide—
a tide which evaporated from the pages of The Call
only 3 little while later? It is easy to imagine the em
barrassment of O.L. cadre who spent two years trying
to wade through-and push on others-Marty Nicolaus'
"definitive work" on the restoration of capitalism in
the USSR, only to be suddenly informed that it was
totally revisionist and without merit.

All this typifies the O.L leadership's methods—
although changes of line have been more than fre
quent, acknowledgement that these vacillations have
even taken place has been rare indeed and genuine and
thoroughgoing self-criticism entirely absent.

The fact is, despite their leaders' reckless evasions
of the truth, not all O.L members can be counted on
to forget such flip-flops (or to read only the desperatel'v
distorted and defensive anti-RCP "polemics" in The
Call without checking out Revolution for themselves).

People who thought they were joining a revolu
tionary organization have been told by M. Klonsky
and Co. that they must uphold reactionary butchers
and imperialist lackeys like the Shah of Iran as fighters
against "hegemonism" and then criticize Iranian revo
lutionaries who wish to overthrow him. The pages of
their newspaper scarcely criticize the U.S. bourgeoisie
for Its crimes in Angola but rather focus on those in
the ruling class who are out to "appease" the Soviet
Union-like the Joint Chiefs of Staff!

The "draft program" is itself part of a sudden left
swing after years of rightism as the O.L. leadership '
girds itself for its plunge into "partyhood." The same
trade union officials the O.L. waddled after so slavishly
a year ago have now become the targets of the prole-

jtariat's "main blow" in the revolution. (While this
term is pretty much absent from the "draft program"
-a surprising omission of what the O.L. endorsed as
the "fundamental strategic rule of Leninism" not long
ago-its content remains.) Trie revisionist CPUSA is
described for instance as "the most dangerous and in
sidious of ail bourgeois parties.'^

Many in the O.L. are doubtlessly sick of being told
to "fight left errors" with right opportunism and then
right errors with left opportunism, and never getting
anywhere. We urge such people not to let their disil

lusionment and disgust with the October League em-
bitterthem against genuine Marxism-Leninism and'the
revolutionary struggle of the American working class
and people.

_ There/s a genuine Marxlst-Lerimist Party with the
correct line in this country, the Revolutionary Com
munist Party, USA. There is much work to be done,
and in spite of the O.L. and others of its ilk, the struggle
of the American working class will continue to advance
inexorably toward revolution, socialism and commun
ism. ■

Imports...
Continued from page 16

The garment industry is a good example of this.
Time and again the hacks who head the ILGWU and

the ACTWU have beaten back and sabotaged rank and.
file demands for wage increases and benefits, claiming
that such gains by the workers would make the com
panies less competitive with foreign manufacturers and
would drive them to run away to lower wage areas as
dtey have already done in droves to the South and

places like Taiwan, Mexico and South Korea.
This "help the company's profits, save your job"

line is also what the garment unions have used to jus
tify lending union funds to the companies and, as
they have frequently done, suspending the payments

the garment shop owners are supposed to make into

pension funds,.sometimes for years. So when these
shops do close down the workers are often times left

holding the bag with no pension benefits.
If sucked in by this poisonous bait of "common

interests" and protectionism, workers are left in a

worse condition even in the short run. Having aban
doned their fighting position, their independent stand,
they are in a badly weakened position to fight the at
tacks that are certain to come down on them, no mat

ter how "cooperative" they have been.

On an international scale protectionism is an attempt
to pit the workers of different countries against one

another by promoting the idea^that the workers have
more in common with their nation's capitalists than

they do with their fellow workers, exploited by the
same capitalist system, and in many cases by the very

same capitalists, in other countries.
U.S. garment and textile companies who drive their

workers like slaves in sweatshops for miserable wages

in the U.S. are suddenly very solicitous for their jobs
and propose quotas on Japanese imports that will fur
ther unemployment for Japanese workers, and will

force Japanese capitalists to erect their own tariff walls,
creating more unemployment for American workers.
All this is done in the name of protecting the jobs they
will eliminate in a minute if it means more profit.

The leadership of the garment and textile unions
decry the use of cheaper foreign labor to produce goods
once made in American shops. A few years ago they
were running an openly racist campaign against these
"foreigners" who they said were stealing American
jobs. Now they are a little slicker. They point out the
miserable wages that the "greedy" capitalists pay in
low wage areas like South Korea. But it boils down

to the same thing, promoting national chauvinism and

opposing the interests of the workers in one country
to those of workers in other countries.

The capitalists constantly wage their war for the
control of markets and the maximization of profits

because that is the nature of the capitalist system.
Whether these are wars between the capitalists of one

country, trade wars between capitalists of various coun

tries, or military wars between various capitalist nations
for the control of world markets, they must of neces

sity attempt to enlist the support of the working class
to fight these wars. Through their agents and partners
in the top leadership of the trade unions they con

stantly push the idea that it is In the interest of the

workers to sacrifice and fight for their profits. And

who do workers end up fighting? Their fellow workers
who have been forced into the army of opposing capi
talists, whether in a protectionist trade war or on the
bloody battlefields of inter-imperialist wars.

These lies of the "common interest between capital

and labor" are nothing but attempts to bind workers
into the continued misery wage slavery-whipped

about like the tail on a dog. In this situation the
workers are damned no matter what are the short run

fortunes of "their" capitalist. It is true that workers
will be thrown out of work if the capitalists they work
for are driven out of business in these wars of competi
tion. But it is also true that workers will be thrown

into the streets if the capitalists are successful in their
war and are able to obtain even cheaper labor or me
chanize to stay ahead of the competition. And this

"success" by some capitalists at the expense of others
is just a manifestation of the anarchy and crisis of
capitalism, it can't buy them or their workers any
lasting peace or security. It is precisely this reality
that shows that the working class must cut through-
and reject-this "common interest" nonsense and chart

its own course, fight for its own interests, not the capi
talists' profits.

The battle of the working class is not at the side of
the capitalists, it is against them. The stand of the
working class is to fight the rich, not their wars. ■
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The Programme of the RCP summarizes the pres
ent situation facing the working class in its struggle
and points the road forward. It is a concentration
of the Party's basic aims, strategy and tasks as the .
Party of the working class. It sets forth to the work
ing class the goal of its struggle—revolution, social
ism and ultimately communism—and the means to

achieve this historic goaf. It is a guide to action.
The Constitution of the RCP summarizes the ba

sic Programme of the Party and sets down its basic
organizational principles which enable it to carry
out its tasks and responsibilities as the Party of the
working class.
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3486 Merchandise Mart, Chicago, IL 60654.
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Workers Org...
Continued from page 3

mediate battles as they come up, but in a more overall
and consistent way. The national workers organization
will be 3 most important form for uniting these workers
and unleashing their initiative to act as a lever mobili
zing and a listening rod concei'trating the potential
strength and power of the working class across the
country in taking up the most important battles fac
ing it.

FVesent Situation

Sudi an organization is not only possible because
of the present situation—the sharpening up of contra
dictions and the growth of the working class struggle-
but is also more and more of a necessity for the work
ers' struggle "tti take the strides forward that it can and

must.

While the intensification of the contradictions of

capitalism has led to more hard fought battles of the
working class on many fronts, it is also necessary to
take stock of the other aspect of things-that precisely
because the "ante" has been upped and the stakes are so

much higher, the m»ses of people generally are often
hesitant to leap into struggle, though when they do
so they fight with even more determination and in more
open defiance of the capitalists and their agents; for
the very reason that the stakes are higher. The waves
of struggle that swept the country during the 1960s,
especially the high tide of the Black liberation struggle

. and the movement of students and others directed

particularly at the U.S. ruling class' war on the people
of Vietnam, could not and have not continued in the

same way.

These struggles struck powerful blows against the
rulers of the country, and those involved in them in
creasingly saw the capitalist system as the source of
injustice and oppression in society. But along with
winning victories, these movements ran up against

their own limitations—that they were not based among
the masses of workers. For only the working class has
the strength and power and the position in society—pit

ted directly opposite the capitalist rulers-to persevere
in the fi^t, unite all who can be united, and push the
struggle forward toward eliminating the source of all

oppression.

Today it is all the more true that there are no easy
victoria. The bourgeoisie is in no position to grant con
cessions to the workers easily; on the contrary, gains
won through struggle in the past are being nibbled—
and more and more often, chopped—away at. The

political climate spread by the bourgeoisie itself is less
and less based on the deceptions they spread about a
steady improvement in the life of the masses (an illu

sion that found some basis in the experience of the

masses in the post World War 2 decades), but increas
ingly demands sacrifice from the people.

Becausebf this situation, large numbers of the work

ers are not yet convinced that the road of sustained
mass struggle is not only necessary but is the only road
forward, and, of course, only a very small.percentage

of the workers have been won to the necessity for the

complete overthrow of the capitalist class. Much of

the struggle of the workers is of a sporadic nature, with
battles, large and small, breaking out more ̂ d more
frequently but also being hit back hard by the bour
geoisie and its agents. —

All of this underlines the necessity for exactly the

type of organization that is to be formed—an organi
zation that will be able to take advantage of the sparks •.
of struggle that the capitalist system of exploitation
constantly gives rise to and enable them to be fanned
as broadly and deeply as possible among the working
class.

Fight in Unions

The active fighters amongst the workers have run
up against the limitations of the low level of organi
zation that presently exists among the rank and file.
Large numbers of workers, especially in basic indus
try, are organized in trade unions, which themselves
were the result of bitter battles waged by millions of
workers. But these unions are controlled at the top

by traitors to the working class, who attempt to use
the very apparatus of the unions as a weapon against
the rank and file in the service of the caphaljst ex- •
ploiters. The fight to take back these unions is an im
portant battlefield in the class struggle, one which the
formation of a national workers organization will help

to advance; but at the same time, as the call states,
"we cannot and will not wait to kick the rats off our

union ship before we start standing up for ourselves.
The enemy we face is more than the traitors who have
seized our unions and the battles we must wage are

bigger than the fight to control our unions."
While there have been many types of organizations

of the rank and file that have developed through strug

gle in the last period, many of these organizations have
reflected the sporadic nature of the workers struggle
itself; they have sprung up in the course of particular
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1000 angr/ worxers greet scabs in 13 month Milwaukee meatcutters strike. Battles like this, which became a rallying
point in the class struggle, have helped lay the basis for the formation of a nationwide workers organization. Once
formed, it will aim at bringing to strikes and battles against oppression on every front, the organized strength of the
working class in every industry and area.

battles but have disappeared after those fights have
ended or receded. At the same time, there have been

significant advances in the last period in building some
more permanent forms of working class organization,
built upon the solid foundation of those workers who

see the need to wage a consistent fight, not only against
those exploiters whom they directly face, but to link
up with other workers and other'sections of people in '

the different arenas of struggle against the whole class
ofexpioitere.

Where these organizations have been built, be they
on the plant, industry, or area-wide level, they have
played an important part in advancing the struggle
of the working class, helping tcbring the organized ,
strength of the working class into numerous battles.

Indeed, the national workers organization will be or
ganized along the lines the workers themselves are or
ganized in production, based in the plants and indus
tries, and will also have forms to bring together workers
from-various industries in differentcities and metropol
itan areas that will enable the workers to take up key
battles in the given areas.

But these organizations that presently exist also run
into the objective fact that the working class is one
class throughout society, that many of the battles that

the class must take up are nationwide, from national

contracts to struggles against attacks coming down on
the masses of people from the government, such as the
present cutbacks in unemployment compensation.

For these reasons the idea of forming a national
workers organization has struck a responsive chord

among those workers who are involved in struggle and
want to fight for the interests of the working class.

And because the formation of a national workers organ

ization will provide an important weapon in the hands
of the workers to advance their struggle to a new level,
the basis exists for significant numbers to be won to
attend the founding convention and from there to at

tract workers to its ranks from around the country.
One important feature of the national workers

i organization will be that it will be a place where those
workers who see themselves as part of a class in battle

with the capitalists can discuss and struggle over exact
ly what the interests of the working class are and how
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to carry-out the fight. This discussion and struggle
is part of what will give the organization a lively inter
nal life and help to advance the understanding of its
members.

At the Cleveland meeting, for example, there was
lively discussion over whether the purpose of the na
tional workers organization should be just building
solidarity between the struggles different sections of
workers are waging now in their industries and unions

or whether, while taking up this task, the organization
must aim to bring workers into the fi^t against every
manifestation of oppression the masses of people face

in society, concentrating the force of the working class

on major battles at every point in the struggle.
The main struggles workers are presently engaged in

center around the fight to defend their standard of

living, working conditions, etc., in the face of all the
efforts made by the capitalists to t^ to squeeze more .
out of their labor. The strikes and other forms of re

sistance that arise out of this conflict are important

sparks to be built on in advancing struggle throughout

the working class—as was the case, for example, in the

massive wildcat strikes waged among mineis that won
widespread support. The formation of the national

workers organization will make it easier to fulfill this
important task, in the face of the constant efforts of
the capitalists and the top union officials to promote
every possible division among workers and to narrow

the scope of and stomp out these struggles.

Strongest Force Against Oppression

-At the same time workers are not only attacked on
the job, but, along with other sections of the people,
are victims of aHrthe abuses that grow out of the capi
talist system of exploitation.

Especially as workers come to see that the same
class of exploiters who torment them on the job daily
are responsible for all of the injustices and oppression
in society, they see the need to hit back against each
of these abuses, and join together with others through
out society to do so. This is the basis for the national
workers organization: to take up more than just the
resistance the workers are forced to wage on the job

and in their unions, to help the workers movement
more and more take on the character of a fight against .

all oppression and to play the leading role within that
overall fight. As workers increasingly take up the
battles against different manifestations of oppression—
and do so in a more organized way—it not only streng- '
tliehs the movement of the working class itself, but

gives great inspiration and encouragement to all those:
who suffer at the hands of the ruling class.

The working class is the most powerful force in
society. Not only does it create the vast bulk of so
ciety's wealth, but it is welded together in the process
of production and in its daily battles. Since as a class -
it has no interests in any type of exploitation or oppres
sion, as a class it is the most consistent opponent of •
oppression in all its forms. This fact of modern society
constantly reasserts itself in a thousand ways and is
felt, to one degree or another, not only by the workers
themselves (and of course the capitalists, who tremble at
every stirring of the workers), but by people through
out society. The formation of this organization and
the subsequent strengthening of the working class'
ability to fight on all fronts will be an important part
of spreading resistance to the capitalists among broad
sections of people as they see coming into motion the
one force in society that is truly capable of turning
things upside down.

Resistance to oppression is a fundamental feature
of all class society, and as the crisis intensifies, as the
masses of people are asked to sacrifice more and more
to the needs of the profit system, their resistance will

Continued on page 20
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Workers Org...
Continued from page 19
grow. What is still lacking in this country today is the
working class as an organized force, under its own ban
ner and in its own class interests, entering the battles
raging in society as part of its overall struggle against
the capitalist exploiters. This is what will give strength
and solidity to all the various battles. As the Programme
of the Remlutionary Communist Party puts it, ttie
more resolutely the working class fights for its inter
ests as a class, the broader the sections of the people
it will win to stand with it in this fight against the
capitalists.

Relationship to Party

Another important question that was dealt with at
the Cleveland meeting, and which will continue to
come up as the national workers organization is being
born and grows, is the relationship between this organ
ization and the Revolutionary Communist Party (RCP),
which is helping to initiate it.

The national workers organization will not be, of
course, a communist organization. Most of the workers
in the U.S. today who see the need for systematic and
organized struggle against the capitalists, who see the
need for the fight against all oppression, do not yet see
the need for the forcible overthrow of the rule of the
capitalists, to build socialism and advance to commun
ism.

As the political party of the working class, the
RCP takes on the responsibility of giving leadership to
the struggle of the working class (and Its allies) on all
fronts. Communists do not lead the workers move

ment according to whim or fancy (and those phony
"revolutionaries" who attempt to do so always end up
isolated from the working class and acting as an obstacle
to its struggle). The movement of the working class
stems from the actual relations In capitalist society
that compel the workers into struggle just as they com
pel the capitalists to attack the workers and the masses

of people.

The Party can play its vanguard role only insofar as
it helps build the actual struggle of the working class,
helps advance it by grasping the laws governing its ac
tual development, and on that basis bring to the work
ers the understanding of the ultimate product of the

class struggle; revolution and the abolition of exploita
tion of man by man.

To do this the Party participates in and helps build
many forms of organization of the working class and
other sections of the people—the trade unions, rank and
file caucuses and other organizations in the work pla
ces, organizations formed to fight particular abuses

(like police repression or deportations, etc.). Precisely

Unemployed...
Continued from page 4

what the capitalists are seeking'to do is reduce the work
ers to the shantytowns tha.t came to be known as "Hoo-

vervilles" during the 1930$. That same evening the dem
onstration at the Meany award dinner was held.

In the course of the campaign some advances were

also made in building unity between employed and

unemployed. On the Initiative of the rank and file,

resolutions were passed against the cuts and against the
slave labor provision In several locals, often in the course

of sharp struggle with the local union heads.
From their experiences in fighting blow for blow

against the bill, people saw more clearly the nature of
the struggle and the possibility and necessity of get-

\ting organized. UWOC organizations'grew qualitatively
in their numbers and influence in many cities, and a

new chapter was developed off the campaign in Wash

ington, D.C., a city filled with unemployed construc
tion workers and maids laid off from the big hotels.
The campaign against the cuts was a good example of

waging big battles with small organized forces—and In
creasing the forces as well as the general sense of organi
zation in the process.

Next Phase of Struggle

All this will be brought to bear in the next phase of
struggle. Against the bourgeoisie's attempts in this
period to crush the working class into the dirt and
rally people'behind its banner of "We refuse to pay
these guys not to work," the unemployed organized
into UWOC will be raising '^Union Jobs at Union
Wages." Oiapters are drawing up plans now to turn
this slogan Into a battlecry. and carry this demand into
every job program they set up at below union wage,
into every unemployment center where workers are
being forced into slave wage jobs, onto every picket
line in unity with workers who are fighting wage cuts
and union busting. At ths seme time, they wili also
raise,"Down vvith die Slave-Wage Provision of P. L.
95-19," and will be organizing around this demand at
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because the national workers organization will be such
an important weapon in the hands of the working class,
the RCP sees helping to build it as one of its crucial
tasks in the period ahead.

One important part of the life of the national work
ers organization will be that it will enable large num
bers of workers and communists to discuss and struggle
over what questions the working class must take up,
what the line of march must be, and where the struggle
is heading. As the struggle advances, as it must, into a
more overall onslaught of the working class against
the exploitation and oppression of the capitalist system,
the questions will sharpen among large numbers of
workers about what the ultimate aims of the working
class struggle are, what will be necessary for the work
ing class to achieve its emancipation.

As workers take up the fight to change society, and
do so in a more and more organized and all-round way,
an increasing number will come to see more clearly
what it means for the working class to fight for its
class interests and, in the process of debating out in the
midst of battle what these interests are, come to see
the central role of the working class, its strength and
power, and its ability to rule and remake society.

In the course of debating these questions, while con
tinuing to build the struggle among ever broader sec
tions of people, many of the workers Vvho join the
national workers organization will come to agree with
the full Programme of the RCP, and the Party will take
in fresh members from the ranks of the most active

and class conscious fighters. In this process the Party
will also be able to deepen its understanding of the ob
jective situation in the country, of the sentiments and
understanding of the masses of workers, and on this
basis be better able to fulfill its role as the political
vanguard of the working class leading it to complete
emancipation.

. Build the National Workers Organization!

The working class stands on the verge of making an
important leap forward in its struggle, building an or
ganization whose very formation will bring together
workers from around the country who are actively In
volved in battles on many fronts and will enable these
struggles to be built more broadly, as campaigns of the
working class. And the organization will grow in signi
ficance as the workers struggle which spawned it also

_ grows, providing an important.center'of leadership
within the working class to pull together its strength
and struggles.

The enthusiasm with which workers in Cleveland
took up the task of calling for a national workers organ
ization and the growing response of workers around
the country to the call Is testimony to the fact that
the formation of the national workers organization is
a pressing need of the struggle, truly a bold step for
the working class in advancing its struggle, and a step
that will succeed. ■
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the unemployment centers and, when the time is right,

in every shop and union. In this way and in connec

tion with fighting through on state-by-state benefit
cuts, the working class will raise its demand for Jobs
or Income-jobs from government or Industry at wages
workers can live on, or enough income to cover the
cost of living for all periods of unemployment-and that
demand will come alive in these struggles and become

a material force.

To help build these struggles, sum up the situation,
and strengthen organization by consolidating off the
actual advances made in the last campaign, UWOC will
be holding a national delegates conference in the middle
ofJune. The conference will include elected delegates

from each chapter and be open to the participation of
all unemployed workers who are interested in building
the organized struggle of the'unemployed.

While waging these struggles, the working class will .
be keeping its eye on OOTober 31, when the remaining
federal extension will be cut and thousands driven off
benefits after 39 weeksi The war continues, but the
unity, the conscious o/ganized strength of the unemploy
ed, as part of the working class movement, made great
strides in the battle. Being able to see further and
clearer, the core of conscious organizers has grown
more solid. The strengthening of this core will greatly
strengthen, the struggle of the unemployed, enabling
more and more workers to come into the battle, n

Continued from page 9
from Sparrows Point, some local presidents came out-
sidp and spoke against the ENA and the deal Abel was
trying to push through, Already some of the anger boil
ing up among the workers in the mills is beginning to '
build up steam.

Local Issues

The national contract left undecided a number of lo
cal Issues that will be dealt with in local contracts. But
In addition to these issues, the whole general dissatisfac
tion with the national contract is being reflected in
strong sentiments in favor of local strikes in many plac
es. ■

Republic'Steel in Chicago is likely to go out. In U.S.
Steel's Chicago Southworks, the Local voted to protest
the national contract, and when the question of ratify
ing the local contract came up, the president was forced
to call off the meeting. One local at Bethlehem Steel's
Sparrows Point (Md.) plant voted unanimously for a lo
cal strike. In a number of other mills workers are clrcu-
lating petitions calling for local strike votes.

The bitterness against the sellout runSj,deep. But at
the same time the fact that the rank and file has no vote
on the matter and the general grip that the, Abel ma
chine has on the rank and file has meant that many
workers don't see how anything can be done about it
or any alternative to just trying to make the best of it.
The union leadership has yet to really get its propagan
da machine into gear around the contract, which means
.that some of the hardest fought controversy around it
is yet to come.

To help the sentiment against the sellout take a con
crete and organized form, people around The Steelwork-
er national newsletter have put out "ballots" which are
being passed out to steel workers in large quantities,
with a box to vote the contract up or down. At U.S.
Steel's Southworks, in one day alone, 494 workers turn
ed in "ballots" and only 16 of them voted in favor'of
the contract. In addition to leaflets, aSteetworker
broadsheet on the contract and other agitation, the
"ballots" are an important way of making steel workers'
sentiments visible and felt. They are being collected to
be presented at a demonstration against the contract The
Steelworkeris calling in Pittsburgh on April 22, which
will include a march at the headquarters of the Intema-
tional Union and U.S. Steel, demanding that there be no
more takeaways and that the International meet ail re
quests for authorization of local strikes, and building the
movement against the sellout.

This contract is a big step backward for steel workers.
But the contract battles" In the mills have only just begun,
and the companies and theFr union henchmen are finding
that a signed contract doesn't mean the workers have re
signed themselves to being sold out. ■

IndyAuto...
Continued from page 10
court orders limiting pickets. On top of it all the courts
were talking about a $238,000 a day fine against the Lo
cal as long as they stuck it out. Still the workefs held
firm.

Need for Organization

Butthe actions of the UAW International, especially

of Doug Fraser, to crush the strike were too much for
the workers to break through at this'time. Without a
rank and file organization bringing together the advanc
ed workers to sum up and help lead the struggle, syste

matically exposing traitors like Fraser and spreading
the struggle to other plants, the UAW International was

able to spread just enough dissension and confusion in ,

the Local to break the strike.

The struggle at Local 1226 Is not over, however. The
terms of going back in are that all 23 elected officers-
and reps are fired. And around this blatant effort to

bust up the whole Local the International UAW and

Doug Fraser stand exposed as the company representa
tives they are.

Workers at Local 1226 are summing up the need for
more rank and file organization and with the help of

other auto workers are continuing the struggle. Auto
Workers United to Fight (AWUF) is circulating petitions
against the International's actions and in support of Lo
cal 1226. These are going out nationwide to workers at

all the auto companies. There are demonstrations plan

ned at regional offices around the country, and atSoli
darity House. As AWUF said in a leaflet calling for sup
port, "...it must become tfie fight of all auto workers.
Those who have remained silent up to now must speak
out. This is union busting, with the top leadership of

our union taking the lead....Stond Up to the Internation-

all Stand Up for Local 12261" (For copies of the peti
tion, or further information, get in touch with AWUF,
[313] 893-8350.) ■
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SEPTA.■ ■

Continued from page 7
one hand, while undermining it with the other, the
spirit of the strikers remains strong and the control of
the strike has remained with the rank and file.

Keeping Initiative

Early in the strike a car caravan of 15 cars and 55
strikers organized by CDC drove around the city from
one depot to another, building a fighting spirit and
ending vyith a circle around City Hail, honking and
tooting, reminding Rlzzo that if it's a 20 year strike,
he'll suffer every minute of it.

Driving Force organized a demonstratTbn on April
9 to support the strikers and marched on City Hall
10 demand that Rizzo negotiate. They united many
forces against the city rulers' attempts to drive the

.  strikers into submission including a community group.
Coalition for Better Transportation in the City (CBTC),

, which has been active in fighting cuts in services and
fare hikes. To further build support for the strike and
link the interests of the community with the strike,
while exposing the Interests of Rizzo and his class.
Driving Force and CBTC are laying plans for another
demonstration around the demands, "Contract Yes!

Fare Hike No I—Rizzo's tunnel has got to go!" There
are also moves among such other forces as the NAACP,
which attended the first Driving Force rally, the AFL-
ClO Council and others to support the strike and force

Rizzo to negotiate.

Role of Organization

Key to convincing workers that there was a road
forward, even against the company and union hacks com
bined, was the growing organization of the rank and

file led by Driving Force. By organizing the workers
as an independent political force, by taking up daily

questions.and not accepting the limitations put on the
struggle by the union leadership, it has been able to

lead big battles. It has spurred fights against unsafe

equipment, layoffs, the contract, etc., and through
these struggles and others brought out to SEPTA work
ers the situation facing them on the job as part of the

overall struggle of the working class. When SEPTA -
laid off 345 workers last year, the union leadership
claimed nothing could be done—SEPTA had no money.

■ Driving Force and other workers were able to force
the union leaders into action: refusing overtime, safety
checks, a threatened strike on July 4th. They won back
30 jobs.

When CBTC blockaded a depot last August, follow

ing a cut in service to a Black community in North
Philty, Driving Force members went to the action and
united with it and helped get the line returned to service,

When CBTC shut down two depots in October, Driving

Force played a big role in winning drivers to stand with
the blockbde and refuse to drive. The company, cops
and their own union leaders tried to get them back on

the job, but their response was clear, "Hell No! We're
standing with our class." CBTC took up the Driving

Force demands: "Restore the Cuts in Service, Rehire

Laid Off Workers, No Fare Hike!"
In these struggles. Driving Force has brought out

repeatedly who the enemy is: the city government and
the powerful banks and businesses that control it and
die whole country. In the course of building these
battles, they have exposed the union leadership for

what they are—representatives of the bourgeoisie. Ex
posed them not by whining "we can do better" like :
opportunists hungry for union office, but by jamming
them into a corner where they had to side openly
either with the workers or the company. By uncover
ing the class interests that lay behind the attacks on

SEPTA workers and all workers, Driving Force has
raised the consciousness of the workers of the need to

take up each battle as part of the overall class struggle.
It is an example of the kind of organization that is

needed in every plant and industry in the counti^,
waging toe-to-toe battles in every major fight and
raising the unity and consciousness of the workers in
the process.

The SEPTA strike is an example for the working class
showing that workers can unite and fight back against
both the company and the union leaders if,they get
in the way. But it can't be done without organization.
As one striker put it, "We couldn't have really done
this without Driving Force. A lot of times you'd be
thinking something and they'd say it. Then they'd say
what to do about it." Driving Force and CDC are

sharp tools for building the struggle of the working class
and advancing its interest. Because the importance of
these types of organizations in struggle is becorping
clearly demonstrated to the SEPTA workers, several
of them have responded to the call to build workers'
organization on a national scale. They are participating
in building for the founding of a national workers organ
ization in Chicago on Labor Day weekend. As one
worker put it, "Once you stand up and take a look
around, you see your strength. After that you don't
ever want to be on your knees egain."®

Students and youth have historically been in the forefront of the peoples' struggles against the imperialists, fighting
boldly and militantly. In the '60s, they were a catalyst for the mass movements that exploded in opposition to the
oppression of Blacks and the war in Vietnam.

Youth...
Continued from page 8

a place where young people would learn and study more
about the world as they battled to change it, where hun
dreds and someday thousands of youth would take up
the study and application of Marxism-Leninism, Mao
Tsetung Thought in the course of going out and fighting
the bourgeoisie and all the attacks they bring down on
the people.

The Basis Has Been Laid

The basis for building a young communist organiza
tion among both sections of youth has been laid.
Among working class youth a number of organizations
have begun to develop over the last year that have start
ed to take up many important battles and political issues
among the youth—fighting for jobs, against rotting city
conditions and cutbacks, doing programs around Roots
and the liberation of Black people, as well as taking up
building for future activities like May Day and African
Liberation Day. Throu^ all frese activities these orga

nizations, many of which are called Youth In Action,
have begun to become a fighting political force among

youth-a force that leads youth to refuse to go along
with many of the things coming down on them and ail
the people, as well as a force that refuses to go along

with the way this whole system is set up. The groups
themselves have also started to become centers for strug
gle and development of political line on how to fight
around different issues and attacks, and how to turn

this world upside down so the working class Is in com

mand. And as the March 26th meeting brought out, a

number of working class youth are taking up and start
ing to master revolutionary theory and are applying it
to many of the practical problems and difficulties thai
come up in going out to unite the people to fight the
bourgeoisie and its attacks, and change the world.
Among students, the Revolutionary Student Brigade,

which has been a communist student organization for

a year and a half, exists on well over 50 campuses
throughout the country—including expansicm and de
velopment into a number of schools in the South. The
Brigade Is presently waging a national campaign around

support for the southern African people's war for libera
tion-and is building towa^s regional demonstrations
in New York, Chicago ancfSan Francisco on April
22, 23 and 24. and will b^ building for African Libera
tion Day's march on the yi/hite House on May 28. The
Brigade over the last year has built a number of cam
paigns around major political issues, in addition to wag
ing many immediate battles concerning students, such
as cutbacks, military recruiters, etc. The RSS's experi
ence in building struggle, and as a functioning commu
nist organization, will make important contributions to
the formation of a povverful young communist organiza

tion.

At this point, in terms of building ongoing struggle
and political organization, the working class youth sec
tion is much more undeveloped and fragile. The groups
are at a much more uneven state. A number now are

starting to become a fitting political force among
youth, as mentioned above, while others are still just
getting started and off the ground. And it is only right

now that young communist fighters are developing
among the working class youth to take up building this
organization as their own.

The further development of the working class youth
section is a critical task over the next six months in

building the foundation of the young communist orga
nization. It was for this reason that the initial organiz
ing meeting in Cincinnati was geared in terms of num
bers, orientation and discussion to the working class

youth section—to release their initiative around taking
up as their own the building of a young communist or
ganization. Around 15 members of the RSB, including
its national office, attended and participated in the

meeting.
~At the meeting the youth showed they were

readily taking it up. They discussed, struggled over and

united around Ijey questions that are critical for the
building of a young communist organization, ranging

from the necessity and inevitability of revolution, can
the working class successfully build socialism, multina
tional unity, and a number of other points concerning
youth's role in making revolution and what organization

al form will best bring forward the youth to take up this
task.

Why Revolution is Needed

Throughout the opening discussion the youth

brought out why they saw the need for making revolu
tion. One youth after another blamed the big bankers
and capitalists for forcing people to live the way they

have to. Dozens of examples came out.

Youth who work at hellholes like McDonald's, Gi- •,

no's and Burger King brought out how bosses take ad
vantage of youth's desperate need for work and lack
of experience to be worked like dogs for minimum wag
es or less, and how youth would keep getting treated'

like this as long as there was a system set up so that the
rich make millions off working people's sweat and la
bor. *

The youth from New York brought out what
amounted to 50 ways the rulers of this country rhess
you over—bringing out what the city crisis of NYC has
meant to the people living and working there. Many
other youth spoke out as well, angrily indicting the
millionaire capitalists for their rotting cities, unemploy

ment, armies around the world, crime, drugs, etc., along
with bringing out how many have seen their parents
work hard as hell, year after year, only to be having a
harder time than ever trying to keep their families well
clothed, fed and schooled.

As the new labor force in society—the emerging sec-

Continued on page 22
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Youth...
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tion of the working class that's looking to sell their abil
ity to work so they can eke out some sort of decent
life—many of the youth brought out the future they
can look forward to under this system. A good exam
ple brought out was the retired workers who have been
waging the fight against evictions at the Iriternational
Hotel in San Francisco. Here the youth talked about
seeing those who've worked 40 or 50 years and now
are too old to keep up with the backbreaking work the
bosses need for their profits. Now most are unemploy
ed and what do they have to show for it? One or two
rooms of low-cost housing. And even this the capital
ists are trying to take away because they don't get
enough profit off low-cost housing. This future of
spending a life slaving away for some boss is the future
that millions of young people face in this country, and
that's the "best" of the lot as the capitalist system con
tinues to falter and fall into deeper crisis.

Can the Working Glass Build Socialism?

After discussing how the working class has no class
interests in exploitation, the youth struggled over wheth
er it was inevitable that new leaders or forces under so

cialism would try to take over and "live in heaven, while
millions live in hell." The Soviet Union was given as an

example of how this had happened and a few spoke out
pessimistic^ly about the idea diat socialism could be
successfully built.

A number of youth spoke out around this point,

cautioning against this pessimism. They stated that

while what happened was tragic for the working class

in the Soviet Union and working people all around the

world, the knowledge and understanding of how and
why new capitalist rulers emerged under socialism
should strengthen our ability to prevent the same thing
from happening when the working class in the United

States seizes and controls state power. They pointed

out that understanding this danger pointed to the neces
sity of continuing the revolution under socialism so that
the working class more and more runs and rules all as
pects of society, and examples of how this has gone on
in China were brought out.

Furthermore, it was pointed out that while there
would certainly be many difficult struggles under so
cialism where new exploiters would try to bring back
capitalism even under tiie guise of speaking in
the interests of the people, don't think the work
ing class could get duped so easily. By build
ing off our long years of living underthe hell of capital
ism, off of the experiences and pain of making revolu
tion. and the unity, consciousness and organization
necessary to make it—and our understanding of the
need to continue to wage class struggle under social ism

and to develop the forms to carry this out—we could
stop new exploiters from gaining power and returning
us all t(^ living under capitalism.

It was around the point of tfie leading role of the

working class diat a member of one of the YlA's, who
has been in tfie World Community of Islam, raised that
he had been told that communists had sold out Black

people in the past. Here a number of people, both Party
members and others, pointed out that it was certainly
true that thVpommunist'Party, USA had sold out the
struggle of Back people. At one point the Com
munist Party had been a revolutionary force that had
led many ir^ortant battles opposing the discrimination
and oppressiwi of Blacks and other minorities, from the
Jim Crow and legal lynchings of Blacks in the
South to th< defense of the Scottsboro Boys and Arige-
lo Herndon^ack youth who were framed for different
crimes in th« '20s and '30s. The Communist Party, .
USA had taken up these battles against the oppression
of minorities as part of their overall developing of the
ciss war in the United States, leading the battles of the
unemployed, the great union drives of the '30s, opposi
tion to die different imperialists' moves to war, etc.

But, it was said, in the 1950s the Communist Party
was no longgr a party that stood for revolution; they
had given up and were now willing to compromise with
the bosses and politicians who run this country. The
Communist Party no longer fought for Black people's
liberation or against the discrimination and oppression
of minorities, but this wasn't simply a question of rac
ism or national chauvinism. Rather it was a part of their

overall selling out of the working class and struggles of
the American people against the capitalists. Now a new
communist party exists, the Revolutionary Communist
Party, that stands for the liberation of Blacks, stands
against the discrimination and oppression of minorities,
s part of its standing f6r_the highest political interests
of the working class.
A Black youth from Milwaukee spoke out about

how she had first gotten involved thinking that racism
and discrimination was the whole problem facing Black
people and she wasn't sure who the source of it was.
Now as she's gotten involved-been involved in struggles
tike cutbacks against minority programs, fought for
jobs for all youth and built and marched in the July
4th "We've Carried the Rich for 200 Years, Let's Get

Them Off Our Backs!" demonstration, she has seen
that It's the capitalists, who, while stepping awfully
hard on Blacks, step on the entire working class of all
nationalities. From this and seeing things like the
meatcutters' strike where Black and white workers stood

strong against the bosses, and the marches such as have

gone on at May Day, she had seen where the power of
fully changing this society lay-in the hands of the
working class. She now considered herself a commu
nist, who stood for the liberation of Blacks and minori

ties from oppression as part of the overall struggle to
emancipate the working class.

Many of the youth spoke out how building multina
tional unity was critical to the youth organization, that
the question of national divisions is often one of the

. sharpest questions hitting youth, many of whom grow
up in segregated neighborhoods and who often have
their anger and rebelliousness steered by the bourgeoi
sie to fighting one another.

Coming off of this discussion the question of why
the working class must lead the revolution was gone
into. A number of the-youth, and Party members,
brought out that this did not simply mean that youth
only march in things like May Day demonstrations or
the March 5 demonstration in D.C. against the unem
ployment benefit cuts, though it was a good-thing for
the youth to march shoulder to'shouider with the work

ing class at rajlies and marches.

It meant that it was In the interests of the working
class, and the political line of the Party of the working
class-that stands and fights for its highest interests-
to build a powerful youth and student movement in its
own ri^t, that fires out and hammers at the bourgeoi
sie and all its attacks on youth and the American peo
ple. It was important to grasp what Mao stated to a

^fbTip of youth in explaining their role in the Chinese
revolution; that they were in "a certain sense a van
guard." This is not in the sense of being able to lead
the revolution through to final victory, but that
youth's charcteristics of rebeiliousriess, desire for
change and initiative, if properly tapped and led, can
enable them to be a spark to all of society, fighting
over and raising important issues of struggle and con
cern to the American people and the working class.

Different youth brought out a number of examples
of this, drawing on youths' and students' role in the
Black people's struggles in the '60s, the powerful anti

war movement against the U.S. war in Indochina, talk

ed to at the start of the article. The recent uprisings in
South Africa were also brought out, where Black youth

and students had rebelled a^inst the forced teaching
of a colonial language. This sparked off struggle

throu^out South Africa, including the workers who
took the battle to a higher level as they refused to work

and demonstrated against the hated apartheid system-
rocking the white settler regime at its foundations. A

number of other examples of struggles that youth had

taken up in nelc^borhoods recently that brought for

ward many other people Into battle were also brought
out.

Historically this has been atnest important contribu

tion of youth and students to the overall revolutionary
struggle. This has been particularly true in terms of
standing up and opposing wars of aggression by the impe

rialists, both because of the general rfiaracterlstics of re
belliousness of youth and the particular way moves to

war affect youth—being the force that's brought into
the imperialists' army to fight for their profits. And this
will no doubt be an important struggle of the youth of

the U.S. in the years^ahead, as the talk of "national ser-
•vice acts" and return of the draft are developing as the

overall contention of the U.S. and the Soviet Union

heats up; their conflicts heighten and their steps toward
war escalate.

Why a Young Communist Organization?

The liveliest discussion of the meeting was around
. what type of organization would best serve the.struggie
and needs of youth and the overall revolutionary strug
gle. Here, the key question was getting down on. the

. particular situation that young people are|n. Not only
do millions of youdi face many immediate hardships
and difficulties-but millions of youth are facing the
burning question of what the hell are they going to do
with their lives, -

For years they have been trained to be the future
wage slaves of the bourgeoisie. Now, as they are becom
ing so, they are not only trying to avpid the pitfalls of
unemployment, the army, drugs, crime, etc., they're also
looking for one way or another to start off and develop
a decent life, to find a way they can use their skills,
make a contribution to society, etc.

"Die youth need an organization that not only gets
out in the streets and fights for the people, but offers
them a future and road where they can put their lives

to the best possible use./The road of serving the people,
daring to change the world, fighting for the working
class, making socialist rjbvolution, and going on to build
ing a whole new worlds And this is why a communist
youth organization needs to be butlt-an organization
that would openly offer this road and future to the
youth as they stand at a crossroads in their life, while
taking up their battles and fighting for them.
When talking about the future faced under capital

ism the youth bitterly spoke out. A number spoke out

about how they literally live in fear for their lives, and
their friends' and families', when thinking of life in their -
neighborhoodaand cities. And they felt helpless seeing
all tills go down-cities rotting, crime shooting up, as
they sat around unemployed.

Youth denounced the army, which they had gone
into hoping it to be an escape from unemployment and
trouble, and a place to find a skill, only now to find
there was plenty of trouble in having to protect the
profits of the rich man. Many youth talked of friends
getting cau^t up In drugs and crime. The youth from
Cincinnati brought out how a friend had committed
suicide-with all denouncing the capitalists' inability to
provide youth the chance to lead productive, useful
lives for bringing this all on. Unanimously the youth at
the meeting saw this as a key question that must be tak
en up in the course of building struggle.
A number of youth did raise points that will have to

be taken up to put the young communist organization
on a solid basis. One was the very basic point that the
members of the young communist organization must
have at least a beginning understanding of Marxism-Le
ninism. Only in a few places-had this task been taken

on in a well organized and thorough way, with some
people saying they still needed to learn some basic

points about Marxism. Over the next six months an

important task will be to initiate, develop and popular
ize the study among youth of Marxism, grounding the
foundation of the working class youth section, along
with the student section of course, in the basics of
Marxism-Leninism, as they continue to move ahead,
building the struggle of youth and building towards
the founding convention.

Another key question that came up was.around the
level of anti-communism among the people, and what
would the response be as the groups went into the
streets and neighborhoods as an open communist orga
nization.

Some youth spoke up, stating that at the very least
we'd have a tough time getting people to listen to us if
it was openly called a communist organization, and at
the very worst...well, it was a quick way to die. Others
argued that openly standing for communism put the
groups out there in clear opposition to the rulers of
this country, and that this was a good thing that would
speak to many of the qualities of youth—theirrebellious-

ness, desire for productive lives, etc.

All of the youtii agreed that going out and building
struggle as an open communist organization would cer

tainly be much m_ore controversial than building strug
gle underthe name "Youth In Action."

While one could point to certain difficulties that will

afise for openly standing for revolution and communism,
the groups could and should take advantage of the con
troversy and struggle that come from it, understanding

that the fact that communism is supposed to be terrible
and outlawed according to the powers that be can,

through struggle, be turned into a good thing—some

thing that makes it worthy of checking out, given the re
bellious inclinations of youth. They had to bring out

who was the source of anti-communism and why, and

how it was the same source of all the rotten conditions

- that people are forced to live under. They had to be
clear that the youth organization stood for communism
and socialist revolution just as it stood and fought
against the many rotten conditions throughout society
—because that was the best road forward for the people.

In addition to that, people stated that the youth or
ganization should see it as one of their tasks to stand
up against the views that the capitalists have promoted
about communists. While the capitalists continue
to come down on the people, the young commu
nist organization will lead repeated struggles, develop

into a force that stands and fights for the people, expos
ing the rich as the source of the social ills throughout
society—and would make it more and more clear what

communists stood for, and who promoted and profited
from anti-communism.

Many spoke out and said while there was anti-com

munism, more fundamental were the questions hitting
youth at this critical time, posing the real need to open

ly offer to them the future of fighting for what the peo
ple need, standing with the working class, setting their
sights high, and using their lives to go full steam towards
socialist revolution.

The youth spoke out against a tendency to just th(ow
out the word communism lightly-keeping it very general
and not explaining it. The young communist organiza
tion would not simply run around just saying "commu
nism," and offering a better future. For while openly
standing for communism it would root this in taking up
the struggles of youth, and would bring out of these bat
tles and all social and political issues, how they tied in
with the overall situation youth and the broad masses of
people face, offering to youth a road of fighting fOr what
people need, standing with the working class to knock
down the bourgeoisie and move on to where the working
"'ass rules. The youth united around developing agita-
on and propaganda that put out communism in this

Kind of popular way, building off peoples' actual experi
ence.

Around all these points, from the study of Marxism
to the level of anti-communism and how to overcome

it, there was a good deal of struggle, discussion and even
arguing, with all agreeing that these points should be

Continued on page 23
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further taken up and discussed as we moved towards
the founding convention and the launching of the
young communist organization. The draft proclama
tion for a statement that calls for the formation of
such an organization, that will be postered on city
streets all across the country, was read out, unanimous
ly voted for and endorsed by the most thunderous
cheers and ovation of the day.

Neighborhoods as a Base

Another important discussion held at the meeting
was around where the working class section of the
young communist organization should be based. In the

development of the groups that already exist this ques
tion has not been taken up sharply enough, and diis
has. led to a couple of different tendencies and weak
nesses.

For one, there's been a tendency to only go from
one part of a city to another, looking to unite with
and develop struggle. Simply doing this leads to pro-
blems-the groups being scattered throughout the city;
failure to develop any consistent base to become any
type of ongoing social and political force among youth;
pulling the "advanced" who join the groups away from
their friends, neighborhoods and knowledge of social
conditions toward building battles only in other barts
of the city: and a failure to continue to do consistent

revolutionary work among youth unless there was some
spark of struggle going on in some part of town.
The youth at the meeting brought out how in some

cities either high schools or community-colleges had
become the group's main base of ongoing activities,
and the various problems that had come up from this.
They brought out how both of these concentrations
of youth should be taken up as part of developing the
main base for the working class youth section—the

neighborhoods.

Why neighborhoods? The youth at the meeting
summed up two major reasons. (1j It's the area where

all youth are concentrated, spend their most time, have
their most friends. This includes those that are unem

ployed, marginally employed, high school, community
college students, etc., especially those youth that are
a year or two out of high school, unable to find any
work. (2) It's where the contradictions are most sharp
around the capitalists' inability to provide people witfi
any type of decent, productive life, it's the main place
where youth see the social conditions of this system
going down, seeing theirneighborhoods and housing
rot, cops coming down, etc., while they are forced to
hang around, unable to change the way people are
more and more being forced to live.

Off of this, the youth talked about a "one, two
punch" in going back to their cities, to both develop
a consistenfebase for their activities while continuing
to expand and build struggle in all parts of the cities.

One punch is the task of concentrating in key neigh
borhoods and becoming an ongoing fighting political
force, taking up battles for jobs, support for the Afri

can people, major social and pojitical questions, etc.
The other is continuing to unite with sparks of struggle
that fly up throughout a city among youth, such as

resistance to police murder and repression, rotting city
conditions, etc., building those battles to the maximurh

and developing out of them new neighborhood bases
for the communist youth organization.
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TTre rebelliousness characteristic of youth in a repres
sive and expioitive society is a tremendous,resource
for the working class in its revolutionary struggle,
its enthusiasm and innovativeness, its daring and de
termination can be a spark for struggle throughout
society.

After summing up all the points that had been taken
on throughout the meeting—the need for revolution,
youth's and the working class' role in making it, and
all the others-the youth, though exhausted, took on
discussion over what were the key areas of work for
the coming period.

A lively report from one of the youth groups on the
struggle in southern Africa was given that brought out
the nature and present level of struggle of the African
people against the white minority governments, their
U.S. imperialist backers and the drive of the Soviet
Union to enter through the back door.

The report brought out the need to support the
African people's struggle as part of the overall tasks
of supporting the revolutionary struggles that are stand
ing up to, weakening, and exposing imperialism, espe
cially ones directed against our own rulers. It
brought out the need to oppose moves Of the
U.S. toward wars of,aggression and the continuing con
flicts and drive to world war of the two superpowers,
as they seek to divide up the world in their drive for
povver and profits.

In addition to this, the youth brought out many of
the feelings of solidarity that Blacks ih the U.S. feel

towards the struggling African people. Both face dis
crimination and national oppression from the same

enemy, the U.S. capitalists.
After going into the importance of taking up the

struggle, the youth brought out different ways to do
this. Plans were made to do various educational pro-

. jects, street comer agitation with props like large pass
books, showing slide shows, movies and programs in
the streets of neighborhoods at night as the weather
warms up, building for speakers from liberation forces
in different neighborhoods.

The youth talked of taking up battle against the
Krugerrand, the gold coin banks have been selling to
generate dollars for the South African economy, such

a battle that could knock the Krugerrand out of the
banks and bring out to thousands how U.S. capital in-

The capitalists come up with nothing but phony job schemes for youth, offering them jobs at sieve wages or getting
them to work for peanuts in jobs that have been taken away from their parents, in D. C. March 5, youth put them
on notice they weren't accepting this future and would fight alongside their parents forjobs and a decent iife.
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vestments hold up and profit from apartheid. Plans
were also made toward doing different material aid
projects for the liberation forces, and it was agreed to
develop all this work in support of the African freedom
fighters towards building a powerful youth contingent
at the march on the White House on African Liberation
Day, May 28.

One of the last discussions centered around battling
for "Jobs for Youth" throughout the summer. An
opening report brought out the widespread nature of
the issue to youth and went into how unemployment
is a hardship to youth that goes far beyond simply
being stuck with no money. Nothing brings out more
clearly how this society has got nothing to offer youth.
Unemployment is a major source of youth getting de
moralized, caught up in crime, drugs and gangs—as
we!) as being a major factor for the many confronta
tions youth have with the police. Unemployment is
the major cause of frustration and anger of youth,
though this anger is not yet consistently directed or ^
focused at the enemy.

It was also spoken to how many of the future gov
ernment youth programs would seek to divide the

youth off from the rest of the working class. This is
what is behind many of these public works type pro
posals that Carter is talking about to "help the youth."
Hire youth at slave wages to do the jobs workers have
been laid off from or won't take because they can
not feed their families with the wages. Opposing these
job programs to get the youth to scab on the entire
working class will be an important part of the future
youth organization-while continuing to stand and
fight for jobs for youth.

Plans were developed so that the youth group would
start to become a fighting force among the youth
around the issue of jobs. Calls for activities and agita
tion at the many sign-up dates for youth programs were
united around-where the need to fight for a year"long
job program at union wages would be brought out.
Developing struggle around the presently existing city
and federal job programs for youth was also talked
about. Almost always breaking down during the sum
mer-getting called off or pay held back—these pro
grams can be important targets of struggle, though they
are limited because they are mainly geared to 14-17
year olds. The youth united around battling inside,
them, while also raising the call for the year-round job

program that would seek to bring forward and unite
older youth to fight for the jobs they need.

Since the meeting a number of groups have also talk-
- ed about developing campaigns in neighborhoods dur

ing the summer that would struggle around rotting con
ditions in the neighborhoods like crummy youth cen
ters, uncollficted garbage, and abandoned houses with

rats. Such struggles could be linked to the struggle for
jobs for youth.

As the meeting drew to a close, elections were held
for a steering committee that will lead and guide the
groups toward the founding convention. In the coming
months the steering committee will be on top of put
ting out a good deal of the material that's needed to

build towards the convention—proclamations, calls,
posters, etc.—in addition to developing forms that will
unite broad numbers of youth around the young com
munist organization in the course of each wave of

activities that the youth groups build.

For instance, regional conferences will be held a

few weeks after the ALD demonstration that will sum

up the Africa campaigns, developments in building
the young communist organization and then make fur

ther plans for developing campaigns and further waves
of activity—as well as the means to continue to build
toward the founding convention. In addition to this

the steering committee will sum up the progress to-,
ward this convention, how some of the problems and

contradictions that were brought out around develop
ing it are being taken up and overcome.

The March 26 meeting was an important step for
ward in developing the initiative of working class youth

to take up the building of a young communist organi
zation as their own. The youth clearly saw the impor- ■.
tance of the tasks confronting them—as brought out
by the participation, heated discussions and struggle
that characterized much of the meeting. The political
understanding of many was deepened around key ques-
tions and a good deal of political unity was forged by
the groups that were meeting together for the first
time. Rans were developed to build key battles in the
coming period, as well as plans to build towards the
founding convention of the young communist organi
zation.

The task is now to go back to the neighborhoods
and cities, deepening the understanding of points that
were taken up at the meeting while putting many of
the ideas and plans talked about into practice that will
unite youth to fight the bourgeoisie and change the
world. This ranges from developing the campaign
around African liberation to the battles for jobs, and
the study of Marxism-Leninism. In all these ways the
various youth groups will make important steps to
wards building a powerful working class youth section
of a young communist organization that will dare to
stand up and change the world, and lead the youth
and students to become a powerful social fo/ce that
will stand for revolution, become a powerful and valu
able ally of the working class In its war for freedom. ■


